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"HOW MUCH OWEST THOU MY
LORD?"
How

much ?—alas, if I could tell,

I might have hope to cancel it:
But still the numbers swell and swell,
Till now my debt is infinite.

ciety.

sions : Schwartz of Southern India, Cary,
of Serampore, Judson of Burmah, Morrison of China, Wilson of Bombay, and

Duff of Calcutta. These men each spent
some forty years in earnest mission work
and all of them lived to pass theirseventy
years and died rejoicing in their labors.
1 will allude to the work of but one to.| day; because he, perhaps, more than
any of the others illustrated,what Tjwishto
speak about.
Some years before the arrival of Dr.
Duff in Calcutta, through the efforts of

O boundless grace—too often met

With doubt and coldness! woeis me!
And, hopeless to discharge my. debt,
“ Have mercy !” is my only plea.

Grant and

— Caroline A. Mason in Cong.

(Continued from last week.)
EVENING.

The devotional service took the form
of a praise-meeting.
It was conducted
Alarge

number of ministers and brethren and
sisters gave respectively the reasons for
which they praised God. It was a sweet
and precious season.
At the close of this meeting the Anniversary convention held a brief session,
and the convention of the Home

Mission,

The

officers

of'last year were chosen for the year ensuing. In consequence of sickness of the
Financial Secretary,the reading of his re-

port was postponed.
was oc-

cupied with the anniversary of the Woman's Mission Society. Mrs, B. F.

Hayes,

of Me., presided. The meeting was opened with the singing of ** Greenland’s Icy
Mountain.” Prayer was then offered by
Miss DeMeritte,

urer, then read her

Parliament

had

compelled

the

East

India Company to devote a large sum to
the study and improvement of native literature. A Sanscrit college was established. The English language was not
allowed to be taught in any of these government schools, and Christianity was
ignored altogether.
:
An idea of the fruitlessness of: this effort may be learned from a document
left by Bishop Heber who visited the
Sanscrit college of Benares.
He listened
to a lecture from one of the learned pundits, a teacher who identified the North
pole with Mount Meroo, and the South
ole with the tortoise that supports the

lindu cosmogony, while the sun goes
0]
TT:
“Age of Reason” for theology, was the
only means by which the Court of Direc!ors carried out the order of Parliament
to promote

education in British India, for

the twenty years preceding Dr. Duff's arrival.

Do not, said the church which sent him

THE WOMAN'S MISSIONARY SOCIETY.
The remainder of the evening

Dr. Phillips.

also,

Parliament,

THE ANNIVERSARIES,

Societies was then called.

Wilberforce,

compelled the East India Company to
ermit missionaries to land in’ Caleutta.

ERS FPS

H:—

a half

there aré six names that stand out ‘prominently in the history of Christian Mis-

Even the sorrows that he sends
Proclaim his love, and blossom fair
With wise designs and wholesome ends,
Whose harvest waits me otherwhere.

of N.

!

During the past century and

Oh, every joy that glads my path,
Oh, every hope that gilds my way,
Still for its graeious author hath
My Lord—and I have nought to pay !

by Rev. G. M. Park,

It seems

The Society was then addressed by.
Mrs. D. F. Smith, a missionary now in
this country. She spoke as follows:

I owe him for my very breath,
My life, from his own life distilled ;
For all his boundless promise saith,
As well as for his word fulfilled.

WEDNESDAY

are

that the Society never had a stronger
hold upon the women of the denomination.
:
Considerable space in the report was
devoted to two special enterprises undertaken under the auspices of the Society.
The firstof these is the publication of the
Missionary Helper which has been successful beyond the anticipations of the
most sanguine. The other is the work
done for the Girls’ Hall at Harper's Ferry,
which was alike successful.
The report
closed with a noble tribute to the spirit
manifested by the workers in this So-

per year; if paid strictly

$2.20.

regular
- contributions

$309.55 greater than last year.

“The Homing Str
this paper.

the

treas-

annual report.

The

out, settle in Calcutta.
Do not attempt
to teach English, said the missionaries
alre
there. You will only make the
Bengalis worse infidels than before. One
man said otherwise. The great oriental
scholar fand missionary, Dr. Carey, of
Serampore, bent with age and many years
of hard work in ‘India, sent the young
Duff to Calcutta.
In

1830, Dr.

Duff

opened

his

school

balance on hand of $1,924.54.
Thereport contained a statement of what has

Twenty young men composed it.
Ver
soon it numbered 800." He went on wit
his work steadily ‘and with a constantly
increasing
interest. - Some time after
this the Government established a medical college in Calcutta for educating native doctors. Connected with this was a
hospital. So strong were the caste préj-udices ; that not ane of the students would

been eontributéd by each State.

dissect

receipts

have

been

$3,563.68,

added to the balance on hand
$1,904.46, and interest
$127.90, make £3,5696.04.

which,

last year,

and premiums
The expendi-

tures have been $3,671.50, and

there is a

Among

these contributions are Maine, $862.01;
Rhode Island, $746.95; New Hampshire,
$659.82 ; Massachusetts, $223.53; Ohio,

$192.48;

New York, $171.14;

$162.25 ; West Va., $154.46.

Vermont,

The report

was adopted.
In the absence of Mrs. Lowell, the Cor-

responding

Secrelary, her report

was

read by Miss Ida Fullonton, of Lewiston,
Me.

'Fhis'was'a well-written

paper, and

touched upon subjects of a somewhat gen-

eral character.

It gave a noble recog-

the

human

-body,

and

had to be taught from models.

told

them that

his

anatomy

Dr. Duff

students, even of the

highest ‘castes, wonld use the scalpel.
They found this to be’ the truth.
A prominent Englishman addressing
this medical school, a few years ago,
said:

¢ Young men, your college has

re-

lieved the pain or cured the
diseases of
more than 800,000 human beings;” and
further added: ‘* Dr. Duff'has done more

than any other one man forthe largestand
most beneficent medical school,” Dr.

Duff not only educated young natives so
that théy were competent to fill many of
the subordinate offices in the Govern-

nition of the progress of the work.
The "ment, but he sent them out with a conreport concluded thus: ''*‘ Oh, that’ the stantly deereasing hold in caste prejudicveil were taken from our vision, that we es, and their faith in Hinduism forever
shaken. - He also sent out some of the
might understand the full significance of noblest Christian workers that were ever
life and its duties.
Then would the raised in India,
In whatever part of
grandeur of a work like this burst upon India you may travel you will find men
our minds, and we feel the blessedness of who were educated by this man, and who
having some share in its glorious re- love and revere his memory now that he
is gone.
sults.”
But while the education of the male
Miss DeMeritte, the Home Secretary, portion of India has been so much looked
years, until very rethen'wead her annual wepert, It opened after for so many
with a fitting recognition of the work of cently, the women Fave been left to live
die in ignorance and superstition and
the auxiliaries, which are the main de- and
idolatry. = They are taught that they have
pendence of the Society in its work. Then no souls; and while the men who still
followed abstracts of the reports of Dis- clingto their idols—and their nameis
trict
* Secretaries, Miss A. Hasty for the legion—expect at last to reach the HinMaine Western Y. M., Mrs. E. D. ‘Wade du’s heaven, after passing © through the
various stages of transmigration, perfor the PenobscotY. M., Mrs. F.' S. Mo- haps about the highest idea .the womsher for N. H., Mrs. E. W. Porter for | en
have of happiness hereafter is to
Massachusetts, Mrs. L. Dexter for Rhode sometime appear on the earth as men.
Could you'see the Hindu mother peerIsland, Mrs J. B. Lash for Ohio. © These
ing anxiously into the eyes of a goal, dog,
abstracts indicated that the intérest in the or
snake even, in order to catch some
work has deepened during the year, and glimpse, if possible of her lost child, yon
that commendable = progress has been would have a mere vivid sense of what
made. ‘Indeed, the situation in some lo- untold wealth the Bible unfolds to you.
of a little boy the case is
calities is decidedly cheering. Many new justIn a thelittledeath
brighter. I visited a Zenana one
auxiliaries and bands havé been organ- day after the death of a little son and
ized.

To the reports of the District

Sec-

retaries was added a brief summary of the
report of Miss Julia E. Phillips who

has

traveled and labored among the churches
somewhat

extensively

She has visited
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eleven

during

the

churches

year.

in the

Penobscot Y. M., eight in the Maine Cen-

randson, who was the hope of the family.

‘he women were inconsolable.

a few moments,
lamentations

Waitin

and hoping their lou

would

subside,

a heathen

woman sat down beside the grandmother
and said: “Don’t cry so; may be the
lost one will next appear as the son of a
great king." This you may think poor

future than to
tral, ten in the Maine Western, eleven in 1 comfort, but isn’t iva bettervile
serpent, or
crawl upon the earth as a
New Hampshire, four in Massachusetts, to hop about as a loathsome toad?
anil several in Rhode Island. / She reDo you think it was a joy to me to tell
parts the organization of nineteen auxil- those mourning women of a house where
iaries ‘and ‘twenty-four mission’ bands. their children: were clad in pure white

She attended several Quarterly Meetings.

robes ?

Then do you wonder at the ques-

tion, which they asked me?

¢¢ If this be,

—why have you not before sent us-téachwomen as well as for men?”
Sisters, I want you to ask yourselves
this question
as you return to your Christian homes. May it be so deeply imresponsibility

in this

matter.
¥
What we need to do, my sisters, is to
educate; and, under God, Christianize

these imprisoned women.
In order to do
this we must have a native as well as a

foreign agency.

If the Woman's Mission

missionaries

India

4

oblige

them to do for themselves what can easily
be done for a trifling sum; thus leaving
them free
work.

to

do

a far
fered

more

in the land

important

2d, Provide them with a sufficient sum
to train and put into active operation all
the native teachers they can profitably superintend. There will be several grades
ly say that their salaries will range all the
from

$3

to

$10

per

month.

The

most competent of these will be found
useful in training the younger and less
experienced teachers.
I had three teachers who did valuable service in this direc-

tion..—Ooma,

an

old

lady

Christian character was
help, not only as a Bible

of

marked

an
invaluable
reader, but in

her care of some of the younger teachers.
Eliza, another,
was very usefu: in teaching
them various

kinds

of'work.

She

was

work

in

the Zenanas,

and

has

proved herself one of the most efficient of

Zenana teachers,
Her love
for, and
devotion to, the work of lier Master made

her a welcome visitor to every home. The
high in caste,

as

well

as the low, were

equally attach to her.
Rebecca was another whom I sent to
Bhudruck, a town forty miles distant from
Balasore, to take charge of the Zenana
mission there; and most nobly has she
worked in this capacity during the last
seven years.
3d. The cost of conveyance to and
from Zenanas for the missionary -and
sometimes for native teachers. This is
not merely a matter of convenience but
of necessity. Something is also necessary
in the way of supplying books and papers.

illustrate

the

agency.

Christian can

do a work that

able
local
from
fat
that

in ‘na-

An: earnest native
a

foreigner

can not do. We are socially divided from
these people by a ‘wide
gulf, and those
who have most nearly bridged this ‘gulf
see most clearly the advantages of a sanctified native Christian agency:
Special reference has ‘been made to Dr.
Duft’s work, because he from the very
first seemed to recognize this great need.
Twenty years ago it was not an uncommon thing for people to regard Dr.Duff as
a secular more than a Christian educator,
saying in a slighting manner that he was

training men to fill Government offices.
Now very few could be found who speak
of him other than’ a missionary in the
highest sense of the word.
1
A few words to my, Vermont sisters. I
hope during the next few weeks to visit
many of you in your own churches. I do
not forget that this is my native State, but

I'have sometimes felt that my

own State

' There is a little

spot

south of this around which all my hap-

childhood memories cluster. It was
I spent the first twelve years of my
' I'do not return to you ay Jacob did
two bands, but. I do come strong in

the hope

i And,

a population

privileges

as

Revo-

of Anieri-

We have been. gratified at the appearance

Catholics understand

that the denomination raisean equal sum.

the

vigor-

of the institution here, and we wish

for the. future.
They
$600,000 a year among

ously responded to.
PROF. HOWE'S ADDRESS.
The anniversary exercises of the Society were here formally resumed, and
Rev. Dr. Howe, of the Bates Theological
School, was introduced as the first speaker, We ask attention to his admirable
address:
}

They have 150,000 pupils

to thé black children.

= Do the Prot-

Christian sects heed inversely
as
reads, the difficult rule, ‘‘ig lowliness

soul and body. One million more votes
added to. the vast numbers they already
have, increase, by a feurful percentage,
the dangers of the land.
Christianity demands that we be
| Our’
faithful ‘to the trust committed to us,

we aid the colored people

that

in acquiring

that knowledge that will raise them to, a
higher manhood, that will fit them to perform some useful, perhaps some noble,
partin developing a Christian civilization at home, and extending it ‘abroad
throughout the earth. ,
sid
There is no doubt that there are large
returns for all money invested in freed-

mens schools.

expected

that

that is like an anchor to the soul.-

dear sisters, I want to ask you to-

day to Help carry on this work of evangel-

‘izing our sisters in India.

You are just’

as much needed in this work as those who
For unless the home part of
o there.

the work is carried on
can not be.
s

the

foreign

part

Let us all, then, work together, and by
and by we shall hear the glad sentence,

«In as much as ye have done it unto the
least of these, ye have done it unto me.”
Oh, what love God has shown for the
vilest of his erring ones! Let us strive to
imitate more closely Him who, while on
earth, went about doing good. God grant
none of us may hear the dreadful words,
“ inasmuch as ye have not done it to the
least of these, ye have not done it to me.”
The next speaker was Mrs.
terman,of N. H..
The
abstract of her address

G.C. Wa-

following

is

an

light to hundreds who are now debarred
from that light.
.

If we can not send thousands, let us at

least send two thousand.
The Treasury of the W. M. Society is
still open for any sum, great or small.
There is a place where you may deposit your money in bags that was
not old, where
there is no danger
of financial disaster and where it will
draw interest throughout eternity.
At the close of this address an effort
to

secure

pledges

of

$25.00

each to furnish rooms at Harper’s

Ferry.

_ ‘Miss Hattie P. Phillips,missionary elect
to India, then spoke briefly and pleasantly.
Though she loved America, she was willing to leave it and many pleasant and
personal associations for the work of the
Master in India. At the close of her re-

marks a collection was taken, amounting
to $25.34.
The choir then sung "the
hymn, foundin the Sept. number of the
Missionary Helper, entitled “Speed the
Gospel Day.”
The benediction was then pronounced
by Rev. J. L. Sinclair, of N. H.

'

THURSDAY.—FORENQON.
The
morning
prayer-meeting was
|.

led

by Father Woodman, who, although in
bis 80th year, has the fire of youth and the

Se

2
CONVENTION,
/
The Benevolent Societies assembled at
10 o'clock, to listen to the report of the
Financial Secretary, but as the Secretary
had been prevented by eauses beyond
his control from completing.
his report,

it was referred to a committee
of the three

Corresponding

better

than

one of them’ there is no longer any doubt
which is the true and perfect church of
Christ.. What
would follow if the denominations should respe:t such commands as that just quoted, any mind can
see. It is more difficult to see how the
sects justify their inattention to the truth
of our Christian ethics; that precepts for
believers are as well precepts for churches
of believers.
But over this we can not.
now linger: . Other themes invite us. Yet
our curiosity
may be pardoned, ifthe remark about the way in which the various
Seets regard themselves makes us curious
they regard other

sects,

and

. “Oh, wad seme power the giftie gie us,
To see ourselves as ithers see us.”
It is found, however, that this song can
be sung with zest, and that the revelation
besought, when given, can take that zest
away.
Portraits may be too cruelly accurate. The Free Baptist church, as painted
by sects not disposed “in
lowliness of
mind, to esteem other better than themselves,” could

not

appear

very fair.

We

are probably regarded, according to my
observation, by them as an obscure, poor,
ignorant,
uninfluential body, fervent in
spirit, and more genercus to give many of
our best people to other churches than
efficient

home.

in

measures

to

keep

them

Whether this is a faithful

of our face or not, it is

a homely

at

picture
picture.

After scrutinizing at it the greater part of
us, I am quite sure, will shrug the should-

Several were secured.

faith of a man of God.

other

themselves.”In the judgment ofalmost every

‘profitable for churches as for individuals
Storer sometinies to cry, with Burns:

“od, but which, if enlightened, might carry

was made

each esteem

it
of

especially the one. which we represent.
Besides, no one can doubt that it is as

fund is doing for the whole South.
T¥in
‘how, wide-reaching would be the effect
College when it might be

mind, let

10 learn how

Think what the Peagody

sof a few thousand dollars put into.

that

this movement for money might be gener-

the influence of sound learning and true
religion, or the Catholics will have them

the ‘same amount paid toa ‘missionary

withont this

piest
there
life.
with

With

almost every single dollar would quick* were ‘benight‘effective than: en some mind whichélse

tive ageney will be ‘moré

of

character,

is

most

difficult.

Generations often go by, and it is not
done.
Evils are stubborn occupants. As
it demanded higher statesmanship to bring’
Britain out of her savage state, plant her
on the stable principles . of order, liberty,
and culture than it does “to rule Britain
now that it is established on these principles, so it requires higher powers in the

minfstry to lesd'a

the state in

which

we

Christan

are

people from

“slanderously

reported”to be, to their nataral hightof

of our real defects

we do not

cling

are constitutional,: and

to

them.

Improvement

impression of what we are, then, correct
or not, demands the same course of us, and

SEMINARY.

Rev. W. L. Noyes presented a resolution in behalf of the educational institution at Lyndon Center, recommending
that the churches cordially receive an
agent about to go among them to collect

Millions of thege freedmen must, in the
next ten years, if ever, be brought under

T think the most I received from the

had forgotten.me.

LYNDON

to Romanize the congenial material Fo.
in the ex-slaves?

send: all the

wisely ‘Spent

F.

tion.” ~~ The

aid

home societies was 30 rupees per month,
or less than $200 “a‘ ‘year,
But it

month

sha

-estants of this nation realize that the
Catholics and the Jesuits are schemin

money from home to equip your missionaries. Much of this may be raised in In-

per

B.

$12,000, in order to get a donation of
another 812,000 from a gentleman
in
Lyndon who offers that sum on condition

the freedmen.

It is not enougli that one wants to go to
India. It is not enough that Sey are
0
deeply devoted Christians. These should
by no means be wanting, but you should
know that they ‘also possess organiziag
and executive ability. You will not be

$60

that

under priestly
; school. ~ The doors: of
ici schogls are open alike to the white

best

would certainly be ‘advisable to. be
to supply feom the homie treasury,as
‘support. jn India is liable to’ fail
one cause or another.
Lind
1
| I think all missionaries will agree

Baker,

can citizens they hold in their hands the
balance of power in the nation. “Whether
the negro’s vote be the vote of the negro,
or merely the vote by the negro, will depend on the degree of manhood he reach-

ous preperations
are now spending’

fitted to be your representatives in India.

dia.

E.

Noyes, by the Agent and Editor, and by

signs of the times and are making

+ Perhaps,you will be able to gathir from

to

O.

Hayes; Cor. Sec., E. N. Fernald; Ree.

defects

Rafus Deering, Esq., of Portland, Me. rather than perfection we boast of. If the
are put a century removed fromheathen- The agency of the Siar and Sunday- F. B. church is not the bestin the land, it
ism and but a dozen years from the gros- school papers, as wholesome educators is the expectation of her sons to make her
sest kind of slavery ‘and that even now
equal to the best.
Anything that consigns
they are bowed down under a prejudice 1 was illustrated, and the need of putting her doctrines or her: labors to obscurity
‘¢ that, finding his fellow guiltyof a skin them into every Freewill Baptist family they can not endure. For they. see that,
not colored like his. owmg
and having enforced.
The reduced price of the if our portrait, as painted. by unfriendly
power to enforce the io
x such: a Star and its facilities and purposes for hands, is a caricature, and our people
without demonstration of its falsity allow
worthy cause, dooms
him" ®s his lawful increased
usefulness were explained. it to hang in the gallery of the sects,giving
rey.” Such has been the ease too long.
false impressions to the public, if is a
ow give him an education, for ¢¢ learn- We trust that the words spoken’ may be’ reproach
to their wisdom and name. On
ing is addition beyond nobility, or birth.” borne in mind, and that the good influ- the
other hand, ifthe portrait is true, it is
Give him such an educationas shall raise ence of our publications will be increas- indeed a reproach if our people do not goon
him above the control of the demagog
require a new picture to be taken. The
ed.
:

large as that of the colonies at the

tion some three hundred women and
children. I might have v
more than
this to good advantage, had
trial school I had in char,
avoidable work connecte
absorbed so much of my time.

cases,

Vice-Presidents,

meet and blend in this work, even ecommon humanity should urge us on. ™

lution, with the full

to 15 teachers and having under instruc-

obliged, in most

if

Sec.,” G. C. Waterman; Treasurer, 'S.
Curtis ; Auditor, E. P. Prescott; Members

startling aspect.

that the
monthly
or year
between
a: dozen

what I have said the kind of workeyps

something, "and

him above the danger of making his liberty a fatal disaster.
Politically, the negro question has a

creasing as the people themselves, becoming educated,are more and more willing to buy for themselves.
Yerhaps, I cannot better

raise

there is as muth interest as the cause demands, it will be felt outside. Perhaps:
some miserly man will say, ¢ I'think I
nitist help the children,” and this may be
a wedge to open his heart to the needs of
the world.
If the rich do not help, some
brother will say, “I can give five dollars

of unprincipled parties,

(SA

sum required than-by telling you
average amount that I expended
was somewhat over fifty dollars,
by year amounting to the sum of
$700 and $800; employing from

can

| Ignorant?
Then let it be taught .and
trained.
In other words; let a “work be
done for it which no ministry is too competent to do. To transform a Christian
church, by subgituiag excellencies ‘for:

Let us consider that the eolored

thoroughly trained in this department in
Mrs. Buckley's school, in Cuttack. The
first year she was with me, her whole
time was devoted to normal work. As
soon as she could be spared, she commenced

havin

of the Ex. Com., for three years, E. NU’ | ibtelligence, piety and power, than are”
Fernald, 8. Curtis, A. Given, G. C.° Wa-, required to maintain the good: estate, of a+
church seeured many generations.ago. - ..
more than I have given,” and a sister will terman, The report was accepted.
‘ Our reputation, as kindly shown us. by
say, “Ithink I can raise five dollars. I
PRINTING ESTABLISHMENT,
the sects, might be
improved. They
can earn Some of it with extra work, and
IAs a feature of our educational work evidently think we could be a better church
for the vest I will save it from the candy
and confectionery stores.”
pe the publications of our Printing Estab- than we are. Take their opinions at whatever discount, we can not avoid the conA. few reasons
might. be given for lishment were presented in brief speech- viction that the inferiority of our Zion
earnestness in this work.
foto
es by Prof. Ilayes, Revs. C.F. Penney,
if at all, from an inadequate atten.
Philanthropy, patriotism, Chiistianity, E. Wi Porter, J. L. Sinclair,W. L. arises,
tion to the training of our ministry: None

of these native teachers, and we may safeway

who,

Treasurer presented his annual report.
Don’tsay I can’t raise $25.
There is It is remarkable that during the business
your Sunday-school. Does it not need depression and losses the past year, the
waking up a little? Would you not like Society had net lost a cent of its funds.
to see .those children and those youn
The report was adopted. A committee
people aroused to action? ‘* Planning an
appointed
for the purpose nominated the
performing,
resolving and executing,” |
spending the enthusiasm of their youn
following officers of the Society for the
lives'in a geod cause? The smallest S. S. ensuing year : President, W. H. Bowen;

;

to

sala

te

pleted building.

1st. Pay then a sum for their own
support sufficiznt to enable them to devote their whole time to the work for
which they are sent. It is poor policy to
send

with him in reference to his work,
ry, etc.

have a right royal time in their new, com-

Society would
give its ‘missionaries the
largest efliciency,it must thoroughly equip

them for their work.

come
to ‘her without first beginning
with it. Ifa peopleis
rded as plebeian in taste, narrow
in sphere, crude or
feeble in work and as exerting a slight

ties, was appointed to consult and advise

d
influence in the world, “eould anything
move forcibly declare the importance, to
EDUCATION.
i
that people, of securing the best possible
ut the hand to the plow, shall turn back.
The annual meeting of the Education ministry to itself?
i
hs Fig
e want to finish
Myrtle Hall "and we
Besides, in reason or by Scriptural law,
can finish it,
If seventy persons will’ Society was held at 10:30. Rev. Dr. the most skillful ministry should be given
pledge themselves, twenty-five dollars Bowen occupied the chair, and prayer to the most needy field. Is a church poor?
each, the sum necessary to complete a was offered by Rev. Gideon Perkins.
The poor are to have the gospel preached
room, the work can go right forward, and
The Recording Secretary read the records to them. Is it obscure? Qualities that
at Christmas those colored people can ‘of the Society for the year, and the can not be hid must be developed
in it.

not wish to be of that class,

ressed on your minds as to cause you to

eel your personal

one from each of the Benevolent Socie-

- Noble was the response to the appeal
for Harper's Ferry made in the spring.
More than the
usand dollars asked
for came pouring into the treasury. But
the building is not completed.
"We do

ers to tell us of a religion that is for the

consisting
Secretaries,

to be presented at their discretion. Rev.
E. N. Fernald was re-appointed Financial Secretary, and a committee of three,

ers,

or

exclaim,

‘An

enemy

hath

done

this.” All agree that this is not the way
that we wish to look. The F. B. church
should present to the world a fairer visage
than
this.
Let
course ought a

wus inquire, then,
church to pursue

what
when

that is one with which all* ‘our desires accord, viz., to secure to our¥. B.

churches

the very best ministry that we can.
We are, already, too long on this ddngerous ground.
The consciousness of
every F. B. responds to these finical sects
that “things
are mot what
they seem.”
Let us come to the facts, and assert that,

judged by her merits, the F. B. church is
entitled to the best
possible ministry.
Her record discloses traits that ought to
soeietv.ad

On dll the questions before the country
which clearly involved moral principles,
the action of our church has always been
consistent. No other sects in our land
can point to its early history on the subjects of freedom and temperance

with

less

reason to blush than we. For virtue, F.
B’s have dared to suffer loss; for success,
they have not dared to lose their virtue.
The blood of Christian principle flows in
our veins. We. may be termed
poor, of
mean extraction, ignorant and feeble, but
we have never yet been criticised for compromising with sin, or substituting expediency for the manifest will of God.
If the representation is correct, here
are qualities needed in every quarter of
the United States, and heré are merits in
our people entitling them to a ministry
inferior to no"other,
But not alone on this
ground.
Her peculiar doctrines ‘are, her
superior merits:
y
:
Separated from sects: which affect a
social and Christian superiority to us, we
are separated, as we think, on higher and
more correct views of the gospel than they
hold.
§ To
Our

basis of doctrine

is the Bible. That

is the foundation of our ehureh. At the
same time we give a rational interpretation
to the Scriptures. To us the revelation of

our Maker in the constitution of the Soul

means so much that we affirm that the
Bible can contain no precepts that outrage

our moral instincts.

Its mysteries are not

absurdities.
Its
deep things
are nob
depths of mud, but of clear waters reaching lower than the range of vision.
There is poetry enough in. the F. B.
mind to distinguish the metaphors from
the: plain terms of the Scriptures.
If
Christ'says, “‘unless ye eat my flesh,” we
deny that he means for us to _be cannibals.
If we- read ‘‘born of the water or the
spirit” our poetical instincts preserve us
from the nonsense of baptismal regeneration,
Let Paul declare of Gentiles, - ‘‘dead
in trespasses and sins,wherein . . . ye walked,” and the boldness which describes dead
men as walking, does not paralyze us, nor

force us to exclaim with the council of
Dort, that the will guiding these lively
feet is impotent to guide them into the
paths of the Lord.
On the other hand, our heads arc clear
to see the plain truths

of the Bible,

From

the Olivet of divine grace the trumpet of
God proclaims, “Whosoever will let him
come,” or, catching that truth,
God means what he says, and,

we affirm
therefore,

can not secretly decree anything which
makes his’ kindest welcome a mockery.
Our views of God's benevolence we can not
outrage under the plea

of homage

to

his

We leave the natural man
ambitious to be influential in the land, it is sovereignty.
where the voice of Jesus left him, free to’
yet regarded by someof its contemporaries
receive or reject the election of God; free
in the way just pointed out? What must
it do, to give its countenance the glow of salvation by faith includes:to ms election
:
Fade
health, change weariness of lungs or limbs by faith.
Our orthodoxy
is reasonable.
It is
to strength,and make itself attractive,able
Our liberality, however,
to win adherents from every class of therefore liberal.
society, able to keep its rising generation is not destructive but, inthe literal sense
of the word,
conservative.
We value
within its fold, and, what is higher, able
theoretical faith for its practical effects on
to elevate,
enlarge and sanctify them?
‘Reliance on none of the aims of the character; but we are mot blind to the
fact that metaphysical heresy and saintliHome or Foreign
Missionary Societies
ness of spirit are not mutually exclusive.
will ever gain this transformation.
Holy
work of any nature, it is true, indirectly The intellect may be dull to understand
all the private thoughts of the first man,
develops Christian character; but the need,
in the instance supposed, is altogether too but keenly alive to the preciousness of
Such errorists we fellowradical for indirect remedies to reach.
It _Christ’s love.
can only be met by specific measures that ship, for the salvation of their souls. The
shall go straight to the end desired, spirit of Christ gives life,and, ¢‘if there be
Nothing would more improve our denominational
character, give honor to our

name,

and ‘make

our

work

everywhere

efficient, than

for this Society to, adopt,

and

the

prosecute

purpose

to

give

the

best possible ministry to our Free Baptist

churches.
3
:
1
2
The ministry is the strength or weakness
of the church.
It represents
it, and
fashions the church ‘and determines its
reputation. » Her ‘creed, rites,
spirit,
methods of labor, and utterances of truth,
the: ministry controls.
No changes can

first a willing mind,

it is accepted

accord-

ing to what a man hath, and not according to what he hath not.”

Baptists

usually rank

Therefore, Free

above

refinement of

speculative theology a mind loyal in all its

aims to. Christ.
:
Those whom Christ fellowships we can
fellowship, nor think it a high virtue that
we edn. It is he who invites to hid Supper,
and it seems impertinent to us for someof |
his guests, to attempt to bar out others of ,
his guests, or even to claim the highest
(Continued on fourth page.)
. .
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THE RICH MAN
GOLDEN TEXT:

BY

PROF.

Lesson

AND

J.

A.

suaded though Christ came now,
ing repentance and faith.

27.

HOWE.

Papers.)

LAZARUS.

© The wicked

is driven

away in hiswickedness ; but the righteous

hath hope in his death.”—Prov. 14:32.
Luke

16:19-31.

Notes and Hints.
The object of this parable was to show
to the Pharisees, in their wealth, the danger of wealth. It is not meant that it is
sinful to be rich, but that riches may be
the occasion of unfaithfulness to God

and

Practical
rather than
(3) Despise
Be warned
(5) Expect
after death.

Lessons.
(1)
rich. (2) Trust
not the meanest
by Dives now
not to change

. Keep CLOSE To THE TEXT. A lesson
for the day is put into our hands. God
hag given us that passage ; let us see to it
that we honor it by using it. Taking our
Bibles in hand-—not commentary, or lesson-book, but the very Bible—we must
read the lesson carefully, study the context, look up references. The foundation

of our preparation
prolonged, loving

must be the careful,
comtemplation of the

very words of the lesson.

Communications.

preach:

Be righteous
not in riches.
beggar. (4)
to love Gad.
the character

Then, use what

STAR, OCTOBER

OHRISTIAN REFLEOTORS.
There

is much in

the: book

of the

prophet Isaiah that is of a sad and somber
charalter.
We read in it of affliction, of
woe, of desolation and destruction.
And

all these evils are spoken of as caused by
sin against God. The people were told
very distinctly, ‘Your iniquities have
separated between you and your God, and
your sins have hid his face from you, that
he will not hear.” Isaiah 59: 2. But
in close connection with such statements
as this, we find the pity, the mercy, and
the love of Ged made known. The prophet tells

of

a brighter

day,

people shall ¢ fear the name
from

the west,

and

his

when

of the

glory

from

the

Lord
the

man.
helps we will, the more the better, ‘but rising of the sun.” He says also, * the
“A certain rich man.” Often call- subordinate to the text. Making wide Redeemer shall come to Zien, and unto
ed ‘ Dives,” a Latin word signifying excursions as we can into history,geogra- them that turn from. transgression in
vich. ¢ Clothed in purple and fine linen.” phy, illustration of every sort, let us bring Jacob, saith the Lord.” And then follows
Purple was a royal color.
The dye was everything back and insert it in the text; an injunction, ‘‘Arise, ‘shine; for thy
obtained from a small shell-fish, on the pin every fact, every thought, every item light is come, and the glory of the Lord
coast of Tyre.
The linen was made of of our preparation to its word in the is risen upon thee.”
There are many who profess to be
flax that grew on the banks of the Nile. lesson.
As bees fly wide and suck
Christians who live in a state of darkness
It made a fabric peculiarly soft and white ;
many flowers, but always bring the honand hence was worn by priests, nobles ey to one hive, so we must bring back to and uncertainty. You hear more of their
and the rich.
¢ Sumptuously.”
His ta- the text all that we elsewhere acquire doubts and fears, than of their joy in the
Lord. And too often there is good reable was loaded with delicacies and ex- and store it there.
On the other hand, if we slight the text son for this state of (things. When Chrispensive viands. ‘‘ Lazarus.”
Probably
and go-at first to commentary, Bible dicanother name
for the Hebrew word tionary, and the thousand and one helps tians neglect duty, slight privileges, love
¢¢ Eleazar,” which means ¢ God's help.” which so abound, we shall be confused the world and the things of the world,
*¢ Laid at his gate.” An Oriental way of and staggered. Unity, concentration, ap- and do not deny themselves for the sake
plication, authority are lost:
of Jesus Christ, there is occasion for
making an appeal for aid.
And then take only the Bible in hand sadness and doubt. But duty and privi*¢ Full of sores.” Often the accompaniinto the class.
Let nothing appear bements of poverty and filth.
Lazarus is tween usand it. And let the class bring lege both point in the opposite direction.
represented as one of the least interesting the Bible and nothing but the Bible with On an occasion very pertinent to our
of beings, ene who,compared with Dives, them. This is part of our preparation, present reasoning, Jesus Christ asked:
would be regarded as of very little ac- that they have the Bible, not lesson “Can the children of the bridechamber
leaf or lesson book, but the Bible, the
count. The result shows us nct to judge whole Bible, and nothing but the Bible. mourn as long as the bridegroom is with
of the soulin this way.
¢¢ Carried by the When I cometoteach a class and find them?” And the injunction to the Chrisangels.” This popular view of the Jews they have only lesson leaves in hahd I tians at Phil ippi was, “Rejoice in the
has had much confirination in all ages. feel lost. My strength is gone.— Rev. C. Lord alway, and againI say, rejoice.”
And a text I have already quoted from
Too often, the angels are not allowed, by A. Kitchel in Ill. Chris. Weekly.
our faith, to do any offices for us.
Yet
" READING THE BisLE. Yet with all the Isaiah is in the same direction, and is
they are ‘‘ ministering spirits” to. the many desirable ways of reading the Bible, especially applicable to us, for we live
«¢ heirs of salvation.”
‘* Abraham's bo- the common way of reading it regularly in the time to which it refers, ‘‘Arise,
som.” It was the pride and boast of the and consecutively in daily portions ought shine, for thy light is come, and the glory
Jews that Abraham was their father. He not to be given up by anybody.
It is im- of the Lord is risen upon thee.”
It may be said by some, that this text
was in Paradise, all agreed.
Hence, to portant to read the Bible through in
be in his bosom was to be in Paradise. course, over and over again, year after refers to the church, and not to individJohn, at the last supper, leaned on Jesus’ year, from the time one is first old enough ual Christians. I readily admit the first
breast.
Lazarus is here represented in to spell out its words until the latest day part of this statement, but not the last.
Paradiseas reclining on the bosom of of his ability to re-read them in the flesh. The church is composed of individuals,
Abraham.
The expression was_borrow- There is an advantage - in this habit of and if on the one hand, the church is cold
ed from the custom of reclining at the regular Bible reading, every night and and indifferent, or, on the other, wide
table.
every morning, as clearly as there isin awake and active, it is in either case le¢¢ Died and. was buried.” Burials were the haliit of prayer at those seasons. We cause more or less of theindividual memought to read the Bible statedly, whether
then, as now, often costly honors. Dives, we feel like reading it or not. We ought, bers vf the church are in the condition indicated. I regard this text as an exhortherefore, is said to have been carried, in to read every part of the Bible
in its
state, to the tomb. ** And in hell he lifted turn, even though some of it may seem tation to individual Christians,and I think
of —ever y
7
t-tnattractiveof read- it indicates that it is the duty of
up his eyes.
“Immediately after death, -the-dryestand-—mos
ing. In no other way is one likely to Christian to display the glory of Jesus
as we can determine by verse 28.
The gain and to retain a familiarity with the
.
langnage shows as close a connection be- entire Bible, or, indeed, to cain and to Christ.
You
are
not
called
on
to
light
your own
tween his death and his appearance in retain a habit of its daily reading. If we
little
candle,
and
with
this
to
seek
to penare
always
picking
out
the
“passages
hell, as between his death and burial.
You
Thus the doctrine of the sleep of the dead which please us best,we limit ourselves to etrate the surrounding darkness.
our present acquaintance with what are
is contrary to the Scriptures.
Instead of supposed to be the more attractive por- are not to display your knowledge of the
‘“ hell” we should read * hades,” the tions of Scripture, instead of finding, from Bible, to call attentiou to your diligence
place where all disembodied spirits are. time to time, something which greatly in acquiring this knowledge, nor to paLazarus was in hades as well as Dives. pleases us, in a part of the Bible where rade the large amount of it which you
¢* Being tn torments.” The place called we least expected it. If,on the cther hand, possess. You are not to exhibit your
we exercise no choice, but read anything
hades is represented as having two states : which strikes our eye as we open the Bi- peculiar excellencies, nor to set forth your
You are not to
one of joy, the other of sorrow. Lazarus ble, we not only fail of any plan in read- individual superiority.
show
your
self-confidence,to
make known
ing, but we are-likely to turn instinctivewas in the one, Dives in the other.
your
equanimity
of
mind
in
circumstances
ly
to
some
of
the
shorter
chapters
or
“ Seeth Abraham afar off? This shows
psalms, or fo fall into ruts of reading by of difficulty, nor to let it be seen with
that they were in the same place, but in
taking a few passages over and over what self-possession you
can endure
opposite conditions.
Abraham was, in again.—S. S. Times.
trials. You are not to use your own
this sense, afar off from the rich man.”
AN ABIDING TENDENCY, There is an strength to demonstrate your zeal for
¢¢ And Lazarus in his bosom.™ Recogniabiding
tendency in human pature to the Lord, nor to make manifest what
tion after death is so natural, that the
make
religious
study a mere intellectual gréat things you can do. If you attempt
wonder is how it could ever be doubted.
eniertainment—to turn aside from the any of these things, you can only make a
Here is a proof of it.
miserable failure.
»
«* Father Abraham.” . ‘The only in- momentous problems: of eternal destiny
But you are to receive the light which
to curious questionings and ingeniousspecstance in Scripture of praying to saints,”
ulation—to be ever learning without ever God has given you in Jesus Christ, and

says Jacobus, but it is the prayer (to us)
of the dead to the dead, not of the living

to thedead.

Hence, not a ground for the

‘Romish dogma of invocation of the saints.

¢« Tormented in this flame.”
This language is not to be taken literally. A material fire is the figure employed to rep-

coming to the knowledge of the all-impor- you are to reflect it, so that others also
tant truth. The temptation is ever present to the mind of the preacher and Sun-

day-school teacher, and of every thinking

may see it. You must be careful to -remove
® whatever may prevent its reception
by you,
and also whatever

nt

16, 1878.

with a price, therefore glorify God in
your body, and in your spirit, which are
God's.” Let us keep before us the words
of Jesus Christ, ‘“ Ye are the light of the
world,” and forget not the exhortation by
the prophet Isaiah, ¢ Arise, shine, for
thy light is come, and the glory of the
Lord is risen upon thee.”
W. H.
Ef
A
‘WERE I A YOUNG MINISTER.”
BY

REV. H, WHITCHER,

Under this caption,

Bro. Waterman's
terest, and I wish
word he uttered;
emphasize
the

I read®last

week,

article with great into say amen to every
and I would: especially
point of obtaining a

therough, 7. ¢., a classic

and college edu-

cation, and a thorough drill in theology.
These qualifications I would get through
some means at any rate.
The time has
come when the church must have, and

will have,

a learned “ministry!

An il-

literate ministry has bad its day.
This I do notsay as a literary

man,

as

all well know; but as one feeling very
deeply the great need of a college drill of
mind. Were I a young man, as I was
50 years ago, I would go through college
if I had to crawl through on my hands and
knees, or beg my bread, as did Luther.
Young men, I beg of you, do not cut
across lots to get into the ministry, for I
veritably believe, most men can accom-

plish more in twenty
qualification in

years,

«cientific

with a full

drill,

than

in

forty years with a defective training.
As
an old man, after fifty years of experience
in the ministry, I now advise all our
young ministers to obtain the most
thorough education that is within their
power, and then make the best use of it
possible in converting and saving souls.
But I wish to add a few points more to
Bro. Ws items.
(1) WereI a young
minister
I would

‘be very

careful

about

choosing a wife, so as not to be crippled
in my ministry, as many are, by having
a millstone around my neck, in an unsuitable

companion.

Many

are

very

careless and unwise in their choice
helpmeet,

of a

and get a hindrance-meet

in-

stead. Many are only half the ministers
they would be if their wives were calculated for their positions.
(2) Were
Ia young minister, I would not seek or
accept a very high position in"a very popular city, at first; but would prefer a
less conspicuous place,
real worth and merits

and rise as my
became known,

and made way for me.
Too much responsibility has killed many a young man
who would have lived years longer, and
by degrees would have become able to
live

and bear

such

burdens,

by

a few

years of experience in moderate fields,
Don't try to strike twice the first time.
Better to go up, than to go down! (3)

Were I a young minister, as I once

was,

I would be a little more careful about ap-

pearing forward, and wishing to be promoted, in the presence of the older and
more experienced men;
lest T should
seem to feel my consequence.
Old men
are apt to be sensitive (too much so)
under certain provocations. At any rate,
I would respect age.
:
Finally, were I a young minister, I
would always make the very best prep-

aration possible to preach on all oceasions, and especially on Quarterly and
Yearly Meetings, and other public occasions ; as on such extra occasions something more than common is expected.
Oh, how diggustied I have been

with

tle talk,

things

aod

common-place

such times, called preaching!

lit-

at

The very

best that can be done will be poor enough
any way.

REV. 1. %, HANING,

By the death of Rev. I. Z. Haning, at
his home in Rio Grande,Sept. 27,1878,
the

sociation in recognition of his services and
ability made him its President.
“The last time he preached was at Rio
Grande,

Sunday,

Sept.

sermons on that day
gumentative

appeal

15.

One

was

an

on

the

of his

earnest

ar-

subject

of

missions, which resulted in the raising of
a considerable sum in money and pledgcs.”
From
memoranda
covering the
greater part of his ministry, it is safe to
estimate that he baptized twelve hundred
persons’ and very likely the number is

larger.

Some of these have themselves

become worthy members of the minisfy.
i
The funeral services were held in the
college chapel at Rio Grande.
The sermon was preached by Rev. H. J. Carr
from the text, “The sting of death is sin;
and the strength of sin is the law.
But
thanks be to God,

which

giveth us

the

victory through our Lord Jesus Christ.”
Feeling remarks were also made by Rev.
B. V. Tewksbury, who was converted
under Bro. Haning's labors, when,

as

he

expressed it, ¢ it seemed as though no
other influence would have reached him.”
Rev. Mr. Howe, Presbyterian, for many
years a friend in Christ of Bro. Haning, participated
in the exercises, and
spoke of the occasion as one where denominational lines and prejudices disappeared. The services were very largely
attended. Many tears were shed. Many
felt that they had lost a sympathetic,
personal
friend and counselor.
But
most heavily must the loss fall upon his
bereaved family, his wife, two

daughters

who are in college, and a younger son.
When his co-workers think of the four
churches accustomed to look for guidance
to hiw, and of the importunt denomina-

tional interests in Southern Ohio,of which

he seemed to be the main-stay, they look
to the future with some degree of apprehension lest the cause of God within the
limits of the Ohio River Y. M. should suffer loss.
May God so overrule by increasing the
efficiency of the laborers who are left,
and by raising up new ones, as to provide for this emergency.
A. A. MotLToN.
0-0-0
Bah
an an ooo

During

our

visit

Valley, last summer,

to

the

Yosemite

we lodged at aninn

that fronted a majestic

cliff.

The

per-

alcng with him or while he is hamstrung

with

unbelief,

Repentance

is the first

process. An inquiry-meeting filled with
penitent professors, crying, “What shall
we doto

be

saved

worldliness and

from

our wretched

unbelief

and backslid-

ings?” would be the mast hopeful sign

of a revival in all our churches,
He that
thus humbleth himself before God may

expect to be exalted toward his favor and
to a higher life.
Penitence

enough.
purifying

and

confession

are

not

A baptism of the quickening,
Holy

Spirit must

be ‘sought,

Simon Peter was a very crude, ignorant,
and inconstant disciple until he received

the gift of the Holy Ghost.

What a dif.

ferent man he was when that Divine
Spirit's searching, quickening power
came upon him! No more vain boasting,
no more falsehood and poltroonery; no

more denials of his Master.

re-converted man;

and elevated

He was a

an enlarged, enriched

soul, that had laid hold of

the staff of faith and pushed upward on
the rugged path of duty, until he Wecame

one of the foremost leaders of Christ's

flock.

As we saw, last summer, the

line

of tourists picking. their upward way
along the ledges of the Yosemite cliff, so
we seem to behold Peter as he calls out
to his comrades: *‘Gird up the loins of
your mind; be sober and hope to the end!
He who hath called us is holy, so letus
be holy in all manner of conversation.
Alongside of the fisherman apostle I see
another one, full of all holy aspirations,
who cries out:

“I have not

yet

attdined,

neither am 1 already perfect. But this
one thing I do; I press toward the mark
for the prize of the high calling of God in
Christ Jesus!"—Dr. Cuyler in Independent.

NOW AND THEN,
The General Baptist. Herald thinks that
the facts will not warrant the statement
that the world is growing better. Whatever may

be the opinion of

our

readers,

we think they will agree with us, that'it
is no time for Christians to sleep; that
the great command to go and preach the
gospel has a literal signification at home
as well as in foreign lands. Are all the
churches going out and preaching Christ
and hin crucified to the people of their
own town, village or city? Too many
are satisfied with saying to the unsaved,
“Come, we have built a church asd we
have our regular services, come and
receive the gospel.” Christ said, “Go.”

pendicular wall of granite towered up
more than three thousand feet. Upon
one of the peaks of this cliff floateda
white flag. It was the first object which} But here is a part of the article referred
¢
caught the rays of the morning sun. to:
time was in recollection
our.
when
That signal—flag-marks Eagle Point,” \_The
one of the loftiest observatories which the ministers of the gospel were respectoverlooks the wonderful Yosemite. And ed, loved, and well supported. Such, as
that flag floated both as a challenge and a rule, is not the case now. The minister
‘a guide to those of us who were in the now is Jooked upon, at least by many,
deep valley beneuth. It seemed to say: with suspicion and held as a drone in
“Come up hither, and ye shall see won- society ; infict; a useless thember whose
drous things.” Accepting the challenge, | occupation is gone, or at least whose serone party after another mounted their; vices are not needed, or can ba dispensed
ponies, and, picking their toilsome way with. Should theworld continue to retalong the dizzy ledges on the side of the rograde in the same proportion for a few
years longer, the pulpit will be deserted.
precipice, they made a four-hours’ climb

to the tip-top point, whence they viewed The small pittance that may be paid to
all the glories of the Sierra Nevadas.
In the spiritual life there is an ‘Eagle
Point.” It is the mark for the prize for
the high calling of God in: Christ Jesus.
The ensign that floats there bears on it
the divinely-inspired command:
¢ Seek
those things which are above.” Before
the eye of every young convert, yea, of
every believer, this signal is flying. It is
the divine challenge, invitation, and incentive to a higher, purer, holier life.

the minister, as a rule, is paid grudgingly. In fact, we make the assertion that
out of every ten dollars paid for his sup-

port, not more than one dollar goes as a
free-will offering,
for the especial! purpose
of forwarding the cause of Christ. Some
give because they arc members of the
church and perhaps feel that their position
in society demands it,
Others give to advertise their business,

and others because it has been a custom
to pay something, and they feel that they
That signal sends down the double invi- are compelled to, or their standing in
tation to look higher and to live higher.
Itis not to foster pride or self-seeking

that our Lord hoists this command

society

will be

injured.

The

minister

gets but a pittance in proportion to what

to all he should secure.
This shows to our mind conclusively
that religion and God's ministers are falling into disrepute with the masses of the

his disciples. There is a world-wide difChristian, to be beguiled away from vital
denomination lost one of the most faithproblems to the study of merely curious may obstruct it in its passage from
ference between the ‘thigh look” of sinful
Did you ever visit ful and efficient 1aborers within its limits.
questions. Instead of pressing on in the you to others,
pride and the ‘high look which
the
way of life, men sit down beside the path a light-house? There is the immense His disease, rheumatism of the heart, was
resent the suffering of the wicked.
Lazhumblest
believer
should
fix
on
the
and speculate upon inquiries Sn gester burner which is to warn and direct the rapid in its work, and with but little
arus could not literally be in the bosom by objects along the roadside.
€ ques- mariner. Behind itis the reflector which warning struck him down in the prime of attainments to be made and the glory to
of Abrahttm.
The saints are too many tions which immediately concern their
be revealed. Too many new converts sit
is to throw that light into the distance, his usefulness, in the vigor of his ripened
that would dispute with him for the hon- salvation are crowded out of their minds
down
contented with the fact that they
manhood.
He was at the time of his
or. This vivid painting means, Lazarus by not absolutely improper but still prof- that it may be seen by those interested.
are
converted.
Born into the kingdom,
Now if the light is not there, the reflector death one of the Trustees of Hillsdale
itless side questions.—
Ez, & Chronicle.
was in high honor and happiness; Dives
they
are
satisfied
to remain babies or
College,
Pres.
of
the
Trustees
of
Atwood
can
accomplish
nothing, for.it has no
was in wretchedness and shame.
A SINGULAR FACT. It is singular that light in itself.
And when the light is Institute, and Pres. of Trustees of Rio dwarfs. To ‘““make a profession” seems
*¢ Receivedst thy good things and like- there are teachers and superintendents so burning, if
thereflector is dull and tar- Grande College. His great interest in ed- to be about the beginning and the end of
wise Lazarus evil things.”
Dives receiv- unmindful of their duty as to allow schol- nished, it docs
ever a prominent their religion. They have no spiritual
not effect its purpose, and ucational work was
ed riches and its rewards here; received ars to come to their school and sit in their in a dark and cloudy night,
characteristic.
The two latter institu- ambition to get beyond their alphabet;
some poor
them, rather than righteousness at the classes for months without having ad- mariner may on this account miss seeing tions owe their existence to his instru- and the church of Christ gains very little
loss of them.
Lazarus received poverty dressed a single word to them.” We have the light which ought 10 direct him as to mentality, as it was through his influence more than their useless, uncreditable
here, rather than riches at the loss of a case in mind where a young lady attend- his course.
Hence the keepers of light- that those who endowed them were con- names on its muster-rolls. Such people
righteousness.
Hence, their change of ed a school four months without having houses are very careful to keep their re- verted, and he assisted to direct their are the cumberers of the yineyard, the
condition after death.
ut
been spoken to either by the superintend- flectors bright, that as soon as the lamp Christian benevolence to the establish- drones in the hive, the laggards on the
““ 4 great gulf fixed.” It is the gulf that ent or by the teacherin whose class she is lighted, the light may shine forth.
ment of additional means of mental and march, ever ready to desert to the enemy.
separates sin from holiness,evil character sat. Nothing but a love of the SundayNow each Christian occupies the posi- moral improvement, culminating in the If they are ever admitted to heaven, at
schonl induced her to persevere in her atfrom good character, heaven, then, from tendance.
Such coldness accounts for tion of a reflector, and should display the splendid gift to the denomination, of Rio last, it will be an amazing condescension
hell. Notice the fixedness of states in many absent scholurs. There is a good glory of Jesus Christ.
Ignorance of the Grande College. Since the first step tak- of divine grace.
the nextlife is here suggested.
* For I hint in the following incident: A super- Scriptures,
To make these ‘‘dead-and-alive” proen in the execution of their purpose, his
inconsistency
of conduct,
have five brethren.”
He would have oth- intendent met a scholar who had been ab- want of steady confidence and trust in counsel hasbeen one of the chief relian- fessors feel the disgrace of their low
sent
and
questioned
where
he
was.
¢¢
Oh,
ers learn from his fate to be wise “Five” I was over to that other school over yon- Christ, and neglect of Christian effort ces in the prosecution of the enterprise. estate, and to arouse in them a holy
means nothing peculiar. It is a specific der.” ¢ Do you like it better over there?" and of self-denial, are so many spots on
His interest in educational work has ambition is the first work needed. There
number,und so vivid, real.
Here we see
¢« Well, they seem to love a fellow over the reflector, which will hinder the light ‘always been a prominent characteristic,
must be a higher longing, even before
that the state of those on earth is known, there,” was the reply. Love is the strong- from reaching those who need it.
Yeu and Rio Grande College was the special there is any attempt at higher living. No
est
attracting
and
connecting
power
thai
and is an object of solicitude to those who
can be used in the Sabbath-school,.—Inde- must see to it that there are no such object of his care and solicitude during anist ever attains to eminence who is
have left the earth.
.
id,
spots on .you.
You are to shine, for his last days.
His management of the perfectly satisfied with the first picture
pendent.
‘
*“ Moses and the prophets.”
The Old
your light is come, that others may see various perplexities and obstacles inci- which he hangs in an exhibition room.
THE SUNDAY-SCHOOL AND INFIDELITY. the glory of the Lord.
Testament. Attention to that would save
dent:to such a work has well exhibited The Christian who is satisfied with himthese brethren from godless wealth and Under this head, Rev. W. E. Kuaox e¢onAnd the more we realize in our hearts that sound judgment for whichhe was self is the very one over whom the Spirit
the * place of torment.” * Let them hear tributes an article tothe S. S. Times. The the love of Christ to us, the more his especially distinguished, which has caus- grieves and of whom the Masteris a shamthem.” Hear, in the sense of regard. No following is one of his points :
light will shine from us. There are ed his opinion to be influential "and ed. Until the formal and feeble professor
In the matter of timeliness. Infidelity wondrous stores of knowledge in the sought for.
extraordinary methods of saving need be
:
becomesashamed of himself, there is small
Tt has
hoped for by those who despise the grac- has little power over the young.
During the last few weeks he has great- hope that he will ‘‘seek the things
Word of God, and they are accessible to
not
undertaken
to
bring
its
doctrines
ious and ample means which God has pro- down to the apprehension of children.
i
Tt us. There are strong reasons for steady ly interested himself in the cause of which are above.”
vided.
has established no schools for the inculea- obedience to all the commands of God. missions, and has been one of the mov&
But,
granting
that
a
formal
believer
has
“They will repent.” . Notice the dead tion of its cheerless lessons upon Ameri- There is ground for the most implicit ing causes of the revival of missionary
begun
to
feel
his
sin
and
his
shame,
what
_ are alive,and could re-appear to us. This can Jou, It seems as if this were be- trust in the: Lord Jesus Christ, ** who interests which has of late taken place in
.is he to do? He must lay aside every
_ is the meaning of ‘‘to rise from the dead,” yond the limit of its daring. It muy well died for us.” - And there are abundant in- the churches of Ohio. - He labored effiweight and the sin which doth most easily
hesitate to take our babes to its. arms and.
rather than to be brought back to being pronounce a curse where Jesus pronounc- ducements to activity in the service ciently in this direction at the last session
beset him. No traveler reaches Eagle
and consciousness, when out of being. ed a blessing. Would it not blister scof- of Jesus Christ, and to the practice of the Ohio River Y. M., when it voted
Point who is overloaded with luggage.
This fiction sinners often cherish. + «If fing lips to sayof infancy amd childhood, of self-denial in the discharge of that to become responsible for the support of
No
Christian attains to the higher life
¢
For
such
there
is
no
kingdom
of
heavChrist were here, I would believe him,”
Let us always remember the one missionary in India. Also, he work- while he is overladen
en?” Here, then, Christianity has an open service.
with constant
they think. But if sach hear not Christ and uncontested field.
ed for the same cause at the recent an- worries about this world, or while he is
She is entering it statement and injunction of the Bible,
and the apostles, they would not be per. as never before.
* Ye are not your own, for ye are bought nual meeting of the Ohio State F. B. As. attempting to carry his cherished sins

people, and Christians are much to hlame
for it. This want of respect for the
minister of the gospel is not confined to
the outside world, nor to the General
Baptist denomination, as . many of the

Methodist ministers are retiring from the
fact that they are compelled to find some
other occupation that their families may
be fed and clothed. Should minisiers
conti

to be treated in

this way,

many

more will desert the pulpit and their
places will remain vacant, as the young
men of the rising generation will shun
a profession that offers poverty, and

we might say disgrace, as it has

almost

reached that point now, in many

places.

If the world

is not

growing

more

wicked every year, why
these great
changes? Can it be said by any Christian that they are for the better, or a sign
of better times?
The
Christians of

America have departed from the religion
of their fathers, and, as the children of
Israel, are worshiping golden calves.
We can not expect better times, or a return to the good old times, until.’ the
church of Christ purifies herself, and peo-

ple who profess Christianity prove themselves to be Christians indeed.

AN UNELEOTED PASTOR.
Sometimes when a congregation is called

to

select

a

new

pastor

it spends

many months in hearing candidates and
does wot seem prepared to unite on any
one. According
to the law governing the
Church of Seotland there is a check on such
a people. If a congregation is unable
within a specified time to make choice of

a minister the Presbytery canjappoint one
for it. This has just peen domeia the
case of the Abbey

Church,

the congregation has
of law to prevent bis
charge, It is rather
some churches would
one,

Paisley,

and

appealed to & court
induction into the
harsh discipline but
be better off if some

besides themselves, made choice for

them.— Baptist Weekly.

‘THE
stance, do we not see in the newspapers
such advertisement headings as, ‘They
All Do It”? Everybody goes to Jones
& Smith's
for Groceries;” ‘Crowded

Selectrons.
THE BLISS OF LIFE.
For

Night and Day,

Father!

Just to live and breathe and move,

To smell the fragrant flowers,

To hear the cool wind’s whispers inmy ear,
To see the sunshine, ling’ring far and near,

I thank Thee!

The Sousclousness Wihin my soul
Of my
eemer’s love,
The knowledge that He gave His life for me,

The faith that now He intercedes for me, |
The hope that shines all radiant in my heart,
To me such perfect peace and joy impart!
That I shall live, O God,
— Northern Chris. Advocate.

A MATTER OF LIFE AND DEATH.

and from the
power of Satan to God;
and, like Paul, his heart’s desire and
prayerto God for Israel was that they
might be saved.
ith this object the doctor went day
after day into the part of the city inhabited by the lowest class of Jews, and
from house to house did he preach and
teach Jesus Christ. In reaching this suburb he had to pass the magnificent house

—how

a

Champlain, in N.

the back streets, and yet he had never
felt how accountable he was to God for
making Christ known to the rich Jew in
the grest house? The doctor was not one
of those who could assent to a matter as
proceeding
often

engaged in the city till'a late hour, and
he therefore determined to call upon him
one evening at about ten o'clock, thinking that by that time he would be sure to
find him at home. He was surprised at
being at once admitted and shown up
stairs, just as though he had been expected. Butthis was explained when he

was ushered suddenly into a large ball

room, already filled with company. The
music was playing and the dancing had
he appearance of the little
begun.
doctor, eo unlike the rest of the company, caused many eyes to be fixed upon
him. He at once made out the master of
thé

house

and,

advancing

towards

him, apologized for his untimely visit.
“I was not aware,” said he, ** that you
were engaged this evening,‘ but as IT have
called upon a matter of great importance,
if -you-wounld-kindly appoint
a time when I may call again without inconvenience to you.”
¢ Certainly,” replied the merchant.
“ May 1 ask if the business is pressing?”
** It is a matter of life and death,” replied the doctor, *‘ I will call again at
your earliest convenience.”

tian

work.

who

in

walk-

lives

and

the

aid.

failed

nor

Jesus

of Nazareth,”

replied

the

honest

doctor, ‘It is concerning him and
only, that I came to

him

Lord

seeks to win us from

such

the
a

opportunity.

>»

of

doing

so

another

.

J Stay,” said the merchant, with a
strange expiession of joy and astonishment.

*¢

This is wonderful,”

he

contin-

ued, now speaking so as to be heard

the doctor only,

‘ My

by

friend, I ‘have

been miserable for many months past.
How or why I know not ; but-one thought
has continually haunted me by day and
by night. Whether in business or at
home, it has never been absent from my
mind. I have tried to put it from me,
but [ could not. Itis a thought which
left me no peace, and it was

this,

* Who

and what was Jesus of Nazareth?’ I have
asked God in his. mercy to help me, and
to send me some one who could speak to
me, and tell me the truth about this
great question. Now he has heard my
prayer. § cab not let you go. : There is
no time like the present.”
;
Then calling the music to stop, the

-merchant addressed his astonished visitors :—*“ This gentleman,” he said, * has

SELECTIONS.
the

auaqurul

now speak fully and
you have to say,

plainly.

and

Tell us all

keep

back

noth-

are

even when unobserved; it isso bound up
with all that is English that I - do not see
how it can be severed from its old relations with the State, except by a revelution in which England itself must perish,
It will be England no longer when the
church ceases to be what it has ever been
in the history of the past. I do not think
it so probable as I did that the revolution
will come in our time.
For England's
sake, trust not; yet for the church’s sake
we, in America, can feel no apprehen-

sions ; we know how much better it is for
us that we enjoy an entire freedom of action, for the loss of which no nursing care

of Princes would be any compensation.”

Substitutes for Christianity.
The proposed substitutes for Christiani-

ng.”
:
And at once, standing in the middle of
the ball room, the doctor began to preach
that wonderful gospel of God concerning
his Son, which

is indeed

the

power

of

God unto salvation to every one that believeth.
It was not long after this memorable
evening that the merchant made a public

confession of Christ, and remained a con-

sistent_ believer, helping forward the
gospel he had once blasphemed.
I can
not now remember whether others in the
ball room

also received

the

truth

into

us of a case in France in the time of Talleyrand,jwho, though by no means a
common

sense.

One

of Rousseau’s disciples,Monsieur Lepaux,
proposed to invent a new religion, for
the advantage and glory of the French
nation which had outgrown Christianity.
His success was not encouraging, and he
sought counsel of the astute’ old statesman concerning it.
Talleyrand réplied,
«¢ I am not surprised at the" difficulty you

experience. It isnot easy to get a new
religion accepted, but I will make a suggestion to you. I recommend you' to be
crucified,

and to rise again on the

third

day.” There seems to be light in this direction,’and if the theorists who are filling
all ears with

their

delusive

babble,

and

their hearts, It is my impression that confusing men with mere guess-work
some of them did; but as, this story is and assertion: would try this plan, imparstrictly true, it is well to add nothing tial persons would very soon be able to
which is on doubtful authority.
.compare the claims of their respective
And now, reader,
what
are your theories with those of the gospel of Jesus
thoughts of it? Was the earnest doctor Christ.— The Christian.
wrong, or

right,

in

his

characterizin

this as a matter of life and death? An
if it was so for this man and his guests,
what is it for youP—Word of Life.

“EVERYBODY 18 GOING.”
eye caught on the street the other

day. - The majority of people, I reflected,
would need no invitation, further than
this,

to

go

on

an

excursion;

for most

folks love to go with the crowd, to mix
with it, and to feel in so mixing that they
are doing a fashionhble thing, He who
had those words placed on the poster was
undoubtedly(a “good fellow,”—one’ of
the everybodies himself. He knew well
enough that such an announcement would
bring together hundreds of people.
Other men, in other lines of enterprise,
understand this equally

‘well,

and

make

their understanding a matter of personal
pecuniary . advantage. + Where,
for in2

unto

Some of you lack
not brave
ments,

Such was the headline of a poster which

Comforter,

enough

in

*¢ Good-bye, papa,

father,

temptations

ypu

are

the

war

.you ‘are

and

seductions

of

every day life—and what you need is
courage; that brave, fearless disposition

of soul which faces

evil as if able to

overcome it and trample it under its feet ;
and the Christ is saying to you through
me, just’ at this moment of time : ** Come
ye who are spiritually timid, ye who are
not brave enough to fight your ‘appetites
and your passions, the seductions of the

world, the sneering lip and the frowns of

your sinful favorites.
Come to my
age; tolmy inner bravery of soul;

courto my

dauntless resolution ; to my faiih in holiness which made me able to face with:
boldness the enticements of Satan, and

to continue
path of my

name,”

and

in thé “divinely-appointed
mission, although I wall

in other

1879,

I

the

divided

the

work

instruand

law,

the
is

to

which

;

with

courage

us

are

:

not likely

to have
no

churches,

Christian

fully

Rheumatism,

LARGE
TYPE
rn
ald Al

NEW

to

a legal
Sab-

If you ever do "anything for God and
humanity, you may as well make up your
mind to doit in the face of obstacles and
in spite of them.—Zion's Herald.

and

trouble,

IN ALL ITS PURITY AND PERFECTION,

all that is claimed

its

positively

and

‘Consumption,

that

one

rmanently

Bronchitis,

curing

and

Asthma.

Instead of devoting a column to the
merits of this strange and wonderful plant,
we remain silent and let it speak for itself
through other lips than ours, believing
that those

who

have

suffered

most

can

better tell the story, as the following ex. Gayoso,

you

1y38

would

place

it here

on

sale,

as

the

Previous to using the Cannabis Indica, I

had used all
I had

the medicines

also consulted

the

physicians in the country,
purpose;

menced

began

at home,

usually

but

just

using

the

as

soon

Hemp

to ime

most

pre-

eminent

and all to no
as

he

fo
Portland,
$7

home.

Samples

#5 free. Address
!

Me.

M.D.

A Day to Agents canvassing
side

Visitor.

Terms

& Co.
1yd

Gents :—Please send me three bottles
Cannabis {ndica, box of Pills and pot of

for the Fire.

BRONCHITIS for twenty years, and tried

STINSON

and

Ointment. Mother has been suffering with

most all kinds of medicine, and says the

Outfit Free.

Address P. O. VICKERY, Angas,

Mo,

Cannabis Indica is the only thing

Y

ELEGANT

New

Style Chromo Cards, with

name, 10c. post-paid.
Nassau, N.Y.
$66

Gro.

I. REED

aweek in your own town.

outfit free.
a nd, Maine,

Address

AF~AGENTS WANTED

UNIVERSAL

&

’
Terms

H. HALLETT

Co.,
1y40

and a $5°

& CoO.
1y5

FOR THE ILLUSTRATED

HISTORY.

A Clear and Concise History

of all Nations

Commencing with the Earliest Periods, and end-

ing with the most recent Important Events, includ.
ing The Turco-Russian War, the Administration of
President Hayes, &c.
8 books in one.
Low price,
quick gales, extra terms.
Address,
;
13t12
« Ci McCurdy & Co., Philada., Pa.

5

‘BEST CARDS, no 2 alike, printed in Crim-

son or Jet, 13¢.. CLINTON
Conn,
J
|

BROS., Clintonville,
ly24
4s

Scales for Sale.
Two

of Fairbanks’

Scales have been

this office, one which we will sell.
No. 8, on Trucks, will weigh 2000 1bs.

Or, No. 113; will weigh 400 1bs.
Dover, N, H.

gives her relief.

I. D. STEWART,

J

A. ASHBROOK.

e——

about the Cannabis In ica. Fifteen years
ago itcured my daughterof the ASTHMA;

she had it very bad for several years, but
was perfectly cured, and I used to keep the
medicine on hand to accommodate my

friends. I have taken a cold lately, and
as I am fearful of it settling on my lungs,

you will please send me a $9 box of your

medicine.

.

:

Respectfully,

+. JACOB TROUT.

THEREI8 NOT

A SINGLE

SYMPTOM of Co
tion that this remedy will not dissjpate, and it will break a fresh
cold in twenty-four hours. Ask our druggist

for

in

that

Deep River, PowgsHICK, Iowa.
GENTLEMEN :—I have just seen your
advertisement in my
paper; I know all

DR," JAMES

DICA,
used

Respectfully yours,

JANE

and

‘CANNABIS

IN-

if they fail you, send to us direct.

One bottle will satisfy the most Jheptical, $2 £0
Pills and
per bottle, or three bottles for $6 50.

intment, §1. 26 each. Address,
CRADDOCK & €O0., 1032 Race St,
N.

B.—~CIRCULARS

Classical,

IRVING B. SMITH

to Rev. W. COLEGROVE, A. M., President.

I

10 GRANDE COLLEGE.—Rio Grande, Gallia
co. Ohio. The college year consists of four

terms of ten weeks each.
Fall term will Negin Aug
Institution is alrea y acq ho
the thorough

er week.
. Z. HANIXG, Pres.

FREE,

of Trustees, Rio

lia Co., Ohio.

IDGEVILLE

COLLEGE.—The

Philadephia.

apply to RevGrande, Gal-

Spas

Term

will open March 12, 1878, and elose May 30.
Annual meeting of Trustees May 28, ' Commencement Thursday, May 30. For catalogue address
the Secretary,
Ridgeville, Indiana.’

M. REED,

EBANON ACADEMY-—Puplils fitted for business, scientific schools or the best colleges.
Fall Term begins August 20, 1878. J. W. HUTCHINS, A. B., Principal.
For further
rticulars,

address

the

principal,

or

EL

HAYES,

Sec. Trustees.

W. Lebanon, Me., July 25, 1878.

THE

CHICAGO,

BURLINGTON

& QUINCY

R. R.

1s the only Route running PULMAN DINING CARS
West from Chicago.
As proprietors of all FIRST CLASS HOTELS make
their DINING SALON the. great feature of their
houses so the Management of =fireat JEIington
Route,” having the COMFORT, PLEASU
d LuxURY of their patrons solely in view, €o not use
their CELEBRATED DINING CARS for Pas a
Traffic, or Sleeping purposes (as is the case of the
so-called Hotel Cars);
hence, they are always kept
sweet, neat and clean.
The moderate charge of
75 cents only, is made for each meal, and the
Menu

is ample to satisfy the epicurean taste of the most

° fastidious.

lyew3

THE

Chicago,Rock Island & Pacific R. R.
° COLORADO,

For all points in
:
KANSAS, CALIFORNIA,

DINING
AND RESTAURANT CARS
OVERLAND

Furnishing

TRAINS

the

Best of Meals for 75 cents.
A. M, SMITH,
G. P. Agt.

A. KIMBALL.
Gen’ Sup’t

Michigan Central Railroad.

he

LoveLACEVILLE, BALLARD Co., Ky.

worth

The

For full catalogue

EST
VIRGINIA
COLLEGE.—Flemington,
Taylor Co., West Virginia. This Institution
offers to students important and peculiar advantaf=. For particular
information, send for a circu-

in health until I re-

a

at

study.

Center Strafford, July 31, 1877. .

com-

Remedies

garded him as about well.
HENRY W. KIMBERLY,

1y5

day

of

1amilies at reasonable rates. Two full courses,
English and Classical. .. For further information
address the Principal, Rey. 8. C. KIMBALL,A, M.

scribed in my son’s case (CONSUMPTION)

26t16

05

courses

TAKE

18, 1877,

cast of delivery is too high to individuals.

(Illustrated)
BR

ugusta, Maine,

Pemiscot, Mo., Nov.

Messrs. Craddock & Co.:
»
GENTLEMEN :(—I must "have more of
your invaluable medicine, and wish that

forms of

|

O.

[

arranged

tracts from letters verbatim will show: @

all

$12a day

for it, and

bottle will satisfy the most skeptical of

TESTAMENT,

worker can make

expense

and feel that we are entitled to credence
when we say that Cannabis Indica will do

WITH NOTES, is a splendid work for agents.
Nothing like it. All want it. Price $2.00. Address
i. 3: GOODSPEED & Co., New York or Gincinna.
ti.

Bo

inform the public that we Lave

at great

condi-

Commercial,

importation of this article into

have;

Co., New

in better

INDICA, or

chemist being a native), we know that we
have the genuine article,

I]

ABBOTT'S
DN

{by

made permanent arrangements in India
for obtaining ‘‘ Pure Hemp,” gathering it
at the right season, and having it extracted
upon its own soil from the green leaf
by an old and experienced chemist (said

Dowd & Co.,
52t52

and

Respectfu

in future the afflicted can obtain these
remedies at all first-class druggists. = As

1,422 1-3—in-

scrofula, and all diseases of the Skim.

Wyoming

This school was never

USTIN ACADEMY.—Center Strafford, N. H.
Rooms for self-boarding and board in private

the United States our Speoialty, and that

we

arrange-

J. S. GANDINER, Principal,
‘Whitestown, Oneida
0., N.Y

CONSUMPTION.

« We now

Special

VW HITESTOWN SEMINARY, — Fall term begins Aug
26, 1878. This Institution is one of
the largest and best in the State. Terms moderate.
Send for Catalogue.

7

made the

Many
of our best citizens inform us that Dr. H,
A. LAME, No. 337 Congress St., Portland,
Me,, never fails in the cure of the severest forms

of =~ Krysipelas,

INSTITUTE.—Wil-

Iowa.

Seminary and English Course.
address the Principal.

Bronchitis, and Asthma.

ERYSIPELAS.

But

All are bigots who limit the Divine:
within the boundariesof their present knowledge.— Margaret Fuller.

are

CO.:

repared on its native soil from the green
eaf, has become as famous in this country
as in India’ for the cure of Consumption,

specified,

Clas-

tion for doing thorough work in Academic Instruction. No primary instruction. With three care-

East India Hemp, raised in Calcutta, and

2 4, 6 & 8 Home St., Cincinnati, QO,

|

any article of theology or to submit to
any rite of the church.—Christian Union.

We

44;
2%

and

COLLEGIATE

IKE SEMINARY.—Pike,
York.

Dr. H. James’ CANNABIS

niet. address S. A» GRANT & CO,

to be without it is to be lacking in the essential of Christlikeness. To possess it
subscribe

$1.75.

BY

London,

just the thing for him.

Salary. Salesmen wanted to sell our
Haple Goods 1 emer. No Dedaliog.
ges paid.
Permanent
employ:

is

— Trench.

unhappily rare.

‘Take no other pre.

religious

with

The grace to receive an apology or
confession with a cordial welceme and a
quick effacement of the wrong is a grace

Sabbath if we have
bath.— Watchman.

not

English

Address,

Sec. & Treas.
Lyndonville, Vt.

ton, Muscatine Co.,

them.
I gained fifteen pounds while taking the first three bottles, and I know it is

OLUCostiy outfit free. Address True & Co.

ower
Why should we'then be overborne with care,

Or ever weak, or ever heartless be,

ILTON

medicines cured me of CONSUMPTION,
some three years ago, I want him to try

Mr.

as-

ments for the coming year. Spring term bogs
March 26, 1878. For particulars address the
Principal, CLARENCE E. BROCKWAY,or A. O. MUDGE,
Secretary.
‘Wilton Junction, Iowa.

I AM ONE WHO WAS CURED
¢

8S.

competent

I. W. SANBORN,
:

Pills and Ointment, for a friend of mine
who is not expected to live; and a Tour

Best Mixed Cards, with name, in case, 13c.,

Les

what a change within us, one shout
hour
Spent in thy presence, will prevail to make!
We kneel ; how weak! we rise; how full of

to

2;

Send for Catalogue.

i

bottles of Cannabis Indica, one each of

BUCKEYE BELL FOUNDRY.
Bells of Pure Copper and Tin
for Churches, Schools, Fire
Alarms, Farms, etc. FoLny
WARR
Catal
VANDUZEN & TIFT, "Chnetmmath, 0.
52649

!

Lord!

than

J

sent Free,

than

admit into its receptacle the love
fulfilleth the law.—Chalmers.

New York and
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

124 ; Baptist,

or 25 no 2 alike 10c. Outfit 10c.
Bristol, Ct.

heart

sical.

be pressed.

and

INSTITUTE.—J.

A. M.,, Principal, with

—Collegiate, Scientific, Ladies’,

LAWRENCEBURG, ANDERSON Co., Kv.
Feb. 10, 1873.
Messrs. Craddock & Co.:
GENTLEMEN :—Please send me twelve

ADVERTISEMENTS.

50)

love;

the way of expelling from the

is more important

36;

k

by

:

——————

Gospel testimony, is possible, even as all
things are possible, to him that believeth.

as beautiful as it is

Brethren,

increase

J

to

you may

$1.00,

YOND’S EXTRACT

crease, 68; probable value, $3,226,003.

building ourselves upon our most holy
faith. "That denial of the world which is

when

respecting

to

statistics for 1878: Itinerant. ministers,
846—increase, 18; local preachers, 563
—increase, 23; members,
107,732—increase, 2,719; children baptized, 7,143—
| decrease, 168; adults baptized, 1,860—

not possible to him that dissents from

Extract.

much

50c,,

LITERARY

BROWN,

sistants. Fall term begins August 27, 1878.
A
first-class school. Three complete courses of study,

Has been imitated.
The genuine arti

PREPARED ONLY

of the

Not

of Jesus’

We know of no other way by which to
keep the love of the world out of our
heart, than to keep in our hearts the love
of God; and no other way by which to

and

remainder

cases...

If sorrow never claimed our heart,
And every wish were granted,
Patience would die and hope depart—
Life would be disenchanted.

strength

as follows

Plymouth
79.

Did our beloved never need
Our patient ministration,
Earth woul@ grow cold, and miss, indeed,
Its sweetest consolation.

Anxious,’ or trohbled,
prayer,

the

The Evangelical Association, a body: of
German Methodists, reports the following

without the right tool or the right

Prices

that

93; Congregational, 47; Wesleyan,
Presbyterian, 9% Roman Catholic,

We scarcely could be tender.

love which transgresseth the

leave

belief: Churchof England,

Uses of Adversity.

But faith worketh

state

The first 400 children admitted
's
orphanage i

If none were sick and none were sad,
‘What service could we render?
I think if we were always glad

ment.

Committee

any-

is

paration, however

Sec.

Waterbury Center, Vt.

in

to

without faith,

insist on having Pond's

debt, which will be large, to be paid by
the church when and in such manner as
the General Conference may provide.—
N. Y. Times.

ent.

this

Book

bonds, and

with-

keep our hearts in the love of God,

YNDON

ix

N

EXTRACT

J. A. HOWE,

ulars address the Principal, or E. TASKER, Secretary.
Fall Term commences Monday, Sept. 2, 1878.
Northwood Ridge, N. H., Aug. 1, 1878,

cle has the words * Pond’s Extraet,” blown'in the glass,
and Company’s trade-mark on surrounding wrapper.
Ig
is never sold in bulk.
None other is furan.
Always

there will be no alternative left but to
surrender the property to the Trustees
under present mortgages, to be sold by
them for the benefit of the holders of the

but that other words might fit the tune
justas well; but so long as words and
music both mean the same thing and go
together the hymn gains very much in
power.—W. S. B, Matthews in Independ-

To try

POND’S

Pres-

ORTHWOOD SEMINARY.—Northwood, N. H.
J. H. HUTCHINS, A. B, Principal, with a
complete board of assistants. For further partic-

need bo called in for the majority of female
diseases if the Extract is used. ‘The pamputt which accompanies each bottle gives
ull directions how it should be applied.
Any one can use it without fear of harm.

PE case the amount is not raised by May,

Hymnary.,
in
|

soon,

v. A. M. FREEMAN,

and

CAUTION.

the

ADELLE L. BALDWIN, Associate.
With competent
assistants.
Expenses are moderate.
For further

Tho

is cleanly

Female Complaints.

ed, all other plans having proved ineffectual, to attemptto fund the debt in 4 |
er cent. bonds, amounting to $300,000.

knowledge.”

allow ¢¢ Coronation” to be sung

Extract

SCHOOL.

address

prrucuiars address the Principal, at Hill, N. H., or

efficacious, and mother who have once used
it will never be without it.
:
No phy-

The Southern Methodist Publishing
House has long been embarrassed with a
heavy debt. It has now heen determin-

Y. Rush.
Polygamy

N ipples,

THEOLOGICAL

information

REEN MOUNTAIN SEMINARY.—Walerbury
Center, Vt.
«Fall Term begins September
10, 1878.
LizzisCOLLEY,
Principal;

the United States.

and

it is

Eyes.

Breast.

further

AE
CENTRAL INSTITUTE. — Pittsfield,
IVA Maine. * College Preparatory, Normal, Classical, ‘Scientific. courses of study for both sexes.
Full board of teachers. Expenses low. , Spring
term begins Monday, Jan. 28, 1878." Summer term
begins
Monday, Apr. 19, 1878. Fall term begins
Monday, Aug. 19, 1878. Send to the Secretary or
Principal for a Catalogue.

For Broken Breast, Sore
in

Btn

Hillsdale:t, Mich.

DURGIN,

;

;

Ague

na,

52 i or

C.

LAAN
INSTITUTE.—North Scituate, R. I.
This Institution enters upon its fiftieth
“year
sept. 2, 1878. For further
‘ particulars address
the Prineipal.
J. W. STOCKBRIDGE,
No Scituate, R. I.

It is a
panacea, anc
Faceache.
when hey according
to directions its effect is simply wonderful.
P il
Blind, Bleeding or Itching. It
| es
is the greatest known remedy; rapidly curing when other. medicines have failed,
H

W.

COLLEGE

—For

Earache, Toothache,and

The Catholic Review estimates the contributions of American and British Cbristians to foreign missions at $6,000,000 a
year, and those of Catholics at $1,200,000, of which it says only about $33,000

Catholics

BALES

harm, quickly allaying all inflaxnmation and

:

.

ident, O. B. CHENEY, D. D., or Prof. JOHN FULLONTON, D. D., Lewiston, Maine.

the slightest fear of

_ soreness without pain.

A native Christian in Beyrout was lately murdered by three Mussulinans, which
created great popular commotion. The
body was paraded through the streets by
the Christians, and many scenes of violence ensued which the authorities were
powerless to suppress.

7,000,000

Sore

or Sore

I¥ean be used without

$15 a year. Ioard,$2 to

$2.25
a week. Room, 40 te 75 cents
a week. Scholarship for Commercial couse unlimited time, $30.

ICHOLS LATIN SCHOOL.—The special work
of the school is to prepare the students for college, and every effort is made to do this in as thorough a manner as possible. Expenses are moderate. Send for a Catalogue.
4
A.M. Jones, Seec.,
Lewiston, Me.

Ulcers, Wounds

inflamed

of which

and library fees, only

Re Cn

heat and pain itis unrivalled, and ghould be
kept in every family, ready for use in caso
of aecidents.
;

Syn-

Collegi-

ate, Scientific, Theol
ey
ae
paratory, Music and Art
artments. Elective
studies. Admits both sexes,
ous influences:
Thorough and cheap,
college
buildings in the
Northwest.
tion, incidental

Fall Term commences

Burns and Scalds. "5.2%

11,000 are Campbellites,50,000
are Luthe-

knowl-

neck,

she

A. B.
VEY, Ph. D. Principal.
New Hampton, N. H., July 26, fea

Musie $12 and Painting $

It is healing,
cooland
B ru ises. ing and leap ang.
The most obstinate cases are healed and
cured with astonishing rapidity.

rans, and 10,000 are Catholics.

are given by the

and

.

Sores,

there are about 260,000 church members.
Of these 92,000 are Baptists, 109,000 are
Methodists,
31,000 are Presbyterians,

'

passeth

churches,

viccaing, citer

Used as a gargle and also
T h roaf. applied IT
asdirected, in the early stages of tho diseases it will
surely control and cure them. Do not delay
trying it on appearance of first symptoms
of these dangerous diseases.
The Extract isthe only speCatar rh « cific for this prevalent and
distressing complaint ; quickly relicves cold
in tho head, &o. Our NasalSyringe is of
essential service in these cases.

ries of the United Presbyterian church,
in circulating the Scriptures among the
Arabic-speaking people of the East.
In a population of 2,000,000 in Texas,

and more

saidto his

Thee.

Me.”

courage;

Diphtheria
9

ran, 4 Congregational, and 3 Unitarian.
.
William Gibson of Jamestown, Pa.,
has given $1,000 to be used by missiona-

or Paraclete, is the

Sermon.

176

stanching

external or internal, it is always reliable,
and is used by Physicians of all schools with
a certainty of success. I'or bleeding of the
lungs it is invaluable. Our Nasal and Fem
Syringes and Inhalers are material
alds in cases of internal bleeding.

42 are Catholic, 26 Presbyterian, 26 Methodist, 18 Baptist, 16 Episcopal, 13 Luthe-

sacred

mother’s

And joy and

waging morally. You do not feel able
to cope with Satan—Satan in his entice-

--O
*+o 0

my

¢ Come

Hemorrhages.

Cheapest and best of

ILLSDALE COLLEGE.—Michigan.

i

For

Commercial College.

v.

All heuralgio pains of the
ihead, stomach or bowels, .
cured.
by the free use of the
Yo other medicine will cure us.

spee
Extract.
quickly.

courses for both sexes. Four terms of ten weeks

any in New England. Spring term
8 Monday,
Jan, 28, 1878.
Summer term
begins
Monday, April
i and ses Fiursday, J je, 20, 1878, Fall term
egins to » wad
, 26. end for Catalogue
)
circular
and

known

Extract.

Neuralgia

1,264 churches and 152 local preach-

ods.
St. Louis has

thing but ¢¢ All hail the power

keenness, wit and

cured by using Pond’s

re-

where

other

each.

this
freasing diseago in its various forms.
Sufferers who
have tried everything clso
without relief, can rely upon heing entirely

probationers,

nicants, which are divided ‘into ten

ge and powerful elementin the national
fe; it is everywhere felt, like the air,

changes

No

The Lutherans have in Illinois 345 ministers, 350 churches, and 30,000 commu-

very marked, and generally for - the better. The Church of England is a very

The

Conference

and

EW HAMPTON INSTITUTION.—8ix regular

GREAT

Rheumatism.
pfparation has
ever
performed such wonderful cures of

at

will spend her days as’a missionary.

We lose enormously by permitting
polygamy in our hymnary. It'is one of
the genuine elements of the Gospel songs
that every musical strain is associated
with a particular set of words, a definite
idea.
Were I a chorister, I would never

He said: ¢“ Iam greatly encouraged by
what I have seen of the growth and progress of the church in ¥ogland since I
last visited itin 1870.

Methodist

schools, has sailed for Africa,

beauty,

his arms around his

Af

his impressions of the Established Church.

Christian, was not devoid of shrewdness,

you

The Comforter,

—H.

other
A

y

this word

out limitation, * it. passeth

York,

sir,” he said to

* will

and

Comfort.

love!” Oh, the love of Jesus;

ty which are so frequently offered, remind

doctor,

truth

love you thirty miles - long!” The little
sister quickly added: ‘ Good-bye, papa,
you will never ride to the end of my

kindly come to speak to us on a matter
of great importance—a matter in which
each one of us is personally concerned.
May I ask you to take your seats, and to
give him your attention? And you, dear
the

its

laying out all his strength, says: ‘“There;
I love you all that!” A boy and his sister
mounted their ponies, and the little son

Coxe on the Establishment.

3

am glad that you will kindly allow me

of

1 Yes, it passeth knowledge; it passeth
all power of language ; it passeth all possibility of illustration. A child throws

and breadth of the love of God .which
passeth knowledge.—
"he Christian.

New

Divine

A Short

all saints the hight, and depth,and length,

Western

perceptions

¢ The love of Christ which
edge.” - Eph. 3:19.

shallow emptiness of spirit, and to bring
us to be partakers of his own glorious
life, and enable us to comprehend with

spoke to the Diocesan Council

little concern

THE

Goucatromal,

PAIN DESTROYER AND SPECIFIC
FOR INFLAMMATORY DISEASES
AND HEMORRHAGES.

tiful stained glass window into St. James

his

than conquerors over it. Consolation
wipes all tears from our eyes after the
sorrow ; comfort makes us glory even in
the midst of the sorrow. To comfort is
to make strong with one’s presence ; and
this is what he does who has given to
himself no more sacred name than that of
the_Comforter.—Christian Union.

the

Our

Bishop Coxe, of

changes

it, trinmphant in it, conquerors

birth-

to.-gain

Iowa

with

Mind,

never

?

ers.
Mr. F. H. Winston has inserted
a beau-

name which God has given to himself as
the Present Help in every time of trouble.
Yet even our English word Comforter is
far more significant than we are perhaps
wont to think. Comfort is more
than
consolation. Consolation assuages our
sorrow ; comfort makes us strong to bear

gladness

the

everlasting strength of God.

MINOR

man’s

In truth,

the

thirst,

of crucifixion with Christ, nor

Bishop

Omne’s

who

The

as itis by many associations. is hardly
adequate to mirror the full meaning of
the original which it translates.
A
paroclete is one who is called to another's

«« Allow me to ask one more question,”

said the merchant. ‘* Whom does the
business concern?”
‘+ It concerns the Lord Jesus Christ,

man

The

pangs of the better life. They have never rid themselves of their conceited emptiness, nor come to God and his Word
that they might
be filled. = Having
never known their own weakness and inwho loves us

the

no

ports 21,197 members

the

Times.

of singing the new song, secure upon the
rock. They have never felt the anguish

have

in

change a religious opinion. A candid
and fair-minded person is always ready
to change his mind, even though he never
see any reason for so doing.—S. 8S.

have they tasted the living bread and the
living water.
They know nothing of
godly sorrow, nor yet of godly joy. They
ave never felt the blackness-of the hor-

they

overdrawn

ed. Thus, in the most reverent way, a
Christian church or a Christian man may

has a deeper hold upon eternal things.
Those whose ideas touch only the surface,
are like the morning cloud and the early
dew that goeth away. They have never

sufficiency,

not

light some unexpected Scriptural

Christian life and works the work of God,

rible pit, nor do they know

possesses

or some divine law as yet too little heed-

really

known true soul-hunger

do

beauty. Not all the wisdom of the nineteen Christian centuries has exhausted
the treasures of the books of the Bible.
The archaeologists hammer and the met:
aphysician’s lamp constantly bring to

Y, Observer,

He

and

United

mind is. of little use to society. The Episcopal church, Chicago, in memory
progress of events must soon leave him of three children who have died.
in the lurch. Whether in religion, or - The Wesleyans in Great Britain make
politics, or general
knowledge,
one class-meetings the test, and count as
always has something new to learn : and members only those who altend’ these
new facts must bring
new opinions in ‘medns of graee.
:
:
their train.
Even
Christianity, which
Miss Mary B. Palmer, formerly a
can never change, gives room for growth teacher in the South Hadley (Mass.)

know-

the

and

who

to the

Rome.
:
The colored Cumberland Presbyterian
church has two Synods and twelve Presbyteries with 200 ministers. including
licentiates and 80,000 members.
The Reformed Episcopal church building in London, where Bishop Gregg ministers, has a large baptistery for the accommodation of snch as desire immersion.

do nof intend to

a man

Changing

But

paper or
a text book,
and talk and
chatter, and think they are doing Chris-

to act upon his conviction.
was

hard

of

least.— Congregationalist.

eligious life is more than a mere
fofession of faith or an initiation into
some church or religious society, -however orthodoxy it may be. It strikes its
roots into hidden depths, and unless there
be something about it unseen by men and
known only to God, it is far from being
what it should be.
It is not enough
for persons to purchase a new Bible,
learn a few Scriptures from a slip of

of the Lord Jesus to the poor Jews ib

He knew that the meychant

statement,

CHRISTIAN LIFE AND WORK.

thought struck him. Why was it that he
was ready to go day after day and speak

once

how

people,
so

call

of Pius, as to cause

certain desirable qualities in a marked
degree, but is seriously deficient in other
ualities equally or more important.
his. we believe to be a perfectly fair

ing, and how few fhe walkers!
Clearly, there is one place to which
“everybody” is not ‘‘going!”—E. I.

pass this house ; but it was not until he
had doue so many times that a new

at

well balanced,

to go with it; one

narrow, and

man,

They

POND'S EXTRACT.

-

Presbyterian church of Lawrence, Mass,
The Presbyterian Board of Home Missions expended upon their work in New
Mexico last year $13,000.
:
Peter's Pence is'coming in so meagerly
at the Vatican, compared with the times

be satisfied with fair ability—not they.
They must have a ‘‘smart” man; whichin
very many cases means a man who is not

satisfied to be himself, even if a nobody,
and not acting the part of ‘‘everybody.”
The thing that everybody does is very
apt to be wrong ; the way of evil is broad,
and has many travelers ; the way of good

house of business also in a mercantile
part of the city.
It had often happened to the dactor to

- being right, without

course, want a ‘‘smart”

‘‘every-

body ! not to know the crowd, or,

ing it, got wanting

Towa, has receiveda

The

331

1878.

RELIGIOUS MISCELLANY.

clear idea as to the best

of procedure.

the committee.

where, and ‘isn't. afraid” to go, either!
—therefore, how many an apish being
must do and be all these things. Oh, for
here and there one satisfied to be a no-

who, like Paul, had lived a Pharisee.
Like Paul, too, he had been, by the Holy
Spirit, turned from darkness unto light,

had

method

“‘averybody” drinks, swears, goes every-

Not many years ago there lived in a
large city in Holland, a Jewish doctor

who

and have no

16,

Rev. Dr. R. A, McAyeal of Oskaloosa,

It is not easy to find the right man for
a pastor, but one reason is that most
churches do not go to work in the right
way. As arule they
select their best
men for the work ng
ommittee, but
these men themselves have frequently
given little careful thought to the matter,

body" plays cards—therefore, how many
play cards; “everybody” goes to the
theuter-—~therefore, how many hot-blooded, crazy young fellows go to the theater, and how many girls go with them;

I thank Thee!

merchant,

They Come!"

—therefore, how many smoke;

4

directly to my

Candidating.

that “everybody” goes to this and that
lace.
:
2 Who chooses to buy of a small grocer?
Who doesn’t think it ‘‘beneath” him or
herto goon a Piegie excursion with a
small party? On the contrary,
it must
be in most cases the crowded place and
the ‘‘everybody” party.
Now, consider the ‘moral tendency of
this sort of action. ‘‘Everybody” smokes

For life—eternal life—
1 thank Thee, Father!

OCTOBER

crucifixion, "—W. H. H. Murray.

body” is doing, that it is not at all strange

To feel within the’ sense and power of lite,
delight!
Ts such extreme and SH
That I live, O God,

of a rich Jewish

Still

STAR,

knew that the path led me

«Everybody Buys It—Latest and Best
Book of the Age!”
;
So many poor focls, young and old
alike, stand agape to read what ‘‘every-

life—this glorious life—

I thank Thee,

and

MORNING

The Great Central

Route.

*

Depot, foot of Lake-st., and foot of Twenty-second
st. Ticket Office, 67 Clark-st,, Grand
Pacific
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Chicago Trains.

Arrive.

Mail(via Main and Air Line)|* 7.00 a.m.[* 6.55p-m.
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Gen Mang’r, Detroit.

Lake Shore and Mich. Southern R. R.
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Chicago Trains.
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Iilinois Central Railroad.
yapot foot of Lake Street, and foot of Twenty-second
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and the impressions made in the house of
God on his own young mind, than for wor-

seats at his table.
This reasonable Christian orthodoxy, instinct with the spirit of | ship in a costly edifice, or with a fashionaJesus and loyal to his truth, which is not | ble congregation.
But if parents care for none of these
the least of our denominational ‘character-

istics, ought not to be merely shut up in | things, or it with perverted tastes they enjoy and ask for religious services of an unvolumes on the shelves of libraries, or be
advertised in our articles of faith. All our healthful type, the duty of the church to

churches should ring with it.

The

ablest

minds that we can

ought

to be

command

trained in all the arts of persuasive spee sh,
‘and sent out to fill the ears. -of men with

these sublime truths.

' -,

;

Is not free communion as worthy of
able advocacy as close communion? the
impartial love of God as the chilling dogmas of Calvin? What fatuity compels any
among us to think that the F.B. church
must have an inferior ministry and quietly
accept in our land the place of an inferior?

That suggestion
Maine to

all

our

Minnesota,

churches

with

from

one voice,

re-

pudiate.
The reverse side of that repudiation is the claim that we are worthy of
something better.
But this brings us to
the necessity of another declaration from
which some shrink, that we are worthy of
and should aim to have a ministry
to none in the land.

second

Other considerations call on us te adopt
®0 wise a policy.
This may be noticed:

the danger to our future from the sectarian

competition which

we

everywhere

meet.

Call this rivalry healthful if you will; claim
that it forces every church to be energetic

and progressive;

take the

ground

that it

is the application in religion of the

law of

the survival of the fittest, apologize for it
on any plea; you do only the more urgently
press on.us the importance of our doing
our best.
For the rivalry remains,
and,
without earnestness of effort, Free Baptists

will be like grains of wheat between the
millstones.
The laymen of our churches, to a wide
extent, both in the city and in the country,
. are availing
themselves
of | modern
means of culture.
Music, art, travel,
periodicals, literature, libraries and schools
are, by no small number of our people,
subsidized to the ends of personal cultiva-

tion.

This is especially true or the rising

generation in our churches.

It is needless

to pause over the superior advantages
which they enjoy, compared with those of
two generations ago; or over the cheering
fact that under the direct influence of our
denominational

- schools,

the

social

or

-esthetic condition of F. B. homes is constantly improving.
Here is something
worthy of our warmest congratulations.
Here, too, is our peril. For, pause in the
midst of your congratulations,and ask what
is the prospect of keeping under our flag
the rising or the next generation of Free
Baptists?
Is the Free Baptist pulpit to

be up to that standard of learning and
piety necessary to hold cultivated minds?
It is as sure as anything can well be that
such minds will not to any extent remain
in a church which does not as well gratify
their

tastes as

proclaim their

creed.

In

proof of this; consider that in the con
gregations of competing
denominations
multitudes

of

men

and

women

may

even

now be found yvho would not challenge a
single article of our faith, Why are they
uot in our congregations ? Their tastes
For

them is unaltered.

first

causes

of that

obscurity

which it is alleged we are shut up,
the tide wholly arrested.
When,

days, young Christians come

to

nor is
now-a-

‘like

doves

to the windows,” they are apt to come

to

the stained windows rather than to the
plain. The desire for the best things has
been provoked by the spirit of the age.
Our institutions of learning are helping to
Teed it. As the inevitable consequence,
the standard of ministerial culture must
The awakened

send them

light.

Itis

a

debt

which

all irrational opposition

the household and the people whom we
have assumed to instruct, are the same in

every field.

We owe them

or

the

‘else

all

strengh

nothing
which

at- every

point

stand

of oar

Shousitrul minds as are not instructed or
satisfied and kept at home.
*
It will not be wise for us to ignore the
liability of our losing in the fruit, the
generation of Free Baptists now in the
The dangeris as real for the fature
as it has been real in the past.
Godliness
. in the pulpitis not enough to meet the

peril.

The Jews

thémsélves

are godly.

Exhortations on the Sabbath will not
suffice. The pews themselves can exhort.
The pews want help from ‘their pastors on

all the intricate problems of Christian life

“=~in this day. Minds as
ger for religious truth.
One way of safety
that is by adding, in
godliness knowledge,

culturegand to

well as hearts

hun-

is open to us, and
all our pulpits, to
and to knowledge

culture loyalty

and. zeal

and power.
Attractions abroad must be
met, by attractions at home.
The graces

at all,
we

give them.
Tet not the ground we
py be carelessly cultivated.
Either
hand our churches over to other

can

occu1ét us

sects,

or

do the work of the Lord well. Let us not
be in the way of better churches ready to
do for men a better service than we are
doing.
Certainly we shall only do our
duty to Christ,

and

meet

onr

obligations

to the church when we ask all our candidates for the ministry to show as much
care to prepare to minister to the soul as’
the physician does to minister to the body,
the lawyer to minister to litigation, or the
captain of the

army

or

navy

to

minister

to the defense of his native land.

We

can

do better by many of our churches than
we have done, and, if we can, we must.

But nothing better can be done unless
as a people we are ready carefully to scrutinize the qualifications of applicants for
ordination.
Somehow, in defiance of the
protests of many of our Yearly Meetings,
on two conditions we allow any young
men to enter at once into our ministry;
viz. : that he adopt our creed, and

that

he

have an unblemished Christian character.
Too seldom a third reasonable and essential condition is demanded, viz.: that his
intellectual qualifications for the office precede the bestowal of it.
Our wants no
longer can justify hasty ordinations; and
the rights of communities on whom our
ministry
is imposed forbid them.
tainly, in these days; it is true that

Cerif a

youthful candidate for the ministry have
not energy enoughto secure as good an
education to be a Free Baptist preacher
as he would have to secure to be a F. B.
teacher,

or lawyer,

or

physician,

he

has

neither wisdom enough to meet the just
demands of the congregations of the Lord,
nor energy enough
on to glory.

to push

our

churches

Bat all these reasons for giving to our
churches the best ministry can be ineluded
in one, the honor of our Lord requires it.
Gifts

are

a

token

of

times, the measure of it.
may be viewed as the gift
church to her divine

love;

and,

at

The ministry
of a believing

Master,

and

she

is

honored and she is blest by the gift when,
and only when, it is the best that we could
give him.
Here in a nut-shell is the whole
argument on this point.

Whom

then shall

the church offer to our Lord to do his
work?
The field to be cultivated is his
and bought by his blood.
The work to be
done there is his work.
He himself in his

him a celestial

fire,

own love for men.

looked

into

the

and

burns

with

The intellect
profound

her

that has

depths

of

the

gospel, seen the grandeur of the : redemp-

tive idea shed in the plan of salvation in
its varions details, and learned the nature
of Christianity enough to point out to
every one asking a reason of the Christian’s
hope, what the foundation of the .gospel
is, what the superstructure, what the high
reaching to the

The very best that we have or can
‘or faith

can not too much honor the Lord.
Let it not be thought, therefore, that the
neglect of a young man to qualify himself
for the service of his Master can be sanc~'
tioned on the ground of the pressing, impatient needs of the Master’s cause? How
that course which cheats the soul out of
her strength and by so much lessens her
service can help the cause of Christ, may
well puzzle your minds to understand. Before our Lord the mightest intellects abase

themselves.

Before his excellences they

value the!results of their skilled

nothing.

labor

as

Will the most efficient servants

the

trusts

most

responsible

of

life.

invites parents to entrust themselves

of

It
and

their children for spiritual guidance and
trainingof character to the pastors that
“"that sect provides.
Sometimes
communities, or, ‘more often, families are shut
up for many years to the ministry of one

* particular church.

. owe

to

What does that church

such a parish?

It

owes

thema

service that will convert that necessity
into one of the blessed privileges of life.
‘Wherever on such holy ground we dare to

run a steeple into the air, the community
has the right to hail it as a pledge that
there the gospel shall be faithfully and
intelligently taught, and the other “offices
of the ministry be so wisely administered

efficient,

the

can neverbe lost. From their minis-.

the readiness of the young man who, under
a plea of upholding the cause, throws study
aside, and hastens to kneel before the
s
elders for ordination.
For the glory of our Lord let us restrain

such impetuous youth.

advice.

For the enlargesome

Let us clasp hands behind us and

awake, and is ready to take the most advanced ground.. Let us not, however, in

nearly the 20th century after

Christ.

The

which now

tempts the

unqualified

youth

so steadily to assume it?
;
Are any Free Baptists ambitious for the
growth of our church?
Are any anxious
about her future?
Are any resolved, on

having right measures
for’ denominational
improvement?
This Society more
than
they all! To Y. M. the churches appeal,
and from Y. M. let a response go back to
to the churches pledging to them so far as
you can give it the

best possible

ministry.

Following this exeellent paper, -Dr.
James L. Phillips was announced, who
proceeded to give a brilliant and pointed
address on certain characteristics of a
successful educated ministry. Dr. Phillips spoke ex tempore, and the brief notes

that we were able to take in the midst

we lose their spirit in the midst of multiplying schools and colleges, we have
made a most damaging exchange. Think
of such men as Randall, Marks, Hutchins,

Burr, Knowlton, Day, and of their noble
work. Are we in the way of raising. up
and equipping such men? * That is the

practical question.

Are we

using

our

money as we ought to use it, inthis direction? We should help men to self-reliance—not to dependence on funds or
scholarships.
The discipline of hard
work is the best in the end. Men and
women trained to self-reliance, faith in
God, love to man, self-denial, to endure
hardship, toil and suffering for Christ and

AND

OTHER

the German, the Mathematics

and

pers, magazines, the

best current

ture in every department,

litera-

as well as the

classics, should be the companions

of the

person who would keep himself ‘abreast
of his time. Absorb the thought and
spirit of wise, true men, who have

made

life yield them up its secrets and then
have written them down for others.
Apply yourself unto wisdom. Tt is God's
command.
Itis repeated by the needs

and experiences of men all about us.
The next word was Adaptation.
The
truly educated man proves his spirit by

adapting - himself to

his surroundings,

of this very exhortation that prompted the
St. Johnsbury church to spread that bountiful collation to the eighty persons returning from the Anniversaries on Friday,
who were obliged to wait over there for
south.

outside, the many

who

habitually

that beautiful village.

ate from the Seminary’ complaining. that
certain ficlds of labor ‘are not’ saited to
his tastes. He holds'up his white hands

St Johusbury is indebted both to Nature
and to the Fairbankses for its principal attractions. Those provided by the latter,
in the shape ‘of their ‘own homelike and

érs;” or, “I can’t preach to factory girls.”

elegant residences, and the grounds that

ings for *‘a sphere.” Oh, for more
perspiration and less aspiration! The

erally provided

and opened for worship; that the bell be
rung on Sunday morning and a general
invitation be given to all around to come
and enter inte the house of the Lord.

Many must be brought in, if at all, by
personal solicitation.
minister?

By

whom?

The

Sometimes, no doubt, but if he

is to prepare sermons that will edify and

instruct, that will attract and interest;
he is to visit as much as many would
to havé him;

if he is to

answer

like

the calls

denomination ; if, moreover, he is to be
such a diligent student of the Bible, the-

ology, science, history, philosophy and
other things as he must be to be a growing and profitable preacher of the Word,
he will hardly be able to-do all the canvassing of the neighborhood that ought
to be done.
oa
The laity ought to do this work. Christian men and women, and other people,

of self-praise,

and

a seat;”

or,

vere cold, was sitting in his home at
Milton Mills, N. H., at half past eleven,

Oct. 11th, and died

truly educated preacher will also study
adaptetion in the use of language.
“Feed my lambs,” said the Saviour.
The stilted speech of many a pulpit performer implied that they understood the
command to be, ‘‘ Feed my giraffes.”
It is too high.
Nothing but giraffes
could reach it. And they would starve

on it.
dren.

Adapt your language to the chilDr. Tyng, John Hall, Sputgeon,

all the eminent preachers use language
whose
chief
strength and grace lie

in its simplicity.

Talk about gifts ! “The

gift needed is the faculty of talking to
the people. If the people understand,
they are attentive ; and if they are attentive, they will be saved.
Oh, for wisdom

any place, East-or West, to rely on the
ignorance of his audience for his Success.
For what good and valid reason should we
longer hesitate to make the declaration
that in our opipion previous preparation
for his work should be required of every
youthful candidate at least for the F. B.
pulpit.
Wherein will our work be enfee-

shape. . We can not repeat the apt illustrations that made this as well as the oth-

make it folly for a minister, in this day, in

bled by so heroic a step ? If men are to be

ready for our

churches

inthe

immediate

future, we must begin to educate them
now. A few years of the young mun’s life

graduated
our schools; and ‘of ‘those that

than that of lands, bonds or gold. Fortu_ Date indeed is the child
whose parents

A practical and invaluable sphere
of use-

;

He
was born in Sandwich, N. H.,
1804, and was therefore 74 years of age,

Brother

Quinby

was

impressed

in

early life with the importance of educa.

tion and persisted
the wishes

were

in his studies

of many

friends

against

who

urged

presented, but his first work was to

educate

himself,

and he

was

the first

Freewill Baptist that graduated from col-

lege. Ie was the first teacher in Parsonsfield Academy in 1832, and after the opening of Smithyille Seminary in 1840, he
was the principal there for many years,
had charge of the boarding department
and preached almost constantly on the
Sabbath.
His work as an educator in
our denomination gave him the undisputed title of Father of our educational interests.
He seems to have been raised up as no other man was, to turn
the denominational current in favor of
education
by his sweet yet decisive
spirit.
Many of our leading men, as

they read these lines, will recall the time
and place when he, as their teacher, in-

quired

for the welfare of their souls, urg-

for

“I

ministry and otherwise aided them in
their Christian work.
For thirty years
he did the work'of two men, and when
he left the teacher's chair some fifteen
years ago, it was only to give himself
o gre fully to his pulpit and pastoral
rk?

He accepted no man or class of men as
a pattern, for Christ was his great teacher, but he had studied our denomination-

al fathers as no other man ever did, and
had a reverence for their spirit and

work,

that few of his survivors have ever

cher-

ished. His great anxiety of late years
has been to awaken a deeper and broader

spirit of piety inthe ministry and the laity,
and he did good service as a member of the

last General Conference. © We leave it for

some appreciative friend to present a full
sketch of his long and useful public life.
* His funeral was

on Monday, and Revs.

D. Waterman, A. H. Morrell, P. W. Perry, E. W:

Ricker,

I. D. Stewart,

and the

Methodist and Congregationalist clergymen in the place participated in the deep-

ly impressive services.

:

G-O-0b
+o

OURRENT TOPICS.
death of Rev. Dr. Nehemiah

——THE

Adams, senior pastor of the

Union

Con-

gregational church of Boston, is announced. Dr. Adams was born in Salem in
1806, graduated at Harvard in 1826, stud-

ied theology at Andover, and was settled,
in 1829, over the ‘First Congregational

can't dress well enough; or, ‘I work
80 hard all the week I must rest on Sunday.”
The first of these excuses need
never keep many away from church, for

church

it will notbe difficult, in most localities,
to find good churches easily accessible,
in which they will be cordially welcome
as often as they will come, and need never hire a seat unless they choose.
The

apologist for slavery,

church-going people than the stayaways

graphiin regardto him‘in the Longregationalisé:: «

in Cambridge.

He resigned this

pastorate in 1834, and was installed over
the Essex street church, in Boston, where
he remained till his death.
He was an
speaking highly of

that * peculiar institution” in a book

en-

titled *“ ‘A South Side View of Slavery.”
His opponents. called him intolerant in
religious matters,
defending the rigid
creed and traditions of the Pilgrim Fathers

only

by a stretch of the imagination canbe

called educated..

:

”

Ban,

fulness still invites the energies of the Ed-

ucation Society.

Its work is not narrow-

for,

are

permanent

at-

tractions. As for Nature's charms,changeable like the fickle dame herself, they
presented their most brilliant : phases that
week of our tarrying there. Her maplewooded hills were glowing in the most
gorgeous autumn tints. Bright red, deep
green, russet-brown,amber and gold were

The third word was Pluck. It has fi-

nally got into the dictionaries.
plies industry, perseverance,

age, push.”

faith,

Pluck does n't wait

call” in this waiting world.

It’ imcour-

for

‘a

It finds its

work at once, and goes steadily about it.
Do the destitute churches, the starving

communities, the morally darkened places

all about us constitute no call to noble
work ? Oh, for men with faith and pluck
enough to work for God everywhere.

We want an education that puts: theology

on horseback, and not in the parlor
We want it in our

schools,

car.

everywhere!

Save us from ** college men” who ** never
get up in the morning.” That is not the
kind of educated men that the world

needs.

It wants men

of brave

spirit,

ready to endure as well as do for Christ.

¥ i

Both these excuses rest oftener upon the
pride of those who offer them than upon
the facts of the case. The pride of the poor
as well as the extravagance of the rich
keeps many people away from the house
of worship.
They magnify unduly the
difficulties, and often create

them

entire-

However. many of -his

brethren may

have differed with him in the days that
are gone onone or two subjects of public
concern and excitement, such

differences

never impaired the Christian esteem in
which he was held, or led to personal
alienation of feeling; and none will now
be more forward ta honor the noble and

ly out of their ownimaginations. The last evangelical traits of his character, than
The rich, cool foliage of the summer days excuse mentioned is good for some, for those who were then at widest remove
bad felt the toach of death, and was glo there are women who work in mills and from his position.
rified. Itisso with the saint when he factories where they stand upon their
——THE recent Indian outbreak, and the
dies.
‘| feet amidst thé deafening rattle of ma- charge by friends of the army that it was
In this
ection, we will say that the chinery from early morning to dusky
in consequence of a failure on the part of
Freewiil Biiptist churches both at Lyndon twilight every day, women who have the agents of the. Indian Bureau to supply
Center and at St. Johposbury are in an en- families to care for, whose house-work
these tribes with sufficient provisions,
couraging and prosperous condition. Bro. must be done as best it can, in addition to
calls up again the still mooted question as
Noyes is doing an excellent work at the the long day's toil in the mill, for whom
mingled in the most

exquisita

harmony.

former place, ‘while at the litter Bro.
Frost is putting forth all his energy to

Sunday brings the only chance

restful or necessary.

cated and

work steadily through

brethren

‘attractively finished,

are gradually

wiping

and

the

out the

will succeed. As a token of ‘interest the
guests who partook of their bounty on
Friday contributed a purse of $50.82 to
aid in paying the present year's installment of the debt. - In each of these

churches there is a flourishing Sunday-

school, that at St. Johnsbury at least having a regular weekly teachers’ meeting.
lt
*4

Nickerson,of Vermont,

= Rev.

S. 8.

and Rey. W.

T.

Smith, of Western Maine, have consented
to act as.agents
and solicit subscribers to

it in person.

will be so good for body and mind as
that obtained from regular, wide'awake

attendance upon church-services.”

When they come, see to:it that they
have a prompt and heurty welcome, are
quickly shown to’ pledsant seats, and

made to feel comfortable.
to come

again.

Invite them

Let, them find in the

church such an atmosphere of genial hos-

pitality

that they

will

want

to come

they will not

come? Shall we then leave them to starve

without? Not at all.
when

thé multitudes

As
were

our Saviour,
seated

upon

the grass in vrderly companies, blessed
They are authorized the bread and brake it and gave unto his

to arrange with pastors or others in each
church, for a thorough canvass, or to do

They will fake orders and

receive remittances for other publications

of the Printing Establishment.

to what department of the Government

ought to take charge of the Indians.

A

various outbreaks, with their sanguinary

the week, no rest results, have served to popularize the plan

But what if, after all,

AGENTS.

the Morning Star”

But to many who

again,

(Continued next week.)

CANVASSING

of rest,

and for them it ought to be a day of rest. strong plea has been made that the conThem we judge kindly nor condemn if trol of Indian ‘affairs should be turned
they use it in such ways as they find most overto" the. War Department, and the

help that comparatively new interestto
get upon a sure and abiding basis. Their
new house of worship is convenienfly lo-

er portions of Dr. Phillips's address full debt that hangs over it. We believe they
of entertainment as wellas force.

sometimes imagine.

disciples, and they bare it unto the peo-

ple, so must ‘we, "having received the
Bread of Life, go out and give to the hungry around us. Carry it to them if they
neglect to come for it.
Let them never

among the people

at large.

So deter-

mined was the effort of the party in favor-of War Department

control’ that a

transfer came near being made at the last
session of

Congress,

but, the friends

of

the present system, confident that an understanding of facts only was needed to
convince the public that the present sys-

tem is the best, succeededin sécuring the
appointment of a Joint Committee to investiga® the whole subject and report to
the next session of Congress. That com-

mittee are now in

‘the field

among

the

various agencies, Raving first had a meet- =
ingin St Louis to take the testimonyof various¥workers among the Indians. The

information gathered was of a uniform
character as regards the one point of
progress made by the Indians in the di-

rection of civilization wherever Christian

agencies have been perseveringly applied.
T

=

instantlyof heart

disease.

if ed them to pursue their studies, enter the

‘made upon him to attend temperance
meetings, Sunday-school conventions, religiops
conferences of various kinds where
Hp ister are expected to be, in addition
to the
iastical gatherings of his own

“I can’t afford to hire

visit at their ease the points of interest in

How often we hear the. exquisite gradu-

and exclaims,*“ I can't preach to farm-

him to enter the ministry without further
study. Iie did preach as opportunities

this reason ought not to be expected to do
the work we speak of.
The stay-aways will be likely to offer
one of these excuses for their absence:

But the

Another

other circumstances, not more than onehalf of the remainder, who might reason-

thing that savors

collation was notall. Numerous carriages were placed at the disposal of the
waiting party, and they were enabled to

‘Another watchman is gone.

good man has been promoted. Rev. Hoses,

Quinby was as well as usual save a so.

They can often go where the minister
can not. They can get at people as he
can not.
Théy can succeed where he
would fail.
Many persons are shy of
ministers, and dodge them as they would
tha tax-collector, refuse to open their tips
and héarts to them.
With others they
talk freely and by them can be more easily persuaded.
Many ministers do not
liketo urge people to come and hear
them preach. They are averse to any-

churches at Rome to be * given to hospitality.” And it must have been the spirit

REV. HOSEA QUINBY, D, D,

Dearborn

too, ought to take it upon themselves.

of it. What a beautiful thing
cordial in bestowing it! It was
of the Christian graces that
in mind when he exhorted the

the noon trains east and

is at 157

It is not enough that the church be built

unmindful of the extra toil that it cost the

dispensers
it is to be
this first
Paul had

>

stay away? Can they be brought into the
church services and so within the reach
of gospel truth ?”
:
Probably some of them can if rightly
approached, but how shall it be done?

THINGS.

for.

be

OUR DUTY TO THE STAY-AWAYS,.
The church-going habits of people in
different communities vary somewhat,
but in every place a large number may
be found who are seldom seen at the
house of worship.
A careful examination will probably show that, after making a'liberal allowance for the aged and
infirm, the young and the sick, and those
occupied in taking care of these classes,
and for those properly kept at home by

many

the souls that Christ loves—those are the
workers that the denomination needs.
May God give us such workers, for the
world’s 4 and for Christ's sake.
ENTERTAINMENT

Office

lest

are, for they are of the Master's
flock and
must not be left to die because unca
red

addressed to the Publisher, Dover, N. H.
8
The Western Editorial
St.. Chicago,
.

live

if possible
but, failing in this, feed them wher
e they

4% All communications designed for publication
should be addressed to the Editor, and all letters
on business, remittances of money, &e¢., should

eat and

Bring them into the church

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 16, 1878.

ably be expected to attend church on the
Sabbath,
are habitual
church-goers.
The question often thrusts itself upon
the minister's mind as he 1coks over the
empty pews, ‘ What can be done for the

Nowhere in the course of this report
of writing out the report of another address from notes previously taken will would a reference to the hospitality of the
necessitate an inadequate presentation of occasion be out of order.
It. was abunhis stirring and valuable words. He be- dant and hearty. It calls for this earliest
gan by setting forth the value of an edu- recognition that we were able to give it.
cation in making men, and especially At Portland, where the forty or fifty perChristian men, better fitted for
their sons en route for Lyndon were obliged to
work and more efficient in performing remain over night, the members of the
it. But the person must have manly Casco St. church and society kept open
qualities to begin with, else an education doors, welcoming all to their homes, and
is of but little avail. An eastern proverb sending them on their journey next morn.
says,
‘“ You can
not carve
on rotten
ing with right good cheer.
A vote of
wood.” Neither can you make a true thanks was cordially given
by their
and serviceable man out of a false and guests. It was all the Portland friends
inefficient one, no matter how much bookwould take for their kindly and thought]
knowledge he may acquire. There were ful act. They did n’t ask for even that.
three words by which Dr. Phillips would
And that is true of all genuine hospitality.
describe the characteristics of truly edu- It was abundantly
true of the hospitality
cated men. The first one was Applica- at Lyndon Center, where the attendants
tion. The student should of all persons at the meetings were treated most generacquire and practice this habit, Com- ously. There was no distinction between
mencement day should not witness the the home-born and the strangers
that
close of books and the end of study. were within their gates.
Every one,
The Greek and the Latin, the French and
from the time the train poured out its

to teach the educated man how to use his
knowledge! The educated man should
also adapt himself to the peor patish, and
teach it to support its pastor in ‘decent

‘are, more than half have not had the dis:
cipline ofa Sollege Surge. of study and

_ care more for the religious influence exerted

in numbers sufficient to meet all our

demands?
Who will invoke the Holy
Spirit to convert the young men mow in
college and draw them and those already
Christians to this holy calling? Who will
arouse our churches to
give unto such
students all needful assisténce to prosecute
their studies?
And who will beseech
those clothed with the power of imposition
of hands to be cautious of its use?
Who,
too, will lift the office of the minister in our
church cléar above that conception of it

meridian
sun
of
Knowledge
shines
around
our
entire land.
Obscured
indeed in many places by fleeting clouds,
but shedding light - enough everywhere to

_ter,children ought insensibly to learn a re.Spect for ministers and the church which
‘Do change in after life can take away.

Such a ministry is a better inheritance

study,

work awhile, become discouraged, desert.

Along comes & plain man, who sets himself to toil with the will-as well as the spirit
of Christ,and does anoble work. Educated
pluck does n't fail. It succeeds. It does
n't occupy itself forever in polishing its
blade. It cuts. And that is the main
thing. The fathers of the denomination
wrote their names high, in work that will
forever honor them. They were not college men; ‘but they were plucky men.
If

they starve and die.

ablest ministry: too

as to elevate the whole tone of life amono place him beyond the ‘opportunity of a
the people. To thinking and to thought
thorough course of study. The theological
less men,to believers,skeptics and infidels, students now in our schools are rot enough
to parents, youth and age, the pulpit should to make good the the losses from death
always represent a leadership worthy of alone to our present ministry. . Last year
any man’s respect, and Honorable to any’ in both our schoold thirty names appear!
This annually
yields for ‘the pulpit ten
man who follows it.
mt
graduates a nuinber less than one half of
Parents have the right to expect the pul- Dit by the might
the reported deaths of our ministers for
of character in it, to give
, lo their children a reverence for religion 1877. But even ten men. are not annually

that

to our pulpits able occupants? Who will
se¢ that men
of promise
are sought
out, and put into the regular courses of

|:

go unfed, for they must

——
——

Shame on sich men! The Master ‘was surround themi, and particularly the second excuse may sometimes be sound,
able, for the honor of our Redeeemer? “My" not-above the humbler classes. He se- Athensenum, farnished with a well-selected
but less frequently than those who make
opinion is,” wrote Dr. Guthrie, “that the
lgeted the pioneers ‘of Christianity from library and picture gallery, a free gift] it pretend. Style and quality of dress in numerous controversial works. Perbest of us do the glorious gospel miserable
sonally be gained and kept the esteem of
‘What is needed to the village,—these and the Academy
injustice.” A depreciation of the work of among: the fishermen.
are less thought of among Christian and his brethten, as appears from this parathe minister of Christ lies
at the bottom of is the spirit of work, and Bot mere long- which the Fairbanks generosity has lib-

be too

zeal for one object, crowd out of place any
pillar of our Zion. Attention to one good
work need not involve neglect of .another.
and lives we shape,
The rights
of a
Advanced ground on letting men into our
family to intelligent religious instruction
Continged losses
are more sacred than its rights to liberty, ministry must be taken.
and when a sect plants a church in a from our fold tell us that it must...It is

it assumes one

secure

@he Morning Star.

We want men who accept the fellowship
of suffering for the Master's sake, and
such as the Master experienced. Collegetrained men go into parish after parish,

ceived them back again on Friday, was
for-the-time-a-part-—-of-the-eitizenship—of
that beautiful village. We trust that no
one who partook of that hospitality was

send all heads seeking anointing for the
priesthood first to be filled. Our Master
is inno haste.
His kingdom is not dependent © on
the weekly
exhortations
of any untaught youth.
One interest of the F. B.church needing
ceaseless care is then her ministry, To
some of our enterprises he is now well

community of families

do not, who will take it in hand, to

and

our charms are equal to theirs.
Our excellent faith, advocated by a ministry cof

fore we must makeit as efficient as we can.
Another consideration
makes it the
religious duty of the denomination to aim
to give to-our churches the best ministry.
This is due to those whose Christian ideas

ed to the gathering and disbursement of
beneficiary funds. No other benevolent
organization is so vitally connected with
our prosperity.
Anciently, we are told
the goddess Pallas gave to Troy as a distinguishied token of favor a statue of herself on the condition that the loss of it involve the safety of the city. To this society the F. B. church has entrusted as the
palladium of her hopes and success the
character of her coming ministry.
If you

scores of visitors on Tuesday, until it re-

gifts

ment of their view, let us give them

own churches.
Our ministry must
then
be the reliance of our churches, and there-

1878.

Phil-

purposes,

of other sects will be harmless to us when

high spiritual and intellectual qualities,
will not only neutralize the influences from
which we have to fear, but will change the
direction of the popular current to our

16,

osophy, all should be kept fresh in mind,
pledges is the gospel to
be preached. either by frequent. reviews or.by.explora|
“Church set to paint |
his face? What heart to portray his af- tions in new fields lying alongside the
fections? what intellect to unfold his plans,
accustomed pathways of study. Reading
explain his thoughts, and apply to all life
should by all means characterize the stuhis precepts and promises?
dent. ‘Else he will slowly become a realThe hand that dévotion to him makes
skillfal. ‘The heart that has caught from 1y educated man.
The best books, paoffices,

have of aptitudes, art, knowledge,

equi

to

the rational worship of God.
All our pulpits have the same offices. The claims of

skies.

) or arorced by‘as many

the

ministry owes to the church, not to nurse,
but to remove,

tower and pinnacle,though

| Toinistry

to Him

who puts us in charge of his gospel and his
congregations exists.
It is due to a community not wanting the gospel that we
send it to them.
It is due to a community preferring darkness to light that we

character,

of the

An obligation

OCTOBER
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—
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The various missionaries among the

:
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Herald.

The

editor evidently

for

a

lot is cast is in a much more degenerate

he wrote,

when

or the society among which his

committee will appropriate only
may have in hand, and not a cent
It is the policy of the Education
never to run in debt.
A policy

that will reach every church and every

be given in a brief item of 'appeal.—J. F.

family connected with us.
What great things we might do for our-

A Golden Wedding.

there can be no question; that there is a
growing demand that the poor shall
‘have churches in which they themselves

ling the subscription list of the
ing the next three months !

can feel

more

at

home,

that the signs of the timég

is & conclusion

warrant;

but

selves,—and for God as

It can be done!

well,

by

Deacon Abel Chadwick and

doub-

\inless we call ascertiin the address of the

Me.,

:

Oct.

casion suggested.

others.

was. granted, then when the money

shall show a large increase,

not

remember

that

year.

credit has once been given, and are very

has

the

candidates

theological course, I have

been

due

its

was

continued’

found

community, but

the

Foreign

Missionary

wish we had space to
industrious, active,
worthy couple, and
showing the practical

for
an

existence

to

a

Society.

We

pier

and seréner

days that may still

e multiplied to our esteemed friends. .

ore

Dr. Cheney's reference to the Star of
Qet. 2, in his * Good-bye” of two weeks
since, I am sure met a hearty Amen from
. every oneof its numerous readers.

© The number referred to was indeeda

: of

‘every loyal

species of small talk, which has been initiated of late, respecting the principle
and policy of aiding our young men, fitting
for the ministry, at all. It does not take

by delegation

At the close of the conference

the Jollowing

efficient

labors

of our

iio
express

hand

of the Jord,

2. That while We sce thé Tethers who
upon

the

oi

Zion, summoned from their labor to their

Sabbath afternoon is consumed

pointments

in

adjoining

in filling ap:

churches. , Surely

any intellect, and but a small amount of
instinct to see through
the fallacy

ties.

that.

of

all

A child can comprehend the pro-

priety of a church's

aiding

young men

fitting for its ministry, to a preparation
which it imperatively demands of them,
and for whose service it proposes to render only a bare livelihood, and on an av-

end.

Small as

this

demand

is, it is an

back in his studies,

or

be

compeiled

to

suspend them indefinitely,if we slacken
There are
. but
Will
four or five weeks left of this term.
not the churches, who are to make their

May the blessing of the

Great Head

of

L D Boynton

i

jutting”

Woodstock ch Mich

the church attend....Rev. A, H. Whitaker, of
East Liberty, visited Blanchester, and vicinity

Leslie ch

a few days since.

The cause of his appearance

in our midst was the affectionate desire of once

gi

again visiting an aged, infirm, Christian mother. Brd. W.is an active worker for God, and
the mission receipts of the Star Oct. 2, accredits Bro. W., family and church, $149 mis‘sion funds. May many ‘‘go and do likewise.”
«ees Bro. 8. D. Bates, of Marion, Q., not 'con-

tent with

the

Presidency

of

the Ridgeville

(Ind.) College, and the pastoral charge of two
.F. B. churches is ¢“ sowing seed beside many
waters,” with good results.
J. A. SUTTON.

ho

Mass ©

lp

Western.
Rev. H. E. Cross,

whose recent great afflic-

tion has entitled him

to’ the sympathy of a

wide circle of friends, has felt compelled to relinquish his pastoral work in. connection with

the Rolling

Prairie,

present.

Wis.,

church,

J

for the

.

REV. J. H. DECKER writes from Hillsboro’,
Towa: We held a meeting of ene week with

the Liberty
year

ago.

church
The

that

meeting

we

organized

greatly

one

encouraged

eight sorrowing

and scattered children of our brother and his
beloved wife who preceded him to the heaven-

and.

YE
That it is the unanimous request that
these resolutions be published in the Morning
Star.
'
Next session. with the Rockdale church,

commencing Friday, Nov. 1.
;
:
W.. PARKER, Clerk.
[]

UNITY Q. M.—Held its last session with the
church in Thorndike.
The delegations were

small but the meeting was full of interest.
The Lord verified the promise to the few and
we had an enjoyable time. The social meetings were interesting,
and the sermons preached were well founded, and, we trust, good impressions were made.
On Sabbath P. M., we

:
HILTON,

Treas.

Married
officiating minister, Rev. J.

Collins and
0., Oct.
In W.

A.

Sutton,

Miss Elizabeth Smith,

6, at the residence

Jas. 8: Bundy,
Snell,

Mr.

of Blanchester,

Martinsburgh, Sepl.

Wilfred

Near Fayettsville,

of the bride's

O.,

parents,

and

Mr.

Miss Maggie

19, at the residence of the

bride’s father, by Rev, L. L, Davy, assisted by Rev, L.
B. Noulton, Mr. Willie D.Moshier
and Miss Emma
Johnston, both of W.M,
In Lynn, Mass., Oct. 3, by Rev. A. P. Tracy, Mr. D.
Sumner

Childs,of Farmington,
x

N, H., and
;

F. Downs,of L.

Miss Delia

.

Died

Business Fotices.
For particulars regarding Electric Belts, address
PULVERMACHER GALVANIC CO., New York,
N.X.
:
eow20
Gospel Hymns, No. 3, by Ira D. Sankey, Jas. McGranahan and Geo. C. Stebbins is now ready. The
world-wide acceptance of Nos.1and 2 of this series of Gospel Hymns, and the demand
0

eC

OO

Sam

(AT

ot

LOT,

ks

.

it

:

:

he

°

Church & and Co., Cincinnati.

5:00
5.00
3.18
53.00
17.10
00

J

A CARD.

for

118s

a fresh

ERCOUTALCa

Education

:

15.00
1,00

full information,

SILAS CURTIS,

Pamelia W Meigs Janesville Wis perJ
‘Woodman
:
Lake Village N H per J W Scribner
“8
Sto Mrs Bacheler for the Odell
boy in India per do
.
Mrs AM Davis
Limerick Me to con
herselfand Mrs C B Peckham L M
per C B Peckham
Somerville Mass per J Rand
Four little childron Otisfield Me on debt
per J M Pease
;

Franconia N H per Mrs N K George

Mary Smalley Sheffield Vt on debt per M C
L Ly derson Lynd
d
iw
oughton
Lyndon on debt per P
P Houghton
P
St Johusbnry Vt on debt per C S Frost

Cen Asso pee C A Hilton on debt

saries

N H on re-inforcement
Sinclair and wife 10.00 Ladies
3,50 per J L Sinclair
to the col tuken at the Anniver-

bya frien

1

X.

;

Rr—

Bristo) N H on debt per N C Lathrop
Genesee Q MN Y on debt per E 8 Smith

\

ADVERTISEMENTS.

3,00

B66
5.28

1.00

2,60
-8.00

JUST PUBLISHED~SENT FREE

*

Complete Historyiof ‘Wall iStveet Finance, containing
valuable
mation for investors. Address.
xter & Co., Publishers; 17 Wall Strset,

Treas.

New

York.

Y
ESIRAE

Society.

Somerville Mass oa debt per J Rand

_

Rev. JOSEPH T. INMAN, Station D., Bible House,

74.60

Mrs H M Sniith
Almy Starky
Mrs L Stowbridge
Father Lincoln
Col bv Mrs D F Sm th as follow on debt:
Kent City Mich
Sparta
"
Lisbon
2
Green Oaks *
I Parker Salem Mich
Geo Nelson
“
Mrs W Jackson **
Schuyler
Lake N Y
Hillsdale
Mich per MP Platt
Montana Kan pér E E Harvey
Unknown Wis
Richmond Me per E G'Page on debt
hos
or
hid
Mre E M Root Sonora Cal
Mrs AF D Cogswell Reeds Ferry N H
Caudia N H on re-inforcemeut per W.J
Dudley
AMrsM Staley Waterville
Kan
:
“
N Hand Beunettville N Y 1,00 for J Phillips
and 1.00 for B school perd Phillips Jr

No Sandwich
10.00 J Li
Miss Soe
To be added

use-

50.87

1.22 -

.°

=

:
Concord, N H,

esteemed and much beloved brother and minister, Rev. W. A. Cutler, by death, since our

the

9.00

4.00
46
6.83

Near Blanchester,O , Sept. 27, at the residence ofthe

9,91

‘Whereas, the Allwise Creator and Sustainer
of all things has seen fit in his wisdom and
goodness to suffer the removal of our: highly

member in our prayers

-

75.69

_|

‘W. H. Cutler were unanimously passed:

2. That we will devoutly pray that the mantle so lately fallen from our departed brother
may rest on somé other as faithful ene whom
God may choose to bear the glad tidings of
salvation to a world lost in sin.
8, That we will sympathize with and re-

ao

ful older ones: Biglow& Main, New York; John

Be tn

“
-

Colby EN Fernald as pub lished in the

re-

appointed it, and to say, ‘‘The Lord hath given
and the-Lord hath taken away, and blessed. be
the name of the Lord,”

30.00
14.00
4.00

;

by the inspired Bliss, which have been reserved

Wis per

A friend in Wikon Me
A friend to missions Fatitlugion Me

of

\

1
15

¢ 31

t

BF

the publishers to send forth the third book. It will
be found to eontain a large proportion of mew
songs never before published, including several

J 8 Manning

4

Wm Jenkins Boston

the Master may say to us as we are sure he has

i

152.

In Lowv ille, Sept. 12, of scarlet fever, Bertie G., son
of Albert C., and Carrie L, Boshart, and grandson of
John G. Moshier, aged 4 years and 20 days.

have

Resolved, 1. That.it becomes us to: ‘how in
humble submission to Heaven’s high will, and
to kiss the rod and the hand of him who hath

10.27
15 (0
3%
20.00
5.00
25.00
13/0
26.45
7.00
1.00

Stuart

C. A

Missions.

Hillsdale
"
Somerville ch Mass pecd Rand

ward, we as Christian workers (eel called upon
to give all diligence, in our bigh calling, that

ore,

77.50

Treas.

the

Forwarded.

¢

: Star Oct

last Q. M., and, whereas, we keenly feel our loss
in the church and at our
quarterly
gatherings
a council, in business and
preaching, there-

by D M

Humphrey and G Valley ¢h per do
R E Cornwell per do
Cen Asso col

Addresses,

Ladies Miss Soc W Johnstown

in

walls

or report

Clerk,

Reaver ch Minn per IL. Hasrett
rs
oan Poland N-X-per 8 Aldrich
Lake Village ch N H per J W Scribner
Little estate Hatley P
er
eard
Whee le
M Vt per F Switzer
Ch in St Johnsbury Vt
**
of the ch
fu St Johnsbury Vt towards paying the
debt on the house of warship

our

brother,

7.29
18.13
10,00
25.10

for this book, together with some of the most
Home

long-continued and

departed.

13.75
3.23

Association Receipts.

Cattaraugus Q M col per

EXPRESS.

3a

humbly

to

with

Tres 3%

Areas

R. DEERING,

Receipt by present treasurer:
Dale’ ch per G W F Knapp
Mary Fifield int per J W Barr
‘Wom Miss Soc Shechburn
ch per
Marsden
Mrs Ann C McKoon int
Benj and Rhody Crary int per do

Rev B F McMurphy W Campton NH.

‘Whereas, it has pleased God to call from the
church militant'to the chureh triumphant our
venerable father in the ministry,
Eld. Jno.
we

Total

C R Barber—L Baldwin—J W Burgin—J I. Brown—
W H Brown—P L Berry—G W Colby—S8 Curtis—L H
Crall—w 8 Collier-—A H Chadbourne—dJ Calder—W H
Cottin—MR Dennis—L Decker—H A Deering2—J Edge
comb-dJ French—A M Fenton—J George
Garsline
—N Gammon—D
Hopkins—0
C Hills—J Hall-T
Holmes—J F Keneson—A H Lamprey—W
A Loyne—
F H Lyford—B F Marsden-J G Moshier—J McKee—
C F Penney 2—J Richardson—W B Reed—A Small—E
W Smith—E
C Stiilman—D M Simerley—E Swain—-A
|Stricwer—HE¥
Woud—JD Young,
=
|

resolutions were gdopted relativeto the death

gratitude to God for the

equal

Village

£0

2.50
1.60
1.00

int

Hurling Antrim N H.

Books

!

BROOKS

:

25
1.00
100
BH

'

Wm Hollis int
Tuscarora ch
Rosina Wright int
Chemung Q M per 8 Mix
Odessa ch
Ye
Horace Perry int

Money Letters Received,

The

sll represented

{

La!

Q. M. will be held at So. Newbury, Oct, 20—
F. M. RICHARDS, Clerk.

tev Wm

‘and letter, expressing a degree of prosperity
and stability in the serviceof the Lord. :

‘Wheeler, therefore,
Resolved, 1. That

J L Pope

forget this

& Tu ftonboro church.
A.D.FALIRBANKS,

Post-Office

A

Cen Asso-col for J L Phillips
:
Crawford Q M
McDonoug
M per J W Barr
Jefferson QM
per J J Allen
|
C A Hilton int
W C Fairbanks on note
Hamburg ch per G H Ball
Josiah Chaffer payment prin and int on note
Mrs Almira Prescott per J M Langworthy
Mrs Naneyv Bube ™
Mrs 8S Smith
3

NEW DURHAMQ: M. will hold its next session with
the North Nottingham church, Oct. 22—24.
tei
ima
Ji Wor RICKER CLE
one
WEARE

i

N.

AL
Portland, Me,

Central

LiSBON Q.M, will be held with the church at Woodstock, Nov. 2.
Conference, Nov. 1, at 1, P.M.
Churches in arrears please forward their 10 cent tax.
JOEL SPOONER, Clerk.

31.

7.156
6.00

5.00
0i

Report ofmoney received by Treas of Central As
goeiation from Sept. 17 to Oct. l.—Received by D, M,
uart.

CATTARAUGUS Q. M. will be held with the West
Valley church, commencing Friday, Nov, 1, at 3, P.
M.
:
NEWTON C. McKOON, Clerk,

both new and

of Father Joo: Wheeler: -

:

the invitation.

M., at Melvin

400.00

Me. State ¥'. B. H. M. Society.

in-

of Snepimtion

long stood as watchman

Bro. P. * abounds in the work of the Lord.”
«..sWe are pleased to anmounce that Rev.
R. J. Poston of Springfield, Ohio, has so far
recovered as to already assume pastoral du-

Freewill Baptist proud to our hand in this work.

call it his'paper; its present standing on
all moral and social questions is such as

'ehurches were

volume

not

already said to his” promoted servant, ‘ Well i Mrs M M H Hills Dover N H int on note
done.”
;
: Miss L A DeMeritte ** installment
Miss Hattie N Chase Pawtucket
RI
**
spoke in the P. M., and after the sermon, re8. That while we can not mourn over the
Rev J Meader Dover N H income from a
paired to the water and = baptized five (memtimely gathering in of the ripened fruit, we do
hive of bees as pledged
extend our truest sympathies to those surviv- Ch at Lake Village per J W Scribuer
bers of the Sabbath-school), who united with
Ch Somerville Mass per J Rand
ing children, who feel the sorrow of personal
Col by E N: Fernald in Sept as published
the F. Baptist church, of Wilton.
To God be
-bereavement.
Star of Oct 2
all the praise.
D. W.
4. That a copy of these resolutions be sent
to the family, and also to the Morning Star
OuIo ITEMS.
The Miami Q. M. will con5
SILAS CURTIS,
publication.
But it need not, and must not, fail. 4 vene with the Blanchester F. B. church, Sat. forNext
Concord, N. H.
session to be held with the South
We are not asking for thousands, but and Sab., Oct. 19,20. A large delegation from Bloom church, Nov. 3, commencing on Sat.,
Foreign Missions.
at 11, A. M.
I. B. STINEBAUGH, Clark.
only fora few hundreds each quarter to all the churches is desired. This Q. M, for a
Miss E R Caverly Melvin Vill N H for thuse
now in the field per M H Cutting
enable us to push on this enterprise. I few weeks past has enjoyed a visit from Rev.
WASHINGTON Q. M.—Held its August term
Meivin Vill ch and soc in »id ofthose seon
am sure that the present deficiency of E. Tibbets of Agency City, Towa. We learn with the Bloomfield church. Most of the
to sail per M H Cutting
that Bro. T, contemplates remaining with
Col by Mrs A 8 D Bates as follows on debt
receipts is in no considerable degree ow- those churches until the Oct. session of Q. churches were represented by letter and delein Potter N Y;
gate. Rev. A. Losee, Cor. ‘Mess. from the
8 Lindsley
ing to the fact that any considerable num- M....Bro. Rev. J. W. Parsons is still the es= Crawford Q. M., added much to the interest. of Mrs
Anstin Reed
E Reed
ber of our people have lent an ear to that teemed pastor of the Marion church. Each the meeting, both in counsel and in preaching. Mrs
A J Cole
The following resolutions on the death of Rev.
Oscar Cowly

I know of many a
imperative one.
hands it young man of promise, who will be put

the'fuithful workers in whose
has Been placed.
Its record in the past is such as to make

the.

crease from the

© Whinisters and Churches.

valuable one ; and so,as well,was the last
number, containing nearly two full pages
of Anniversary exereises—comprising the
erage not that. . *interesting sermon of Bro. Perry before
‘This little help, at the present time,
the Convention, and the addresses becan
not materially interfere with the nofore two of the Societies. It is indeed a
fact that the Stars containing the full re- ble project of establishing a Bible school
ports of the Anniversaries will be worth in India, or of the still equally commendamore than the subscription for the year ble object of extinguishing that ugly debt
resting on our F. Mission Board, now in
tavice over.
i
#*The Star grows better and bet- hand, but will essentially aid both in the

ter,” said a friend a day or two since.
“Better
and better,” that is the ‘motto

1st, Moultonboro

and we trust profitable to all, who were
highly favored ag:to have an §oberiuniiy of

g him bring forth truths

at 2, P.

!

ho

WOLFBORO’ Q. M. will hold its next session Nov. 1—
3, commencing

planting and watering churches in this Q, M.,
which have been blessed with a gracious in-

the Star is offered to subscribers; and lo
cal agents will please observe the same
rule. The price of the Star is put at intelligence and generosity of the friends
$2.50 if paid in any time within the year, of the school, who have never as yet
and at $2.20 only on the condition that it quite failed us. Ishall not take it back.
is paid in advance.
We shall interpret If the expectation fails, however, I shall
be more cautious in the future, that's all.
the terms so as to allow a few days of

“Better and Better.”

h

to present

.

per

Springfield Q M 6:75
Ch Biddeford 7.00
Ch Otisfield 2.68 Ch Little Falls 56
Ch Abbott 3.35 Ch Pavknian 3.94 by the
hand of Rev 8 Curtis
MC Y Meeting 13.130h W Waterville 5.00
2d Lisbon ch 6,00 W Falmouth 4.00
Ch Auburn 20,00 £ Otisfield 8,10

.
JOHN G. LANE, Sec, and Treas.
Manchester, N. H.,; Oc1.3,

Clerk.

great

prepared

Wom ald ' M Soc

Manchester, N. H.

stop at the hotels at moderate rates. Schools wishing
the next State Convention in their city or town, will
come

20

Mary E French Dansville N Y
do missionary hen
E Wilson Spring Hill
Ks

amount

Please

“1.00
20

20
25
12.00
2.12

W Peters treas for passage of -

A Crawford

delegates shiould be sent to
send an

4.23

}

‘Mary J Brown 10 yrs old
§ Nesselrode Spring Hill Ks
C Nesselrode
M Martin
hw

*Jotham A. French, Esq., Keene, N. H.. on or before
Nov. 2. To defray the expenses of the Conventions
to

fo

B Chapman Lawrence
Mich
Van Burene Q MIoperd
H Durkee
.
:
.
1

ical S. S.in the State is entitled to two delegates,
‘with pastor and superintendent. In order 0 insure -en=

is requested

iat

:

18

Miss Hooper

tion and pay fare one way,
Negotiations are pending
with other roads for reduction of fare.
Each Evangel-

schoo

“

heey

Cass & Berrien
QM Michper J P Hutton
Lansing Mich on debt per L B Potter

important
request.
Special arrangements:
will
be
made for the accommodation of those
who
prefer to

for fitty years.
In their domestic life Mr. and Mrs.
Chadwick have been especially blessed.
The eldest son remains at home and
keeps fresh the paternal acres, while the
youngest, who acted as master of cere-

old, from:

Mrs

N. H. 8S. S. Convention.

the

5.5

do

StJohns N B

The Fifth New . Hampshire, Sunday-school Conven=
tion will be held at Keeneé, Nov.5—7.No pains has been
spared tv providea good corps of workers.
Many of
the best Sundey-school men of our own State hay
agreed to be present and assist in the exercises; an
in addition eminent men
from abroad are engaged
who will bring to the Conveation much of interest and
profit, Programmes w ill be ready next week, and can
obtained of Sec.
The" Cheshire will issue roundtrip ticketsat half-fare, and the Connecticut River,
Fitchburg, Worcester & Nashua, Central Vermont and
Passumpsic R. R. will furnish return passes, to be issued by the Secretary, to all who attend the Conven-

tertainment, names o f

5.15
0

Dea Heat
do
Lee
do
RA
E Orange
Vt on debtper C Dickey
Salem Q M Ind
per a friend

Reports ofthe Foreign Mission Society as follows;
The first for the year 1834: the tweltth, for 1845; and
the fifteenth for 1848, Any person having the above;
or either of them, and being willing to part with
them, is requested to inform the subscriber,
G.C.
WATERMAN,
Dover, N. H:, Oct. 12, 1878,

each

in this
Q. M. to good acceptance, and when we
behold
him in the flesh, we can but feel that
we are in the presence of him who has labored earnestly inthe : vineyard of the Lord for
the salvation of the race. The public exercises
terest,
80

Mrs Clongh

efficiently with
Sept. session

Association.

three cents for each member.

SENECA & HURON Q. M.—Held its last
session with the Lykins church,
Aug. 17, 18.
The session was one of unusual interest, owing to the presence and labor of Pres. Durgin,
of Hillsdale College.
Also, Bro. James Ash-

conducted by Pres. Durgin were of

e

ui

Mrs Nelson
debt
0
an
deb

mie—ai———————————

speak further of the
helpful life of this
to relate incidents
nature of their re-

5.0
12.19

Sauk Cn Q SM Wis col per D stiwelt

WENTWORTH Q.M. will be held at the Town Hall
in Dorchester, commencing Friday evening, Nov. l,
and continue over the Sabbath.
.
:
C. W., NELSON, Clerk,

WATERLOO Q. M.—Held its last session with
the Oelwein church.
e had a very interesting session. Four churthes were represented
by letter and delegation.)
Three failed to report. Committees weg
chosen to visit delinquert churches and hold
Weetings.
Next session will be held with the Lester
church, of which due notice will be given.
HirAM CHAMPLIN, Clerk.

SABBATH, Oct. 6, was a very pleasant and
more, but at least as much as was appro- ‘| interesting day at E. Wilton, Me. Bro. Small,
priated last year. Ihave dong this in a Congregationalist, preached in the A, 2, a
perfect good faith, and in reliance on the very good sermon, and the writer of this

Denominational Helos,

Coltectio ToT
Fo ML $12.50.
< E. J. DOYLE,

tobe
2.50
3.00

Sh Penn per *
) han ofpledge by
rig
r

Wanted,

at Riley Genter, commencing.
Nov. 22, at 2 1-2,

Pon

much

sev-

mid
*
Southport church,
C. HILLS, Clerk.

with the
0,

Central

day afternoon, when 104 spoke of their love
for Christ and their willingness to work for
him.
Rev. O.J. Moon was present as Cor.
Mess. from Genesee Q. M.
Bro. Moon, together with brethren Miller and ‘Wheeler of
the same Q. M. added much to the interest of
the session, and we felt not a little blessed by
théir presence and labors.
Rev. Geo. Bullock
was appointedto attend the Genesee Q. M.
Rev. G. B. Cuttler was chosen to preach the
opening sermon at the next session to be held

oceasion. May the peace and joy that
crowned the daybe only an omen of the

advised, and taken

earnings, ahd the limited aid the EducaWe are expected here at the office to tion Society is ableto furnish. I have
conform to the published terms on which encouraged them to expect as much, no

|

on,

On Saturday, P. M.,

All money collected within the bounds of the Central
Association should be sent to C. A. Hilton,No. Parma,
N.
A monthly report of receipts will be published
inthe Star,
All petitions from churches requesting ald, and other communications to the Central Association should
be addressed to L. A. Crandall, Fairport, N.Y.
3140
: PER ORDER.

ed with the Divine Presence, especially Satur-

with their ‘merry veices and intelligent
faces, was an ‘ihteresting feature of the

pl

I. D. STEWART, Publisher.

still goes

:

;

Mary E French Dansville N' Y on debt
Salem Penn per
A Losee on debi

Hotices and Appointments,

OXFORD Q. M.—Held its last session with
the Newburg church, August 23—25.
Nearly
all of the churches were represented by delegates and letters, The attendance was good,
the business-done in harmovy and with despatch.
The meetings of worship were bless-

complete, and the group of grandchildren

ary embarrassment, and of those who have

within zhirty days after the year begins
$2.50 will be required. To that rule let
all conform.

interest.
Next session
Nov. 138...

- Quarterly Wleetings.

years past its senior Master. The second
son met a sad death fourteen years ago.
With this exception the family circle was

present,from entering upon it, by pecuni-

grace, but if the $2.20 are not received

South

work

Jos. HIGGINS, Clerk.

N H

3d Rutland O .98 24 Rutland 3.20 for the
benefit Ne
Philips fn going to

the

monies at this golden anniversary, has
been for twelve years a teacher in the
Boston
Latin
School, and for several

". choose to arrange with subscribers when
the risks, several are encumbered with
receiving money that ithe not sent for a college debts, and others are wholly defew days, we shall not object, but it pendent for support upon their own
should mot be keptlong.

feature

wider cirgle. His fertile farm, on which
he has lived forty-two years, has ‘yielded
him a fair proportion of money as well as
other products, and the church here, our
missionary societies and the general work
of education have had reason to bless him
for his liberality. Indeed, on his goldenwedding-day he put into our hands twenRA dollars, the gift of himself and wife to

unusually large number hindered,
for the

joined the school, as

Not the least enjoyable

through dark and trying times. Converted at the age of twenty, he has gj
maintained a firm and consist
tian life, and with the help and blessing
of his esteemed wife has made a home

wy

In corresponding with

likely to credit again. The only correct
and saferule to observe id this: letevery
label on the paper tell the exact time to
which payment
has been made. If agents

and

Mr. and Mrs. Chadwick, and the presentation of various gifts from relatives and
friends.
9
Mr. Chadwick is probably the oldest
member of the Freewill Baptist church at
Weeks’ Mills, and has been its esteemed
Deacon for many years. To him more
than to any other member of the church

amount

;

others

sie, a little four years old grandchild of

of appropriation will be reduced considerably as compared with that of the last

ceived with instruction to credit the propcan

the’

and

to God....From

singing of “ Hold the Fort,” by Miss Bes-

charge the agent on our books would soon “ed, the receipts for this purpose have

‘ér ‘person, we

read,

of this part of the entertainment

¢

been considerably less than usual of late,
and unless the last month of the quarter

that the good

Betsey and Ruth Perkins Meredith
on debt
:
D Brown Ottoch
NY
Noble 2 M perJ R Myers

.

Newburgh

cellent throughout.

vear with this church.
If all our churches did
as much for missions according to numbers,
there would be no lack of funds.
Since Jan.
last they having given per member alittle more
than $2.50. I have been preaching to the people here for two weeks, every evening.
A
deep religious interest pervades the whole
village, and quite a number have found peace
in Jesus. 'Weshall continue the meeting next
week.
At the close we will give a more full
report of the work with the
Greenbush
church.
B. F. MCKENNEY.
Greenbush, Oct. 5.

dinner

Lewiston, Dr. George E. Brickett of Au.
gusta, Daniel Starrett of So. China, and

with others at their
close. Ihad intended to consult him immediately on his return with respect to
the prospect of next appropriation in aid

is re-

At one o’clock

Mosher, of Dover, N. H., was

only to this

require an additional clerk to do the exira business. And now if their request

I hear

Center

2.00
5.00
3.00
2.00

Sond
Wind bra

were

baptized and received into the church.
wre being converted

10

.

Lewis,

in Christ, and the following Sabbath six

brief speeches were made by Revs. C. I.
Penney of Augusta, George W. Bean of

OA

Or

last

was announced—a feast of such things as
water the mouth of an epicure. Atits
close an original hymn was sung, a poem
prepared for the occasion by Mrs. F. S.

trust to to leave the place

our memory or that of the agents to keep
the account straight, it would be in vain;
and to credit every such subscriber and

D.

re-

¥

2.00

Ti0GA Q. M.—Held its June session with
the Chatham church. The meetings were ex-

This was followed by social greetings, re-’ Prairie I came to Greenbush. Found Bro.
newal of acquaintance, and such pleasant Westlake full of faith and earnest in work for
conversation and reminiscences as the oc- ‘the Lord. He is just completing his eighth

writer and write for the necessary infor- |
An Appeal for Theological Aid.
mation.
1 greatly regret the illness of our GenPastors and agents sometimes ask that
subscribers, new or old, may receive eral Secretary at this. juncture. He was
prostrated as the result of hard work, all
credit whan the money is not sent but
the time during the sessions of. our late
promised. If we were to credit subscribers Anniversaries, and found himself unable

before the money is received and

E,

the

ser-

with the Richmond church was well attended
and left a good impression, The Delmar
church is having additions to the membership.
Two were recently baptized by the pastor.
The sessions of this Q, M. are increasing in

«esol then visited the South Prairie church,
found a good religious interest among the
brethren. Bro. E. H, Webster, a lay brother,

at half past ten o'clock in the forenoon,and
devoted an hour to a praise meeting, led
by Rev. C. F. Penney, of Augusta, Me.

C. F. PENNEY.

:

-’

Bro.

with

of the Q. M., and is laboring
several of the churches.

Saturday. There was a good attendance is doing good service for this church, having
charge ofthe 8, 8. in the morning, and reasonof relatives and invited guests, and all
ing with them from God’s Word oncein two
the exercises were of the pleasantest char- weeks in the evening. By request, I stopped
acter, The party assembled in the spacious’ ‘there one week, holding evening meetings. I
sitting room of the old family mansion preached nine times. Seven expressed a hope

It ought to be done!

we can not indorse the) idea that the interest. As ‘‘ ameans of grace,” as an
world is growing worse.
|But there are educator, as awakening an interest in our
some honest folk who seem to think that benevolent work, as keeping up the tone
this is the case, Itis profitable to hear of denominational loyalty,—its value in
different opinions. - Too much dwelling the'homes of our people can not be esti;
on the bright side of things may lead us mated !
to forget the existence of some of the
Said a lady a short time since, interestdarker sides in the brightening of which ed in our Mission work,
It is much
human instrumentality is greatly need- easier to collect from those who take the
Star.” There is no doubt that if the
ed.
number of subscribers to the Star could
ORDERS FOR THE ‘MORNING STAR.” be doubled, it would bring during the
Persons sometimes send money for the coming year, thousands of dollars into the
treasury of our Benevolent Societies. I
Morning Star, or order it-changed from am not so sure but what the Societies
one place to another without naming the could well afford to employ an agent
post-office at which it has been or should for the purpose of obtaining subscribers,
be received. They do not know,perhaps, in view of the facility with which aid for
that we keep no account in writing, but their work might be secured, as well as
which
that out subscribers are all classified by the dncrease of their receipts,
would certainly follow.
States, and then by the towns in the
Just now is the time to work.
¢ From
State, alphabetically arranged, and that the first of October, to January, 1880,”
we have a new printed list every week for $2.20, is an extra inducement.
with the changes all inserted, the previLet us go heartily into this canvass
ous ones being filed away.
In writing and give every one of our families a
us if they do not give the State and town, chance to vote ‘* yes” or ‘ no” for the
Star. - The publisher asks no one to
we can not look over a list of nine thouwork without pay. Write to him for
sand names to find that of the writer, or agent's terms. ~ Let us make
the sublook through back galleys to see if the scription list of the paper that grows
paper has been discontinued,
The cou- « better and better” at least 15,000 before
sequence is, the right person fails to get the first of January, 1879.
% Augusta

cele-

riage at their home in So. China, Me.,

and

session

Any information can be had through E. A.
Duncan, Boltonville, Washington Co., Wis.

brated the fiftieth anniversary of their mar-

Star dur-

It is a work in which every minister in
the denomination ought to feel a special

the proper credit, or changé of-address,.

wife

church.

pastor of the Oakfield church. Bro. Westlake
only was present at the Q, M....The church
at Boltonville and Scott are much in need of a
pastor, and are well able to support one. We
have a very neat brick church at Boltonville.

case before them, at least, as far as it can

state than in other parts of the country.

Next

Bro, John Westlake, pastor of the

Greenbush church,

ed in the case of any Society or institution.
The brethren and friends have the ‘whole

That there is a strong tendency for
churches to breed a.class spirit as soon
as they gain in influence and wealth,

mon and we hope lasting good will be the
sult,

missions and the Sabbath collection was given
to F. M. This Q. M. has at present but lwo

ministers.

spirited

enty-two spoke in covenant meeting. : Revs.
W. C.and W. H. Peck, of N. Y., attended,
adding much to the interest of the meeting,
‘The latter has since settled within the bounds

ing, and the brethren returned to their homes
determined to do more and better work for the
Master. A good interest was manifest for our

which now, for forty years, has been lived
up to with a fidelity I.have never witness-

to those who

will engage heartily in this work, are
such as to make it worth the while of any
one to enter upon it. Itis hoped to arrange
at every Quarterly Meeting a canvass

had a slight attack of the ‘“ blues”

opportune for it than now.

thorough canvass for new subscribers.
The inducements which the publisher

is now prepared to offer

ing seven churches, but embracing quite an
extent of territory. All the churches were
represented save one, We had a good meet-

to the well-arranged truth of his

Nancy Bube Clar kes Mills
NY
8 June Rehoboth Mass
:
Mrs A Shaw 8 Gorham Me

zz

Baptist

arranging

at

100
80 TN 0 pet i

———ON an inside page will be found an
extract from an editorial in the General

by

church

|

published,—and

the

with

|
2 | Smazoas
-v nooo

General Secretary at once? Some may
not bave paid their annual installments
for this object. The time was never more
The
what it
more.
Society

with

PEN
Towne.

12.00
5.00
5.00

PENCIL
PICTURES. By Trac
Quarto. Illuminated board covers. $1.

A new and very beautiful Picture Story Book

for the young folks. Excellent in everyF Darden,
i As large and attractive as. books usually sold

5,00
1.46
2.19

at

$1.25,
ILLUSTRATED

98,88

BOSTON:

CAFALOGUES
DLOTHROP

&

FREE,SENDFOR

"AGENTS

129.53

Treas.

HOW
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BE

ONE

CO.PUBLISHERS

WANTED.

$50 to $126 a month.

An

OWN Enerclopedia of Law
ness Men, Farmers, Me-

LAWYER

chanics, Property

E

Owners,

Tenauts,

everybody,

5.00

every business. Saves many
times cost.
11i
fast. Send for Circular and T erms. P. W. ZIEG-

6.00
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1.00
50
4,50
50
HU
50
25
25
1.00
38
18.68
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1.00
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homes in our denomination, Eastand West,

other two

8
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most profitably be pliced..

And are there

will, just at this time, forward a special
donation ofone, five, orten dollars to the

North and South? The Corporators askmuch interest the report cf the Joint ed that question a month since at their
Committee whose investigations, if thor- annual meeling ; and answered it by reongh, will help solve the problem of ducing the subscription price,—making it
where the control of Indian affuirs may ‘one of the cheapest religious journals

united

the

debt per M

ares os[e spoy Ireys jueSery

rection of civilization und its accompanyWe shall watch with
ing industries.

one

Hillsboro’,

\

Minn 8 8 on
were favored svith a discourse by Bro. Bern- Minneapolis
ague
ard Coppi from Bangor Theological Semina- | H 8 Collins
Larned Kan
ry. He held the striet attention of his audience

gure

made among all of these people in the di-

on the 6th,

fn baptism

the Liberty
church.
ir
++{
VISIT AMONG THE CHURCHES. By direcs |
tion of the H, M, Board, I attended the Sept.
session of the Fond du Lac Q. M. held with
the Scott church, Sept. 6—8, Itisa small Q.
M., so far as numbers are concerned, number-

not a goodly number of individuals who

What can be done to intrgduce this
good paper—our paper--into all the

forward

"HHOX MIN

been

had

Threewent

‘soIm)g pojruQ of} Jo HE

progress

some cases, marked

of one-fifth to this object?

the church.

TIVANIE V ©

weekly, or other regular collections, be
careful to appropriate the small amount

Dakotas and Siouxs, the Comanches, the to make every .good man rejoice in its
Kiowas, the Takamas and the Apaches prosperity, and to wish it a ** God speed”
all testified to thé fact that steady and, in in its. work.
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‘tome home with their arms black and
blue. I don’t wonder that you dread the

Poetry,

ordeal!”
« Nonsense,

AUTUMN WOODS.
Ere, in the northern gale,

The mountains that infold,
In their wide sweep, the colored

kings

“ The slow

in

landscape

purple

and

where

the

mingled

then if I must, I must,

splendors

weeks later, ¢“ they

glow,
Where the gay company of trees look down
On the green fields below.

Where now the solemn shade,
Verdure and gloom where many branches:
meet;
So grateful, when the noon of summer made
+
The valley sick with heat?
depths

are

in the breeze
of light.

The rivulet, late unseen,
‘Where bickering through the shrubsits waters

run,
-Shines with the image of its golden
And glimmerings of the sun.

screen

But, neath yon crimson tree,
Lover to listening maid might breathe
flame,
Nor mark, within its roseate canopy,
Her blush of maiden shame.

his

O Autumn! why so soon
Depart the hues that make thy forests glad;
Thy gentle wind and thy fair sunny noon,
And leave thee wild and sad!
Ah, ’twere a lot too blest
Forever in thy colored shades to stray;
Amidst the kisses of the soft south-west
To rove and dream for aye.

ma

howling wild,
As a patient mother sat beside the death-bed
of her child—
A little worn-out creature, - his once bright
eyes grown dim;

It was the cellier’s wife and child—they called
him little Jim,

And, oli!to see the briny tears fast hurrying
down her cheek,
praver

in

ho

ght

she

was afraid to speak,
Lest she might waken one she loved far better
than her life,

For she had all a mother’s heart, had that poor
collier’s wife.
‘With hands uplifted, now she kneels beside_
the sufferer’s bed,
And prays that

He wonldspare

ker

boy

and

take herself instead.
* She gets her answer

from

the

child,

soft

fall

‘the words from him :
¢ Mother, the angels do so smile,
little Jim.

and

I have no pain, dear mother, now;

tales

beckon

butoh!

I

am so dry;
Just moisten poor Jim’s lips again, and, mother, don’t you cry.”

perSuch

The

girls in her

‘Louise privately thought thatsit would
indeed-be-a-miracte-which should trans:
form the grim lady with the sharp tongue,
keen eyes and snappish manner into an
amiable, gentle and winning instructor;

cuffs, her dainty

ties,

and

the

exquisite

cleanliness and neatness which surrounded her, even to the faint perfume of heliotrope on her handkerchief,
were so many
lessons in ladyhood to the young, impressible minds about her. The girls in
her class imitated her half unconsciously,

and not the leasf useful part of her teaching was in the indirect but impressive
force of her example.
Miss Bookstaver was older, and had
for some reason lost the womanly
in-

stinct of trying to be pleasing.

Beauty

she had never possessed. She was really a learned woman, and fir above the
average in her intellectual culture, but

¢ Tell father, whenhe comes

with a dingy brown

work,

I

she came to school without a collar,

and

scarf tied loosely

said good-night to him,
mother; now I'll go to sleep.” Alas!
poor little Jim.
She knew that he was dying, that the child she
loved so dear
Had uttered the last words that she might ever

around her neck: She had
sorrows and disappointments,
down in her heart there was a
be loved, but her pride would

hope to hear.
The cottage door is opened, the collier’s step is
heard,
The father and mother meet, yet neither
speaks a word,

he least thing to make herself lovable.
Poor Miss Bookstaver! She seemed likely to pursue her lonely journey, the hateful teacher to the last.
:
Louise had her afternoon duties of
course. She put away the clean clothing
which had come up from the laundry,

And,

He felt that all was over, he knew his child
was dead,
He took the candle in his hand and walked
toward the bed,
His quivering lips gave token of the grief he'd
‘fain conceal,

And, see! his wife has joined ‘himm—the

humbly

bowed

down

by sadness,

her bed.

own poor little Jim.
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THE TEACHER THEY DID NOT LOVE.
“Dear me!” sighed Louise, with a
very doleful face, “I shall not enjoy
one moment of vacation for thinking that
1 shall have to go into that hateful teachers class when it is over.

Mamma,

Middletons are going to attend

she

do

She

drew her map

of Brazil,

things, and ran out for a walk. “At the
corner she was joined by Florence Dayton, who was full of the praises of her

them meet their

-—

would

was not yet dark, she put on her street

they

ask of Him

~ In heaven once more to let

nor

and wrote her French exercise, and practiced her scales for an hour.
Then, as it

en couple kneel,

With heads

that to be suspected,

had many
and deep
hunger to
not suffer

and which Jane, the maid, had left upon

strick-

the

a private

school for the year, just to skip Miss
Bookstaver. Will you not let me do the

new school, and full of compassion for
her friend who could not attend it. In
the course of their walk

florist’s, and Louise,

they

wishing

passed

to

a

buy a

bouquet, went in.

She selected a tea-rose,

some ‘helio-

trope, some geranium leaves

sprigs of smilax, and they
up in delicate tissue paper,
fragrant parcel as she bore
** I wish I had not spent

and

a few

were wrapped
and formed a
them home.
my money for

chocolate caramels,” said Florence, regretfully, « then I might have had some
flowers, too.”
y

liked

“ I would give you some of these, but
Ihave bought them for a special purpose,” answered Louise. ‘

10 tease her, remarked :
“ Yes, dear, I'm afraid there won't be

class-room she saw that her teacher was

same

Mrs.

Meyer

smiled. - Brother Tom,

who loved Louise dearly, but

who

much left of you if you stay there. “Iam

told thatshe pulls: the girls’ ears, dnd
rips out their hair by the handful ; and as
for pinches, Jim Sayers” sisters often

Next morning ‘when Louise entered her

at her desk,

engaged

in

writing.

' Miss

Denton had always had a cheery morning
greeting ready for the girls when they
began the day, but in ‘Miss Bookstaver's
rs

a

works like leaven till the lump he wholly
leavened.
It was not all done in a day or in a
month, but love works steadily once it
gainsa foothold, and love conquered in
the end. By and by people began to notice that the lady who taught the Second
Grade was growing handsome.
She was

the

worn, ink-stained desk her exquisite bouquet,
The

bright,

fresh,

sweet heliotrope,

fragrant

the

spray of smilax, how

green,

rose,

the

clustering

lovely they were!

In an instant there awakened in Miss
Bookstaver’s mind the remembrance of an

old-fashioned garden,

losing her harsh manners, and the girls in

far away in the

the Third were promptly repressed by:
their seniors if they spoks of her in a disrespecful way. The ‘ hateful teacher”

South, where, in the early spring, there
were roses whic scattered perfume on

the soft air; where a stately father and a
dear, gentle mother had ofien walked

had vanished, no more to return.
Can not we, wherever we are,

to-

as her mother

had hoped

she

would,

»

ciates?

ward will have

musicand

games. .

LOUISE MEYER.

the heart of pain!

The teachers, too, sal-

lied forth in company,congenial associates

truly,

heartily

Pre

ms

40LD OHARLIE, ”
The following is said to be a true story,
the lame farmer who tells it being still
alive, and a weekly visitor of Covent Garden :—
Four years ago, when strolling in the
neighborhood of Shooter's Hill, on a summer afternoon, I overtook a market-cart

returning from London, The
driver,
whom I also found out to be the owner,
limped merrily alongside the vehicle, and
had such a pleasant smile that I could not

help falling into conversation

with him.

After we had chatted some time he referred to his lameness, and told me the
following story :—
‘ Forty-five years ago I was a very little lad, and I lived with my

father at

the

very same farm that I now own myself,
and which you can see yonder to the left
of that clump of trees.

Like

myself,

he

was very fond of horses, and dogs, and
cocks, and hens, and all sorts of animals.
I never saw him lose his temper, except
when he came upon any one abusing a
dumb creature. That's the sort of man

It ran as follows:

Affectionately yours,

If you love them

at Work.

to

DEAR Miss BOOKSTAVER :—Some of my friends
are coming in to help me have a good time on my
birthday, March 15. I shall be very glad indeed if
you will come, too. We take tea at six, and afte,

this

asso-

and warmly, you will win them.
If you
try to love them in Christ's name, he will
help you to do ‘it effectually.— Christian

adhere to her usual custom. The pretty
note of invitation was duly written, , folded and addressed.

try

same magic of love on uncongenial

ed and doubted, and Tom advised her to
stay on the safe side, and say nothing
about it. Finally, however, she decided,

The day on which this reached the
teacher happened to have been a trying
one. Never had she thought her girls
and she hardly understood how to bring
more stupid, and never had they regarded
any sunbeams to bear in the case. She
her as more sarcastic. If was a relief to
really felt frozen when she thought of it.
every one when the last recitation was
The teacher she had left was a gay, beauover, and the principal's bell summoned
tiful young girl, not much past her twenthe school to assemble ini the large room
tieth summer. Her attainments were of
for dismissal.
a high order, and she had the rare secret
The scholars - went home
in merry
of making the dullest studies interesting,
groups of two and three together, laughand awakening enthusiasm among her
ing and chatting as if they had not a care
pupils. Then her hair was always ‘beAin
the world. ‘Happy age, when the
comingly arranged, and her dresses were
heaviest trouble is lightly put inside, and
pretty, while her spotless collars and
a few tears wash the eyes clear, and free

With geutle, trembling haste she, held, the
liquid to his lips,
He smiledto thank her as he took the little
-tiny sips.
from

upon

what sunshine could do to melt ice, soon
found imitators, for good, as well as evil,

gether, and where she had spent oh, such
happy, gleeful days! In spite of herself,
and to the awe of the few girls who were
near enough to see, the quick tears sprang
to her eyes as she said, ** Thank you,”
she probably knows that the girls do not. to the kind scholar who had been the first
like her ; but our Louise must learn that ever to offer her a sweet act of attention.
one of woman's graces is to love the unMiss Denton's desk was seldom destilovely.
Perhaps she can try the magic
tute of flowers. Miss Bookstaver’s had
of conciliation with this cross teacher,
never had any upon it before, and there
until she finds that she is beginning to be was not a vase for their reception, but a
charming.
We must not forget that it tumbler was offered by a young lady who
takes sunshine to melt ice.”
had one for her private use, and the whole
stopping to kiss her little girl's class was helped that day by Louise's
pouting lips—for Louise had been pres- gift.
Fe
ent—and thereby changing the pout to a "A week afterward Louise had a birthsmile, Mrs. Meyer left the room. Mary day. It had always been kept as a festiput on her overshoes and waterproof, and val in the household, and usually she had
with music roll in hand started on her asked a littlecompany of her school-mates
rounds among her pupils. Louise gath-. and friends to take tea and spend the
ered up her books and arrayed herself for evening with her. When the question
school. When she came home in the came up of how to fitly celebrate her fourafternoon her mother met her with a teenth anniversary, there was quite a litbright encouraging look and a sympa- tle breeze of discussion asto whether or
thetic question, to which her answer was not she should invite Miss Bookstaver.
rather despondent.
It had been a thing of course to ask Miss
‘“ The fact is, mamma, that I can not Denton, and her name was ‘of course”
expectto succeed in Miss Bookstaver's still ; but Miss Bookstaver—Louise hesitat-

cles,” said the wise mother.

Q

~

The cottage was a thatched one,
ne, the “outside
old and mean,
But all within that little cot was wondrous
neat and clean;
The night was dark and stormy, the wind was

the

fearful

class have all the flowers, and we have
all the thorns. Miss Bookstaver is Justa
hateful teacher.”
‘“ Nevertheless, dear, try what love
willdo, I have known it to work mira-

> POOR LITTLE TIM.

up

tell

but sometimes people allow themselves
to get out of the habit of practicing it.
‘Good morning, Miss Bookstaver,”

graceful courtesy, and laid

Book-

might teach her myself mornings.”
‘ No,” replied Mrs. Meyer.
“I think
for many reasons it is better that Louise
should continue straight on in hel course
through the .school.
You have quite
enough to occupy you, and I should be
sorry to have her lose the exactness and
drill of her present training. I know
that Miss Bookstaver is unpopular, and

lovely Miss Denton!

power,

offered

do

familiar with society, and a not unattractive face. Dressed plainly but well, in
black silk, and quite ready to énter into
everything, and contribute her share, Miss
Bookstaver proved to be an addition to
the evening, and not a drag upon its
pleasure.
There is nothing more potent than. a
good example. Louise’s method of trying

said a clear voice, which arrested the

a contrast as there is between her and our

The passions and the cares that wither life,
And waste its little hour.
—DBryant.

8 she

Miss

class.
She acts as if she were the
sonal enemy of every one of us.

And leave the vain, low strife
That makes men mad—the tug for wealth and

EFSP

and

so

lady’s attention, and caused her to look
up.
There stood her new pupil; and as she
met her teacher's eyes, she dropped a

for awhile, and pass over her term? She
is sensitive, and other girls do it. I

And far in heaven, the while,
The sun, that sends that gale to wander here,
Pours out on the fair earth his quiet smile—
The sweetest of the year.

trees
forest’

misery on

about that second class teacher. Would
it not be as well for our little girl to leave

My steps are not alone
In these bright walks; the sweet south-west,
at play,
Flies, rustling, where the painted leaves are
strewn
Along the winding way.

Let in through all the
Come the strange rays; the
bright;
Their sunny-colored foliage
Twinkles, like beams

of

staver shall not be able to say that Idon’t
learn my lessons.”
“ Mother,” said sister Mary, a few

1 roam the woods that crown

upland,

dropping

and

and it pays for itself in generous measure,

your soul, rather, I suppose.”
Any way, I'll go to the picnic, and
have a good time, and stay my usual
three weeks at Grandma Howard's; and

gold
That guard the enchanted ground.

The

Bookstaver

fear ; it's—it's—"

Have put their glory on.

of giant

Miss

omitted,

one opportunity for kindly feeling was
lost. Politeness is never thrown away,

does not do such things,” replied Louise,
grandly.
¢ Itis not physical torture I

The summer tresses of the trees are gone,
The woods of autumn, all around our vale,

round,
Seem groups

Tom!

room this courtesy was

L

to say, ‘ Good-morning, my little masters,’
and then he went on cropping at the
grass. The time was autumn, and the
windfalls were lying thickly at the foot of
the apple-trees. I knew it was wrong
even to touch them, but they looked so
nice that I was tempted to take a few. I

of a gathering storm in the sky. Miss
Bookstaver took her lonely way to her

his head and looking quite angry. I
had never seen Old Charlie do this before,

boarding

and I was frightened and ran, and the old

and

ascended

to

her

room, where presently she was deep in a

beloved translation.

A knock disturbed

her, and rather impatiently she'opened the

door, to receive a note left by the postman. When she had read jt twice .over,
she-did a curious thing. She went and
looked in the glass.
Old, and fretful, and'plain,” she A;
talking aloud, as solitary people have a

way of doing. ‘ ‘What can the child see
in me? Anyway,” she went on,
she’s
very polite and winning,

and

I wish

I

were more so.”

The boarders were surprised that evening when Miss Bookstaver came down
dressed for dinner. Nothing very elaborate ; nothing more than a plain black stuff
dress, relieved by spotless linen at the
throat and wrists, and adorned by a pin

of dead gold and sleeve buttons to match.
A little black lace was arranged upon her
head, and altogether the change of toilet
altered lier so much that one near-sighted
matron actually was obliged to look twice
before she satisfied herself that it was
really her usual opposite neighbor.
* Miss Bookstaver invited to your teaparty, Louise !" exclaimed one of her intimate friends, next morning. “‘ Oh, what

a perfect shame! She'll spoil all our
pleasure. 1 do hope she'll decline.”
¢ Iean’t imagine why you thought
necessary to ask her,” said another.

it

horse after me.

There happened to be a

hole in the hedge through which I crawled, and I think saved myself from being
trampled down by the horse. It did not
offerto interfere with my brother. From

that day forward

Charlie would

never

allow me to-enter the orehard. But now
about my lamen,
When about eight
yearsold I was nl to an uncle, a farmer
in Suffolk, and never saw home again till

I 'was fourteen. Old Charlie was as lively and life-like as ever. I thought I would
risk a visit to the orchard. When I looked over the gate, he did not take the
slightest notice of me. I did not know
that he had gone blind since I had last
seen him.

I went into

the

orchard,

but

had not gone many steps when Charlie
came up and sniffed me all over; he then
gave himself an angry shake, and then,
raising one of his forefeet, let it fall heayi-

ly on my left foot, and held me fixed to
the spot till my cries of pain brought some
of the laborers to my rescue. Iwas carried to bed ; the doctor was sent for, who

said that some of the bones of my
foot were broken beyond mending.
And
80 I've been a lame one and a limper ever
since, and.all through pilfering half-adozen apples.”
‘We had reached the lane leading to his

farm, I thanked him for his story, and
we wished each other good-bye.— London

Miss'Bookstaver was somehow changed. Children's Friend.
°
<*> + Oo
0 re
The whole class felt it. For one thing,
she looked very nicely ; at least very nice-SENDING THE DRIFT-WOOD.
1y compared to her habitual appearance.
‘When the missionaries began the station
Then she so far stepped from her pedestal
as to talk familiarly with them about their
history lesson, and to consult their wishes
as to the subject of their French exercise.

When

recess

came

the

feeling. was

unanimous that they had enjoyed a delightful morning.
Mrs. Meyer had heard so much concerning the ‘“hateful teacher” that she felt
some natural shrinking from meeting her,
and when the birthday party was at hand,
she and Mary conferred together, as to
how they . should entertain their guest.
What was their surprise when there was

presented to them a somewhat, prim and
formal woman of middle age, who ‘had

a

dignified ‘bearing, . the manners of one

KNOWLEDGE

Watters.8,
AND AUTHORS.

the pen! Such u person will find it difficult, in

most instances,
to persuade a publisher to
handle his book.
The publisher i5 a man of
business.
He will take a risk, perhaps, where
there seems to be such a promise of profit as

In his ¢ Intellectual Life,” Mr. Hammerton
addresses the following letter *¢ to a student of
literature :”
‘Whatever you study, some one will consider.
that particular study a foolish waste of time,
1f you were to abandon successively every
subject of intellectual labor which had, in its
turn, been condemned by some adviser as useless, the result: would be simple intellectual
The elassical languages, to begin
nakedness.
with, have long been considered useless by the

decided merit gives; but generally he will demand that, an unknown author shall at least
share

can be the use of the higher mathematics? And
if these studies, which have been conventionally classed as serious studies, are considered

the grind

worthless sketch? Why should we study music

be

of

work

in

newspaper

offices, as

fancy. It shuts them out from the possibilities
that independence and leisure would present to
them; butt is the only method by which they

can make

themselves

selves above want.

secure and

Doubtless

keep

them-

the world has

lost much because Pegasus has been chained to
the plow; for men who possess the ability to
do great things can not do anything worth doing inthe idle hours that follow a day spent in
drudgery ; but thatis simply the misfortune of
the authors and of mankind :; there is:no help

that

for it that can be discovered.

The truth about

the matter, however, may as well be told, so
that those persons who conceive that a liter ary
career is a pathway to affluence and glory may
be persuaded to make their ‘bread and butter
secure in some other avoeation, before they
attempt to irradiate the ‘world with the creations of their intellects.— Philadelphia FEvening Bulletin.

the study of

show you how
might indirectly
ape-painter.
It.
feel the human
which, to an ig-

devoid

A book

wages upon magazines and other periodicals.
Such a life clips their wings and checks their

even for our special labors it is always difficult
to say beforehand exactly what will turn out
in the end to he most
useful. | What, in appearance, can be more entirely outside the

norant man, would

production.

Bayard Taylor, for example, has been compelled to do, or by doing editorial service for fixed

when, after wasting a thousand hours, the
amateur can not satisfy the ear? A quoi bon
modern languages when the accomplishment
only enables us to call a waiter in French or
German who is sure to answer us in English?
And what, when it is not your trade, can be
the good of digsecting animals or plants?
To all questionings of this kind there is but
one reply. - We work for culture.
We work
to enlarge the intelligence, and to make it a
better and move effective instrument.
This is

ancient history? and yet I can
an interest in ancient history
be of great service to a landse
would make him profoundly
associations of many lodilities

of

in succession two books that will obtain such
circulation can very nearly be counted upon
the fingers of both hands.
The literary men of this country, below the
first class, earn their bread by submitting to

authority of custom, how much the more are
those studies exposed to a like contempt which
belong to the category of accomplishments!
What is the use of drawing, for it ends ina

work of a landscape-painter than

expense

number of American authors who can produce

the tremendous

our main purpose; but it mgy be added

the

that reaches a sale of ten thousand edpies ina
couple of years does remarkably well; there
are not many so favored. Suppose such a book
sells for a dollar and » half and the author gets
a royalty of ten percent. At the end of two
years he has obtained fifteen hundred dollars,
or seven hundred dollars a year.
‘This is not
much, but such a profit is exceptional.
The

majority of practical people—and pray, what
to shop-keepers, doctors, attorneys, artists,

unnecessary notwithstanding

:

of interest or

meaning ; and this human interest in the scenes
where great events have taken place, or which
have been distinguished by the habitation of
illustrious men in other ages, is in fact one of
the great fundamental motives of landscapepaintivg.
It has been very much questioned,
especially by foreign critics, whether the interest in botany which is taken by some of the
more cultivated English landscape-painters is
not for them a false direction and wrong employment of the mind ; but'a landscape-painter
may feel his interest in vegetation infinitely increased by the accurate knowledge of its laws,

|.

LITERARY

NOTES.

A French translation of the ‘Essays of Elia”
is forthcoming.
Arthur Gilman is editing an edition’of Chau-

cer in two volumes,
The work on Sennucherib,by the late George
Smith,will appear shortly.

|

Herbert Spencer is arranging
for his autobiography.

the

materials

. Hugo's *“ Histoire d'une Crime” has been so
make
popular that 150,000 copies have been sold,
him work more zealously, and with less danMr. James's story, ** The Europeans,” will
ger of weariness and ennui, besides being a
soon be published in book form.
very useful help to the memory in retaining
Sophie May kas. a new book for the little
the authentic vegetable forms.
It may seem
father was.
He's dead wow, and sure am
more difficult to show the possibe utility of folks in press—bearing the ‘suggestive title,
I that when he died there wasn’t a living
** Little Pitchers.”
a study apparently so entirely outside of other
thing about the farm that didn’t miss him studies as music is; and yet
M. Victor Hugo is understood to be coms
music has an imsorely. Well, whicn I was a little lad portant influence on the' w vhole of our emotion- pleting twu volumes of poems, which are exabout six years old, I was sent on an er- al nature, and indirectly upon expression of pected in the beginning of winter.
rand along with my brother, who was a | all
8 kinds, He who hus once learned the self — Mr: Howells has-written
s mew story, = The
year younger, to the next farm. Our control of the musician, the use of piano and Lady of the Aroostook,” which is promised
forte, each in its right place, when to be lightly
for publication in December,
way led us through an orchar® that be- swift
or majestically slow, and especially how
« Mr. Spurgeon’s * John Ploughman’s Talk”
longed to father, and into this orchard he to keep to the key once ghosen till the
right
a circulation in England of 250,
used to turn any horse that was getting time has come for changing it; he who has has reached
too old for work, so that it might enjoy: once learned this knows the secret of the arts. 000 copies.
Mr. Grant Allen has nearly completed for
No painter, writer, orator, who had the power
itself as much as it could.
Now, on the
Messrs. Trubner a volume
on ¢ The Color
day that my brother and I were passing and judgment of a thoroughly cultivated mu" Sense : its Origin und Development.”
sician,
could
sin
against
the
broad
principles
through the ‘orchard, ‘Old Charlie,’ a
The Royal Library at Paris contains a Chiof taste.
favorite horse of father’s, was in sole
nese chart of the heavens, made about 600 B.
More than all other men have authors reason
possession of the place. When he saw to apppreeiate the indirect utilities of knowl C., in which 1,460 stars are correctly insertus, he gave a pleasant neigh, as much as edge that is apparently irrelevant. Who can ed.
‘

choosing each other, and they were little had no sooner put them in my ‘pinafore
daunted by the chill breezes and the signs than Old Charlie came up to me shaking
house,

Witerary

di

the bar, and in some of the lucrative profes.
sions.
If this is the truth, how hopeless is the
case of a literary person of inferior abilities
and no reputation, who determines to live by

at Lichtenfels, in Greenland,
the first thing

they had to do was to build a small house
to live in and hold meetings in. They had
to do all the work themselves.
At last,
when they were going to put on the roof,

they found that they wanted some pieces
of wood longer than any they had. What
was to be done? There are no timberyards in Greenland.
So they did the best
thing they could. They prayed to the
Lord to help them; and ‘he did. Soon
afterwards they found on the sea-shore
some pieces of wood just the right size.
This was drift-wood, which God sent to

them through the waves of the sea from
some distant part.

Truly

he hears

answers prayer.— Missionary News.

and
|

and such an increase of interest would

tell what knowledge
them?

Even

will

be

of most

use to

Worcester, Mass., has a ‘‘ Publie

indebted to miscellaneous

reading,

often

School

Li-

brary,” for the exclusive use of the School
Board of the city and the teachers in its public
schools.

the very greatest of authors are

in

several different languages, for the suggestion’
of their most original works, and for the light

Mr,

George

H.

Calyert,

of

Newport;

has

which has kindled many a shining thought of made a biographical and wmsthetic study of
their own. And authors who seém to have Wordsworth, which Le¢ & Shepard will bring |
less need than others of any outward help, “out during the coming season. =
poets whase compositions might appear to be
A Chinese mouthly periodical is now. pubchiefly inventive and emotional, novelists who
lished at Peking, by Dr. Edkins. It is ealled

are free from the restraints and the researches
of the historian, workup what they know into
what they write; so that if you could remove

“ Yih che ‘sin lub,” or ** Magazine for the

Promotion of Knowledge.”
A new two volume life of Earl Beaconstield,
written with a vindicatory, instead of a vin.
dictive, purpose by Mr. Franeis Hitchman, is in press by Chapman & Hull, London.
The University of Edinburgh has lately con.ferred the degree of LL,D. onMr. J. R. Green,
author of the
papular * History of the En-

every line whichis based on studies outside
the strict limits of their art, you would blot
out half their compositions. Take the antiquarian element out or Scott, and see how many of
his works could never have been written. Remove from Goldsmith’s brain: the recolléction
of his wayward studies and strange experi
ences, and you would remove the rich material
of the ¢ Traveller” and the Essays, and mutilate even the immortal ¢¢ Vicar

Without a classical education

glish People,”

of Wakefield.”

and foreign

Gainsborough’s Diamonds,” has been issued in.

travel, Byron would not have composed
¢4Childe Harold;” without the most Catholie

Appleton’s new

interest in the literature of all the ages, and of

not have

has given $10,000 to the Franklin Institute of .
that city as a memorial fund for the increase of °
the library.
Messrs, A. & C, Black announce ‘* Bible

would never have conceived, and could

executed,

tliat strong work

Earthly Paradise.”

It may not seem

* The

necessa-

Echoes

ry to learn Italian, yet Mr. Roscoe’s celebrity
as an author was due in the first place to his
private fondness for Italian literature,
Ie

did not learn his Italian in order that he might
write his biographies, but he wrote about Lorenzo and Leo because he had mastered Ital
ian, and because the language led him’ to take
an interest in the greatest house of Florence.
The way in which authors are led by their
favorite studies indirectly to the great per~
formance of their lives has never been more

clearly illustrated than in this instance.
:
‘When William Roscoe was a young man, he
had for his friend Fyancis Holden, nephewof
Mr. Richard Holden, a school-master in Livers
. pool.
Francis. Holden was a young man of
uncommon culture,

having

at

the

same

time

“ Handy-Volume Series.”

Mrs. Bloomtield H. Moor, the widow ofa
recently deceased millionaire of Philadelphia,

many different peoples from the North: Sea to
the Mediterranean, our contemporary William
Morris

ne

Julian Hawthorne’s latest comtyibution ‘to
Appletow's Journal, aistory called *‘ Mrs.

in Ancient

Classics,”

by

Dr.

furd Tait Ramage.

The book contains

lection of pardllel
profane authors.

passages

Cran-

a col-

from

sacred and

Among the contents of Sunday

Afternoon

for November will be papers
to Use the Bible,” ‘° Women

entitled * How
in Prigon,” a

strong story by Rebecea Harding

Davis, and

another by Rose Terry Cooke, also an interesting account of the * Dunkers.”
|

“Rhetahold von" Plaenckoer, thé
scholar, hgs just published a German

tion’ of

Chinese
trampsia-

Confucius # Tchong Yong,” the sec-

end of the four writings of Coufucius, which
are regarded as the basis of the whole ethical

and

philosophienl:

The

first of these, the “ Ta

literature of! the Chinese.
hio,” has already

really sound scholarship in several languages,
and an ardent enthusiam for literatare. He

been translated by the same handy

urged Roscoe to study languages, and

volumes, and with one exception has a larger
circulation than any other library in the country. Tt specially abounds in German, French,
Dutch, Norse, Swedish and Bohemian books,
and owes its eminence largely to Mr. W. F.°
Poole, who, a quarter of a century ago, pi

vsed es-

pecially, in their evening walks together, to
repeat to him passages from the noblestpoets
of Italy, In this way Roscoe was led to attempt Itulian,and, having once begun, went on

till he had mastered it. “ It was in the course
of these studies,” says his biographer, * that
he first formed the idea of writing

Lorenzo de’ Medici.”

the

Life

of

--B
TO 0b

THE LITERARY CAREER.
The greatest book-makers have not acquired
fortunes. Dickens was far from being a very

rich man when

he died, and much of the

money that he left behind him, he earned at
the reading-desk.
Thackeray had only a mod-

est fortune after achieving

his most briliiant

‘successes, and he , too, acquired
appearing upon the. platform.

something hy
Wild stories

concerning the gains of popular writers, such
as George, Elliot, are constantly circulating,
but generally they are incredible. If we could
| know, the truth we should find that literary
genius of the highest order obtains ne such
prizes as are won by talent in commerce, at

+ The:Chicago

oneered

Public Library

the valuable

contains 60,000

Index

to Periodical

Literature,” by which he made a reputation
for himself as a student and bibliographer. He
has just put forth anew catalogue,which shows
great progress since the fire.

A superb illustrated edition of Mrs. Stowe's
“ Uncle Tom’s Cabin” will be published by

Houghton, Osgood & Co.as a special

holiday

book.
In an appendix there will be given
bibliographical notice of the several editions
Another holi-.
and translations of the work.

day publication by the same house will be Dr.

Holmes’s pocm, “ The
the

Phillips

‘School Boy,” read

Centennary.

Brown,

at

Waud,.

Sheppard, Merrill and Hitchcock are the artists

engaged in illustrating it.

The heliotype

-hol-

iday hook of the season will be “ The Gosthe
Gallery,” comprising engravings of Kaulbach’s

famous pictures
xocthe.

of the

female,

charpcters of

THE
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STAR.
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16.
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A

Kiterary Miscellany.

gustus was so chagrined and mortified at
iis brother's refusal to accept the offer

that had been made to him,

ged the authorities to repeatit even more

THINGS TO REMEMBER.
The farmers are the founders of civilization.

—Daniel

that he beg-

Webster.

There is nothing more fearful than imagina-

strongly, and, in order
decision of his

to influence

brother,

he

self to. go even as a catechist;

offered

the

him-

and when

his brother had finally decided adversely,

he offered to go himself in order to remove the stain of what he felt to be disThe applause of asingle humanbeing Is of honor from the family
name.
The offer
great consequence
s—Johngon, |
wag promptly accepted, and when a disWith most, men life is: like backganimom; pute arose as to ‘the grant of £600 for his
half skill and half tack.— Holmes.
salary, the spirit of the man stood out in
that he was ** now determinWomen and men of retiring
timidity are the remark
cowurdly only in dangers which
affect them- ed to go even though no funds were forthtion without taste.—Goethe.

selves, but the first to rescue when others
endangered.— Richter.

are

coming,”

He was consecrated

1841, and left for New

Zealand

Oct.

17,

in

the

The voyover following Christmas season.
all the day in the form of ‘strength, than that age of four months was no idle time with
it should be concentrated into ecstasies, full of the new Bishop.
His plans were already
It is better that

joy should be spread

danger, and_followed
son,
TT

by

re-actions.—Emer-

Don’t drink.
Don’t chew.
Don’t smoke.
Don’t swear.
Don’t deceive.
Don’t read
novels.
Don’t marry unlil you can support a

wife. Be in earnest.
Be self-reliant.
generous. Be ¢ivil. Read the papers.
vertise

your business.

‘Make

money

= Be
Ad-

and do

good with it." Love God and your fellow men.
—Pres, Porter's Sermons to Yale Students.

A NOBLE

the biography which

characteristic

to

He also acquired the art of navigation, so

that,

in

making

many

voyages in

own vessel among the South

Sea

his

islands,

When he reached Sydney the
in advance of Hebrew.
is in active prepd= party was detained by repairs upon the

Review,

published

in

Lon-

don, and the veteran apostle of New
‘Zealand is so well-known in this country
by his two visits in 1871 and 1874, and
did so much to awaken an interest in
world-wide missionary eaterprise and in
the Lambeth Conference which has just
ended, that every serap of fact about his
- personal history is read with sages interest. Dr. Selwyn was born at Hamp. stead in 1809.
His father was an En-glish lawyer, and the son was the second
of four boys, all of ‘whom pursued their
early studies at Eton College.
His day
there was not far from that of Mr. Gladstone, and they were both contributors
fo the youthful miscellany cdited by the
students. The future Bishop did uot in
his boyhood know much of the enthusiasm which hus been recently created over
athletic sports, but when he went up to
Cambridge University he distinguished
himself for feats of sirength and activity
which are hardly surpassed at the present day. It was a matter of course that

aman who

his

facts,

ration, have been printed coneerning the
late Bishop Selwyn in the July Church
Quarterly

it was

he was afterward able to be his own sailing master. His companions were also
kept busy in studying
Maori, Greek and

TYPE OF MANHOOD.

© Some interestin

formed, and

Jrocesy promptly todo whatever he had
ecided upon. While on board ship he
acquired the Maori language so perfectly that, on landing at
New Zealand, he
was able to speak freely with the natives.

avery day in the river,

ship, and the Bishop, impatient to be at
his post,
pushed forward in a small brig,
leaving
Mrs. Selwyn and the rest of the
arty to follow when they could.
He
anded at Auckland, May 30, 1842, and
from that hour until he was recalled to
England, there was not a moment ‘when
he was not busy with his work as a missionary leader. He had seen every settlement, every clergyman, and every
catechist before the end of 1842.
It was

while engaged in this first visitation that

he uttered the famous saying: ‘I hope
the title of a dignitary ef the church will
never be heard in New Zealand."
The
following extract from his diary, as he
returned from his first visitation, shews
how the Bishop's . powers of endurance
Nore tested, and what kind of a life he
le

:

‘ Tuesday,

Jan.

3,

1843,—My

last

pair of thick shoes being worn out,
my feet much blistered with walking

and
the

day before on the stumps, which
obliged to tie to my idsteps with

4
pieces

of native flax (Phormium tenax),
I borrowed
a horse from the native teacher,

and started, at 4 A.M. to go 12 miles to
whatever the weather might be,should be Manukau Harbor. The suit which I wore
one of the picked crew which contended was kept sufficiently decent, by much
with Oxford in the first University race, care, to enable meto enter Auckland by
which took place in 1829.
He often daylight; my last remuining pair of shoes
walked in company with the now venera- (thin ones) were strong enough for the
ble Australian Bishop Tyrrell from Cam- light and sandy walk of six miles which
bridge to London inthirteen hours without remained, from Manukau to Auckland.
stopping, and there are still lingering tra- At 2p. m., Ireached the Judge's house
ditions among
his survivors of wild by a path, avoiding
the town, and passing
outings and hair breadth escapes in an over land which I have bought for the
open boat during the long vacation spent site of the cathedral, a spot which I hope
on the Devonshire coast.
In all the may hereafter be traversed by the feet of
sports which ‘required strength and ac- many, bishops better shod, and far less
tivity he joined with serious earnestness. ragged, than myself.”
=
Rafurally Highs of feo
than some of us,” writes one of his friends;
The practical plans of Bishop Selwyn
*¢ he would successfully compete with us in dealing with the heathen population
in jumping as well as in running, follow- are worthy of mention. In his opinion,
ing over equally broad streams and religion, education, and labor should go
equally high gates by sheer
power of together, and the fifst thing he did, after
muscle and force of will.” ' Another friend the general visitation of the field, was to
establish a collegiate school hard by his
own residence.

improve
open his
authority
in

he said) and to
Bishop Abraham is
ly oar
ndly
bDan-

he priva

and literally

ter begause)

e to hounds,

rode

country for steeples at all bazards and
with many a mishap—and surprised his
friends at the next meet by riding
well

up to the hounds.” It is said that

* took the lead among
ciates, or

rather

the

his youthful

position

Selwyn

asso-

of leader

was assigned to him by common consent,
It was not that he was pre-eminent only
in boating and swimming; he was the
life as well as the Secretary of the Book
Club of the college, when ho returned to
Eton as private tutor, and impressed all
the members with the idea that he had
mastered every book asit. went thro
his hands.

read carefully

In more ae

rather

Siudies

than much;

he

e

The

system

of the col-

lege was entirely his own, except so far
as it. reproduced ancient examples.
He
aimed from the first at keeping up the
whole framework of the institution,

how-

ever imperfectly the objects might be
carried out, as the staff officers of the
Militia are retained when the regiments
themselves are disbanded. The plan included a large school-building aud bishop’s re~idence, with library and rooms
for the lay workers, » kitchen and dininghall under another robf, a hospital in
charge of a deacon,a chapel,

and

a

na-

tive industrial school in which he gathered New Zealand lads from all parts of
the

diocese,

a

day-school,

which

Mrs.

Selwyn kept, and a printing-house. Apart
from the collegiate building were the
barn, the dairy, the stable, the rick-yard,
and the carpenter’s.shop, all intended to

catch the earliest dispositions to industry
in the line to which

the students

be naturally inclined. There
of ancient

gave after the example

might

were also,
cathedrals,

the different tribes,but the 25 years spent,

by him in New Zealand, were, on the
whole, reasonably successful years in

forwarding

the

institutions

of “religion

and in enabling him to organize and de-

velop a primitive church among a savage people. At times whole tribes reverted to cannibalism and savagery, and
in 1863 the Bishop wrote to po
pies]
have now one simple missionary idea.
before me—of watching over the remnant
that is left. Our native work is a remnant
in two senses; the remnant of a decaying people, and the remnant of a decaying faith.
But afierwards the natives returned to the faith, and the

native tongue, should say: It is all
light.” Tt is indeed ‘“all light” in such a
man’s presence, both now and hereafter.
—N. Y. Temes.

Tt was not until

the

Queen

and

the Primate pressed it on his acceptance
that he felt it his duty to yield.
He
Lichfield,

‘I am now told to go to

said:

and I go.” He returned to New Zealand
to win uw his affairs, and left for England in the Fall of 1868. It was a great
occasion when he departed.
His heroic
life,

his

fearless

leadership,

his

close

identification with all. public and social
interests, had made him in- 25 years the
father of his people. On the day of his
sailing
all business was suspended at
Auckland, a farewell service was

held in

St. Paul's church, and thousands thronged the streets and the quay to take yet
another look at New Zealand's great
Spestie. The Bishop subsequently made
the noblest of amends for his iy
them by sending out his own son, traine
as one of them, to be their Bishop in his
place.
What made Bishop Selwyn’s presence
in England of special importance was the
disturbed character of the relations between Church and State. He had come
to use episcopal authority with a freedom
which if impossible in a community
weighed down by tradition and overawed

PARAGRAPHS.
How to make a match safe.
head of the match in water.

Soak the

by political precedent.

The

old

diocese

was not easily wheeled into line. But he
did many things which are worth knowing. He managed to have the men in
preparation

for holy

orders

trained

for

pastoral work under his own eye. He
secured two suffragan bishops to take off
the too great burden of work. He refused
to make his clergy conform with ‘Chinese
exactness” to the proscribed ritual, and
declined to hear any prosecutions gotten
up to give an opportunity of enforcing the
present odious iaw for the regulation of
public worship. He sought out all classes
in his diocese

who

might

be

neglected.

Even the prisoners in Stafford Jail were
uot

and

neglected,

for

migratory

the

coachman, to all the servants;

thus

you

parents,”

' A vote of editors is proposed as to the

relative degrees of their animosity against
three classes of correspondents: 1. Peole who punctuate with dashes.
2.
>eople who *¢ quote” every phrase they
liave heard before, including all proper
names. 3. People who underscore all
their so-thought strong points.
*“ [now offer you a Rubens,”

said

an

well,

gentlemen.

[I now

offer

shoemaker was surat the appearance of
him $1, with insaying that at that

counting the change he found he had
left, but his

conscience

had

him that he felt that he must

so

before

it was

to

Gladstone,

summed

up

his

assemble

his old

$5

character

in

London.

in

the

large

epi’ het, noble, and no other word equally
well measpres the. simplicity of his life
and the. transparéncy of his character.
‘He gpyer uttered an evasivd® expression
or gave ambiguous counsel; he saw the
bearings of every question with great
rapidity ; his principles
were already

«I

saw something run across the kitchen:
floor this morning without any legs.
What do you think it was ?” The mother
guessed various legless worms and things,
and then gave it up, when the little fellow said:

¢** Why,

Ma, it was

water !”

in the river, with his brother

tors, and

studying

private

tu-

at one time both

Hebrew and Italian with a Jew who happened to reside at Windsor:

Hooker he

read through each Christmas vacation.
He not only took an active share in the
work of Sunday-schools, but his example

excited his friends to form a staff of lay

colonists,

and

the

church.

all you ean.”

all you ean,

and

New Zealand gives the following picture

of his social habits:
¢‘Whenever he staid
in a settler’s house, his great desire seem-

ed to be to give ‘no trouble. He would
insist on carrying his‘own traveling: bags,

borate)
d

things
which

for themselves ‘and their families:

ladies are not accustomed to do in

It prepared the natives to follow up their
new religion with the habits of industry

England.

which i.

when

trl

and put

away the be-

he

He also
was

a

refused to
settler's

take wine

guest,

not on

lief then fast gaining ground among them, grounds of total abstinence, but because
that work was incompatible with the he knew that in out-stations wine was
large day schools of Windsor.
He de- character of a gentleman. The Bishop's scarce and expensive. His own hospitaltected the necessity of an infants’ school plan of education had a wider reach than ity was profuse, but simple; indeed, he
while others refused to sce it. Baflled by simply its religious bearings. It em- kept open house ; every one who came to
lack of sympathy, he formed a committee braced all the interests of society. It en- Auckland was welcomed, and knew that
was not needed.
‘I
to make a census of the younger popula- abled the Bishop to find out what every formal invitation
tion among the poor, tabulated their re- boy was best fitted for. 1t humbled the give good advice, but bad dinners,’ the
turns, and so entirely gained his Point false pride of the colonists, and helped Bishop used to say to his guests, the bad- that the school was established.
ne to overcome their asssumption of supe- ness of the dinner being only a synonym
great reform which he instituted at Eton, riorityto the natives. It taught the na- for wholesome roast and boiled.” At
‘¢ which he loved with a love surpassing tives = self-respect, und enabled one to Lichfield, as at Auckland, he was given to
even'the love of Etonians,” has probably take from their ranks those who could be hospitality after the same. open-handed
saved many lives.
Until 1840 boating safely prepared for the ministry.
In the but unostentatious fashion.
. The following story is too good to be
had been a forbidden amusement tu the oversight of the college, and in freuent voyages to distant portions of the omitted from a sketeh whieh is intended
Eton boys,and casualties were numerous,
In May of that year Mr. Selwyn made fleld, his first few years of residence at to exhibit, by a few touches here and
He be- there, what Bishop Selwyn was as a man
such an earnest remonstrance with the Auckland were happily spent.
private life: “On a recent
authorities that the boys were allowed to lieved that New Zealand would in time be in public and
engage in boating under. certain restric- a great country, and that it was his duty occasion two Ristarseof Merey, who had
tions. Bathing places were established, to strive that it should be as good as it .been nursing a Staffordshire Slstgynan,
and watermen were engaged to teach might be great. - In his sailing vessel of went, when their Jabors were ‘no longer
swimming, and nobody was allowed to 21 tons he often made voyages 3,000 needed, to Lichfield, intending to spend
_ set foot in a boat until he had passed an miles in length, calling constantly at isl- a few hours in the city before starting on
examination in swimming.
Young Sel- ands inhabited by cannibals and win- their homeward journey. “Walking from
wyn's enthusiasm for rowing is one of the ning their fiiendliness by the dignity of the station they met the Bishop, who
traditions of the place.
e considered his presence and the sweetness of his crossed the road, saluted them, asked
the Thames almost a sacred stream. manner. In this way he gained the con. them many questions about their work
Being one day ina punt with an Eton fidence of savages and induced them to and their community ; findihg what ‘was
master who spat into_the water, he ex- part with their children to be educated at their errand he made himself their guide
claimed: * If you must spit, why don’t Auckland. Once his old friend Bishop to the beauties of the cathedral, brought
you spit into the punt?”
;
Tyrrell, who-happened to be with him on them to the palace,gave them hospitality,
These anecdotes are interesting so far his episcopal cruise among the islands of ‘and when the time came for their deas they point out young Selwyn as a the South Pacific, saw preparations made parture they were sent off with many
man who had original force of character on shore for the massacre of his friend: kind words and a fatherly blessing. The
and the qualities which go to make a who had landed, but the Bishop succeed- goud Sisters hardly knew whether they
_. leader of men,
He was marriedin’ 1839 ed in subduing their hostility and return- were ‘awake orin ‘a'dréam: no Bishop
to the lady ‘who still survives him, and ed to the vessel unharmed.
John Coler- bad ever spoken a word to them before,
when, shortly after that event, he was idge Patterson came to his aid in 1855, and when they told their experience to
invited to go to:New Zealand, and: some and became the school-master of the the other members of the society the
one doubted whether his wife would con- Melanesian boys who were collected on story seemed like a fable, and the event
district visitors, who

also

taught

in

the

sent, he said that he could answer for her

ab once, ¢ as they had married with that
understanding.”
Missionary work was
begun in that distant land by Samuel
Marsden in 1814, but it was not till 1889

that effective steps could be taken to secure full church organization. The posi-

tion of the first Bishop of that colony was

offered to his elder brother, who declinedto go, and itis said that George Au-

these different - voyages

ands.

among

Later on, he was made

the isl

the Bishop

of Melansia and came to his death at the

hands of the savages who had suffered
trom having their brothers stolen by the
South Sea slave-traders, and who, taking
| revenge, mistook the Bishop for their enemy. Bishop Selwyn attracted to him
other men of kindred
spirit.
His work
was sadly hindered by contests between

as

an assurance,

8ix

years’

business

delayed a day

never

on
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it

copy

of eight

of Anthems, which fit porently to the Episcopal
Service, but are of the
best quality for any service,
Also a large number of fine Chants.
$1,25;

a new book for
musical collec-

tion of new pieces by the most popular authors,
and provides about one new
one for every Sah-

bath in the year.

:

Cloth

CoBp’s
Fostimal Chorus
a fine selection of choruses.

was chronicled in the records

of the com-

munity
as something wholly -withony
precedent.” It was indk®eping with the
life of one who lived
nselfishly that,
amid the ‘wanderings between life and
death, when his end was near; he should

return in his thoughts to the distant
islands of his earlier years, and in the
soft Maori language, which for a quarter
of a century was as familiar to him as his
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All

contains a Narrative of Lis Lice, Letters, Sermons and Leetures.
Price 75 cents, See * Club
- Rates’ with the Morning Star.

or $12 per dozen.

EMERSON'S
Saared Ouartettes,
Quanens Choirs, has a most

|

Mgrs. RuTH HUNT CILLEY, wife of Rev.
Elbridge G. Cilley, and daughter of the late

only
a few copies left.

The Memorials

$7,560 per dozen.

fe

}

postage 8 cents.
X'he Book of Worship

Daniel Jackson,
John Stevens,

of Glees, and 60 pages of Sacred Music.

are inadmissible.

==...

Papers

of the International Series, for both adults
and children, are
printed monthly,
at the rate of
100 copiesto one address for $6.
It
is for less than four months at a time, the charge
will be at, the rate of $7.00 per hundred. Pay
men in advance. Sample
¢
6 fz
The Psalmody
Plesopies sent free
is the denominational H: nn Book, exten
sively used. Large book, in 8 eep, $1.00; Morog~
co, $1.10; Morocco Gilt, 1.5 3 ‘Turkey (lt, 2.00.
Postage 9 cents each. Small, Morocco, 85 cts;

ive the rise

be

Star,
the

: single copy, each,h »
35 cents,
ten or more to one ad¢
dress, each, «
.
«=
25 cents
Payment always in advance, and no commission
allowed on money sent,
:
Pac

William Bure,

CHOIRS.

:

as those

in the Manmal,

thick

paper covers, 10 cents.
Sabbath School
Question Books
are for adults and children.
>
LESSONS tor Every Sunday, ,18, postage ,02
STORY of Jesus.
di
eel08
“
WONDERFUL Works of Jesus, 15,
£»

;

Butler's Commentary
by the same author,—Prot. J. J. Butler, contains two volumes, one on the Gospels, and the

other on Acts, Romans and Corinthians.
It is an
excellent help for Sabbath schools and family
reading.

$1.0’;

postage, 12 cents,

The Register
contains, in addition to the usual €alendpr,
the names of all Freewill Baptist eburehes, arranged in tneir appropriate Quarterly and Year!
meetings, with their statistics; the names of alle

ministers and their post-office addreases, officers '
of our benevolent societies, an account of our
literary institutions. obituaries of deceased min
isters, &c., &c.
Pusice, 10 cents a copy; 96 a
dozen, $7 a hundred. Postage, 1 cent per copy.
Lectures
ON THE TRUTH OF THE BIBLE; an exce!lent book for all who would ‘‘ search the Seriptures ” Twenty-two lectures on the most important. points of Bible study, 1.00; postage, 9
cts.
J
Tracts

ized and maintained in G. Rapids Q. M., and

were not stereotyped till within the last few
years, and we can furnish only the following: 'T
cts. per dozen ;50 cts. per hundred.
)

and painful illness with Christian patience,
and uied in the full triumphs of the Cbristian’s
faith, - Her funeral text, chosen by herself,was
2d Tim. 1: 12.
:

Denominational,
which contains a historical state
a brief notice of our doetrinal basis,chu:

and
pelily and institutions.
Printing Establishment
is a brief historical statement, &e. Publish
ed by order of the General Conference, ard for
i Suilons distrib ution.
he above named books.are sold
the desen,
at 20 per cent. discount for cash with
the order,
or on receiv
the books.
Send your orders to

MR. AZEAL SANFORD died in Macon, Mich.,
May 25, aged 83 years. Father Sanford was

orn in New England, came West in middle
life, and resided in Mich. and Ind. until his
death. He made a public profession of relig-

united with the F. Baptist church of
in 1867. His life and character is fully
described in the text of his funeral sermon,
¢ He was a good man,”
Se
J. H. MAYNARD.
PAULINA, daughter of Thatcher and Phoebe

Smith, diedin Presque Isle,
Me:, Sept. 27, aged 23 years.

ed with others three

years

‘Aroostook Co.,
8hé was baptiz-

sinee,

and

united

with our church.
'Though these
years have
been full of physical pain, they
have been
years of sweet communion and Christian triumph. Her disease (consumption) baffled the
skill of physicians, and the tender care of her
family, and slowly and uncomplainingly she
faded away.
Happy in Jesus to the
last, as
her feet touched the water of the dark river,
she cried,¢ Safe in the arms of Jesus” and
entered the ** Home over there.”
J. W. CARR.
MARY
EMMA,
daughter of Dea. Simon
Clough, late of Gilmanton, N. H., died in
Greenbush, N, Y., Sept. 21st, aged 84 years
and 9 months.
She was a a constant reader of
the Star, and hailed its weekly arrival with
delight.
Her last years were the most beautiful, indicative of maturity for that higher life beyond, where her tongue will be unloosed and her deaf ears unstopped.
Services
at Greenbush, N. Y., and Gi anton 1. hk
MRs, TEMPERANCE BERRY died in South
Wakefield, Sept. 20, aged T4 vears and 1
month.
Sister Berry indulged a hope
in
Christ at the early age of thirteen years, un-

der the labors of Elder David Blaisdel, unit-

ing with what was then a branch of the Acton, Me., F. B. church; but which afterwards
became the 1st Wukefield church, of which
she remained
a faithful member, until called
from labor to reward.
During her last sickness she was a great sufférer, but was patient,
calm and trustful, saying to her weeping children just before lier departure, ¢
Your loss
will be my gain.” For more than sixty years

she had faithfully served
amid the lo heres and

ticism, materialism,

the

and

her

Saviour,

lo theres, the

infidelity

and

scep-

‘by which

she was surrounded, she remained firm in her
attachment to the people and the faith of her
early choice.
She leaves five childrén, one
brother and two sisters to mourn, but not as
those who have no hope.
Relatives
and
friends, the church and neighbérhood have
met with a great loss, but they all have this
assurance that if they serve Christ as faithful-

ly as she did, they will meet her on
ing shore.
. ESTELLE H., only daughter

sister H.

the

shin-

H. P. MANSUR.

A.

Whittemore;

field, Sept. 23, aged 12

years

of Bro.

died

in

and

4

E.

E.

and

Dix-.

months.

Her sickness was severe, whooping cough end-

ing in quick consumption.

diffident and. retiring,

A

She was

very

naturally

amiable

and

affectionate child, beloved by all that knew
her. Two years Ago she became openly and
decidedly interested in the subject of religion,
gave her young heart to Christ, and found
ace in beliavis:
Subsequently
she was

Paptized

and

united

church at E. Dixfield.

with

the

¥.

Baptist

She was a sincere

and

active Christian,leaving an example worthy of

A}

-

rms
ny

David Marks,

243 Broadway,
ys

AND

religious
Sour. paperof£ e eight 1 es, inits
fifty-third volume.
oie Sigut pages, prossive.
All communicati
should1 be ad. i
: phend to Dover, N. H. cations,
Terms per year «
v
2.50
Lo
vanee
+ «a
$2.30
Postage is paid by the publisher.
The Little Star and Myrtle
are Sabbath soboot pa oy brinted alternate
weeks, on superior
paper,
beautifully illustrated
Both papers are of
the same size, but the Litt
STAB Is for an older class of readers than the

postage, 10 cents.
Biographies or

L. O. EMERSON’S
ONWARD!
a new book for
Singing Schools, fully equal to any ever issued, is
ready
for use. 66 pages of instructions, 60 pages

over

sent by per-

Morning

accompany

CENTS

a

interest or principal.

Of

should

the

and for those

patronize

lost

50 New Parlor Games.

Obituaries

public.

we loan not to

value.

and references.

A

BRIEF and

that

actual

ive still exists. She was a faithful wife, a loving
One who knew him welliin {mother, and a true friend. She bore her long

‘Save

lege staff. The system was not under- own bed, and I have known him surto wash his own clothes;
stood in New Zealand, and in Australia reptitiously
it"was much ridiculed, but it showed on This was done with the knowledge that
the part of the Bishop an instinctive in New Zealand servants are sgarce, and
‘knowledge of what was best for the that the ladies of the household do many
natives, the

u arantee,

Whe Morn
arge

son

Kansas, Missour: and Towa Improved Farm
First Mortgage Coupdr Bonds guaranteed. We
exceed one third of the

Freewill Baptist Publications.

Sample copies sent free,

{0PER CENT. NET.

Obituaries.

considera Je fie to the study of Ian- ‘seven affiliated chapels within a radius of was entertained'during his visitin 1874;
jon and
tidy his room and make
his Mm acon,
- guages after he left Cambridge and while five miles, which were served by the col- would-always
a tutor at Eton, reading Hebrew for an
hour every morning after his early swim

ADVERTISEMENTS.

tf16

Simeon and Elizabeth Hunt, died in Kent City,
Mich., Aug. 7. Sister C. was born in Tunbridge, Vt., Nov. 18, 1819, was converted when
nine years old, was baptized at the age of fourformed, and in obedience to them he
act- teen by Elder George Hackett,and united with
the
Tunbridge church; was married in 1844,
ed" fearlessly, and for popularity he had
the grace not to care a straw.” He. sur- and came to Mich. one year later, She was
the mother of five children, four of them surrounded himself with no adventitious
vive her, one of them being Sister Libbie Cilpomp or dignity, and when obliged to be
ley, the missionary,
Sister Cilley’s home in
in town to attend to his duties in the Mich, has always been within the bounds of
House of Lords, contented himself with Grand Rapids Q. M., in which she was a faithful worker for the Master.
She was very
rooms at the Lollards’ Tower, at Lam- | zeslous
in 8, S. work,and she was ‘instrumentbeth, instead of the accustomed town al in leading
many of her scholars to the
house in a fashionable quarter. He Fags Javiour. She was alway s deeply interested in
oreign Missions and largely through
her
ticed striet economy, on John Wesl V's
maxim, which he was fond of iniparting’| efforts, a female missionary society was organ-

to others:

home to walk with him jn white. May the
deeply afflicted parents and only brother find
the Saviour she so early learned to love a
very present help in this their great sorrow,
and so consecrate heart and life to God as to
be an unbroken family in heaven.
D.W

the

amount, with interest.
Ma,” said a little four-year-old,

hot

school-fellow,

patience frequently saying,“
It
isal right,” and

Boards $2.00;

troubled

return

great

though not able
to talk much, ‘when asked if
she could trust in Jesus, would answer with a
radiant countenance,
yes. She was early ripe
for heaven, and her loving Saviour called her

time he bought a dollar's worth of goods,
giving in payment a $5 bill, and that on

VINNIE, wife of Williara S. Bryant, “died in
Bradford, Mass., Aug. 80, uged 28 years and 7
months.
A faithful, devoted wife, a kind and
affectionate friend, always cheerful and happy,
she has left a large eiwrcle of friends who sincerely mourn her early departure.
* So He
giveth his beloved sleep.”
Com.

Mr.

with

She bore her sufférings

J

died (April 11) less than

months

bat thine.”

Rembrandt, by the same artist.”

A Pittsfield, Mass.,
prised the other day
a man who returned
terest for ten years,

young

Chuzeh Ofte,
2 now book for
Choirs, contains a large and admirable collection

sons who do

three

her

. EMERSON’S

population of tbe canals he provided a
diocesan barge which could be used as a
floating church. He was the leading
spirit in bringing about the second session

of the-Lambeth~Bonferenve,thomsr

seemed constantly anxious to lead

75 cents;

auctioneer—** a perfect gem of genius—
perhaps the finest
painting
that came
from that master-hand.”
There was no
bid. The auctioneer passed the Rubens,
and, taking up another picture, said:
“ Ver,

she

vestor through us ever did or ever will get an acre
of land under foreclosure.
Send for particulars

will comein time to all people even your

you a

school,

friends to Christ.” Though at first anxious to
live, she was enabled to pray, * not my will

*‘ You never saw my hands as dirty as
that,” said a petulant mother to her little,
girl. ¢¢ No, but your ma did,” was the
sharp, if not respectful,reply.
Probably there is nothing in the world
that a man resents so
quickly and so
deeply as to find you awfully busy when
work still goes on with just that amount he
is perfectly at leisure.—Burlington
of checkered success which is found |
Hawkeye.
:
wherever human nature exists.
Mother (with suspicious look 4nd surIn 1867 the Bishop paid his second visit
tq England to attend the first Lambeth prised expression): ‘“ Why, Tommy,
Conference, which he regarded as * the your shirt is on wrong side outward!”
most important event that had befallen Surreptitious Bather: ** Yes, mum.
The
the English church since the Reforma- other side. got wet and I changed it.”
tion.” The Diocese of Lichfield became
“ My son,” said Mr. X. kindly to his
vacant shortly after, and the vacant see. youthful heir, ¢* accustom yourself to be
was offered to Bishop Selwyn and de- polite to the porter, the servant girl, the
clined.

imitation of all. . When attending

would gather her schoolmates in a little arbor’
where they would sing together, and she
would talk with and pray for them, She

ALLAN'S ANTI-FAT is the great remedy for Corpulency. It is purely vegetable and perfect! X Harmless.

ESN
version

into

fa

Cog e

ARC!

corain,

Ap

I. D. STEWART,

.

Dover. ¥, EB.

For sale also by
te Place eat y 4 do's knowing is ability to
FAIRBANKS & CO., 46 Maison St., Chicago,Il
cure, as attested By buna
Slimonials, of
PENFIELD & CO., Hillsdale, Mich.
.
1
n
Colum!
PERE
PHL ER TAD
D. LorHROP & Co0., 82 Franklin St..Beston
received. I took it according to Jirgetions and
| Mass.
reduced me five pou
1 wassoel
over the
sult that 1 immediately sent to ACKERMAN'S drugMICHIGAN full of the best farming land to be

will reduce a fat peraon

From

2. to & ponds a week.

this remedy before the

ublc as a poate

store for the second bottle.” Another, a Fhysiciar,
writing for a patient
Providence
oy Says
“Four bottles have
uced her weight from
pounds to 192 Hounde; and there isa general improvement in health,”
A gentleman wri
from Boston, says: “Without special change
or attention to
diet, two bottles of Allan's Anti-Fat reduced me four
and one-quarter pounds.” The well-known Whole=
sale Druggists, SMITH, DOOLITTLE & SMITH, of Bos.
ton, Mass., wrlte as follows: * Allan’s Anti-Fat has
reduced a lady in our city seven pounds in three
weeks.” A gentleman in St. Louis writes: “Allan's
Anti-Fat reduced me twelve pounds in three weeks,
and altogether 1 have lost twenty-five
pounds since
commencing its use.” Messrs, POWELL & PLIMPTON,
‘Wholesale
Druggists, of Buffalo, N.Y., write: “To
THE PROPRIETORS OF ALLAN'S ANTI-FAT: Gentle
men,—The following report is from the lady who used
Allan's Anti-Fat.
‘It (the Anti-Fat) had
the desired
effect, reducing
the fat from two to five pounds a
week until I had lost twenty-five pounds,
I hope
never to regain what I have lost.’’”
Anti-Fatis an
unexcelled
blood-purifier.
It promotes digestion,
curing dyspepsia, and is also a Jotent remedy for
Jjeutant Sm. Son b Sruggists,
*amphlet on
Obesty sent on receipt of stamp.
i
BOTANIC MEDICINE Co. PROP'RS, Buffalo, N.Y.

found

ALywhere,

and

at

prices

and

on

terms

which will enable the very poorestto buy and secure a home and farm for himself.
Send to O.
M. Barnes, Lansing, for full information.

CHICAGO & NORTH
- WESTERN
- Railway.
The

Great Trunk

Line

:

between the East

and the West.

it

It is the oldest, shortest, most direet, convenient,
comfortable and in every respect the best line you
can take. Itis the
greatest and grandest Railway
organization in the United States. It owns or con.

2100 MILES of RAILWAY
PULLMAN HOTEL
by

CHICAGO

CARS are run alone

it through,

between

& COUNCIL

No other road runs

Pulman

BLUFFS.

Hotel

Cars, or any

ther form of Hotel Cars, through, between

go and the Missouri River.
B y
sary
sand
have
tive
'0

an im mense practice at the World’s Dispenand Invalids’
Hotel, having treated many thou=
cases of those diseases pecullar to woman, I
been enabled to perfect a most potent and posi
remedy for these diseases,
designate this natural specific, I have named it

Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription
The term, however, 18 hut a feeble expression of
my high appreciation of its value, based upon personal observation. I have, while witnessing its posi=
tive results in the special diseases incident to the
organism. of woman, singled it out as the climax or

gem

eal career.

On its merits,

€8 a positive, safe, and effectual remedy for this class
of diseases, and one that will, at all times and under
all circumstances, act kindly, I am willing to stake
my reputation as a physician: and so confident am
1 Tuat it will not disappoint the most sangnine ex
cctations of a single invalid lady who uses it for any
) or the aliments for whieh amon
it, that I offer
and sell it under A POSITIVE GUARANTEE,
(I'or
conditions, see pamphlet Wripping bottle.)
The following ave Along those diseases in which
my Favorite Prescription las worked cures, as if by
magle, and with a certainty never before attained by
any medicine: Leucorrhea, Excessive Flowing,
Pant Monthly Periods, Suppressions when from

unnatural causes, Irregularitics, Weak

Back, Pro-

lapsus, or Falling of the Uterus, Anteversion and
Retroversion, Bearing=down
Sensations, Internal
Heat, Nervous Depression, Debility, Despondency,
Thieatened Mscartiages Chronic
Jongestion, In-

flammation and Ulceration ot the Literus Impotenc Y.

Birrenness, or Sterility, and
Female
Weakness.
1
do not extol this medicine as a * euve-all,” but it
admirably fulfills a singlemess of purpose, heing a

most

perfect specific in ull chroni¢ diseases of the

sexual system of woman, sdt will not disappoint, nor
wll it do harm, In any state or condition.
;
‘I'hose who desire fut ther information on these sube
ects can obtain it In THE PEOPLE'S COMMON SENSE
EDICAL ADVISER, 0 book of over 900 pages, seut,
Joskpald on receipt of $1.50, It treats minutely of
hose diseases peculiar to Females, and gives much
valuable advice in regard to the management of
those affections.

Prescriptl
Ree
RE orito

1d by

oom

and Invalid’ Hotel, Buffalo, N. Y.

1
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or TE Dispensary

Omaha and Oaliforn
Is the shortest

and

best

route

Chica -

- Line

between

CHICAGO

and all points in NORTHERN ILLINOIS, IOWA,
DAKOTA,
NEBRASKA, WYOMING, COLORADO,
UTAH,
NEVADA, CALIFORNIA, OREGON, CHINA, JAPAN
AND AUSTRALIA. Its

Chicago, St. Paul and Minneapolis Line

Is the short line between CHICAGO and all point:
in NORTHERN WISCONSIN and MINNESOTA, ang
for MADISON, ST. PAUL, MINNEAPOLIS, DULUTH
and all points in the Great Northwest.

Green Bay and Marquette Line
Is the only line between CHICAGO and JANES.
VILLE, WATERTOWN, FoND DU LAC, OSHKOSH,

APPLETON, GREEN BAY, ESCANABA, NEGAUNER,
MARQUETTE, HoueHTON, HANCOCK and the LAK"
SUPERIOR COUNTRY.

Ohicago and Milwaukee Line

Is the old Lake Shore Route, and is the only ont
assing between CHICAGO and EVANSTON,
LAK}
een WAUKEGAN, RACINE, KENOSHA and M1i
WAUKEE.
PULLMAN PALACE HOTEL CARS
are run on all through trams of this road.

This is the ONLY

LINE

running

Pulman

car:

between Chicago and St. Paul, Chi
and Mil
Wilkes, OF Chi cag@gpnd Winona, or
Chicago an.
Green
Bay.
;
:
+ New York Office
No. 415, Broadway; Boston Ofe
fice. No. b State Street; Omaha Office, 245, Farn-

ham Street; San Francisco Office,2 New Montgomery Street; Chicago Ticket Offices : 62 Clark

under Sherman
House; 76 Canal corner Madi
-son Streets; Kinzie Street Depot, corner W. Kin
zie and Canal streets; Wells Street Depot, corner
Wells and Kinzie Streets.
For rates or information not attainable from
your home ticket agents, apply to

W. H. Stennett,

Gen. Pass. Ag’t, Chicago.

Margin wei,

\

THE MORNING STAR, OCTOBER . 16, 1878.
Rural “ad Domestic,

The Daily Witness, of New York, has been
Somebody has evidently ielt it his
revived.
duty to sink some money in the enterprise.

Helos Summary,
The population of Italy at present is cstimated-at about 28,000,000. She has 88,236 public
and 9,156 private schools licensed by the Government. It is stated that in 1876 no less than

Have you obtained your Register for 1879?
Thomas Carlyle, at the age of 83, is writing

married were

621-2 per cent. of the people

illitera~

unable to sign the register; and equal
cy is said to exist

As

conscripts,

the

among

took place
in the prisons, and seven executions

There are said to be 320 painters, 121 sculptors, and 170 engravers, now at Rome.

The silkindustry in Italy gives
300,000 persons, the
to some

in that year.
employment

Last year, 14,410 new houses and 270 streets,
a length of 40 miles, were added to
covering

greater part of the work being done by band.
‘And this trade is on the increase. Many of
zinc,

her exports include iron,

lead and

cop-

former

two.

per ores; by far the most of the

The
will be
J. L.
cinnati

240,000

reaches

Of iron ore the annual export

London.

tons, of zinc 78,000 tons, This with an average yield of 136,000,000 bushels of wheat,

per.

80,000,000 bushels of corn, 27,000,000 hectoliters
of wine and 3,300,000 hectoliters of olive oil,

are some of the largest figures

wages.
The debt of New York city has

re-

as to’ the

sources of Italy. That country has a fair
prospect of an enterprising and vigorous life
notwithstanding great obstacles in her pathway; such as the illiteracy of her people and

It is reported that Angell,

A

Terrible Railroad

it is, at
of an ad27,000,000

Accident.

A frightful railroad accident occurred to an
excursion train of 16 cars on the Old Colony
line on Tuesday evening, smashing up half a
dozen cars killing a score of persons,and injuring over a hundred. From 1,600 and 1,800 people were on the train, returning from the Reagan-Davis
sculling race at Silver Lake.
Asa
special excursion train it had the right of way
and its speed was that of an express train.
A
freight train was divided and the parts on two
tracks, when this excursion train came rushing into ane of the parts, and caused the aecident. It is said that the conductor of the
freight train had had special instructions to
keep out of the way of the - exeursion train.

that some one receive dye

cracking their jokes and
of the buildings,
peanuts in default of buyers. But the gamblers
were * on deck ” and ready for business.
Undera spacious canopy, pitched back of
the grand stand, were three or four men and
Around . the
a boy on a raised platform.
platform extended a railing, whose top formed
atable about one foot-wide, on the top of
which were tacked four black leather strips,
four feet long each, by ten inches wide,marked
with the gilt figures, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,6. At the

Frederick N. Goddard.
5
A chair manufactory on East Sixty-first St.,
N. Y., and several tenement houses in close
juxtaposition,were burned Thursday afternoon,
involving a property loss of $80,000.
One of the oldest Eastern sopping Noses in
that city, that of Heugh, Balfour & Co., of
Manchester, Eng:, failed Friday with liabilitics of between £1,000,000 and £2.,000,000.
Forty or fifty men, convicted at Malad, Idaho, for cutting timber for the Utah Northern
railroad, on the Bannock reservation, have
been sentenced to aggregate finesof about
$9,000,
and
six months’
imprisonment.
This action delays the progress of the railroad.
Latest

fancy head in gilt.

The Republican majority in Ohio is put
down at about 9,000, and that in Iowa at about
10,000, the Nationals throwing
only about

The Greenback vote in |

. West Virginia
was large throughout the State,
but the Democrats expect a large working ma. jority in the Legislature.
The
Democrats
have a majority over the Republicans and the
Nationals combined in the Indiana Legislature.
Thus far there have been fifty-two elections
held for the next Congress.
Of these 28 are

Republicans, 21 Democrats,
and 5 Greenbackers or Nationals, the Republicans sustaining a
net loss of eleven as compared with the present House,
:
:
An Exploring
Expe

er?”

King was unhurt.

A Brace of Swindlers,

might as well have our help in giving him

no-

that his wife was

no

liar.” But

in spite

HILLSDALE
COLLEGE ITEMS.
We learn
from the Hillsdale Standard that of the seven
missionaries just sailed for India, three were
former students of Hillsdale College. Also the

item that during Prof. A. E. Haynes#’s conunection with that institution, as a teacher, a perigd of over three years, he has not been ab-

of

these declarations, and not heeding the indignant remonstraneces, the custom-house officers

examined the trunks and
- bridal trousseau, intended
whose wedding

foundan elegant
for Miss Jaffray,

is announced

to

take

dia, two

large

cobra

skins

the
In

Also, that
Midnapore,

cises at the college chapel.
college has just received from

place

exer”

devotional

morning

sent once from the

there was

gentlemen, here you

for the museum.

are!

was

This

is

It’s all chance, just like any other speculation,
to win

That's

if you

number;)

things they have at church fairs.

them whispering together, when one

of them

The

crater by wire ropés connected

has charge of the Mission Press at Midnapore

produced a quarter and laid it on 8, the boy at

"is the donor; He has several finer specimens
to send, but sent these as a sort of test to see
whether such ‘things vouldbe sent safely over
the distance of 13,000 miles.

the wheel called out 4,and the gambler took the

Presbyterian Board of Education owes $45,
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into that
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Prof. Zeller.——Rev. J.P. Newman, D. D., of

Gen. Sherman his returned to Washington
_ from his extended trip West and to the Pacific
‘coast, He is in excellent health, and speaks
in high terms of the various military posts he

officially visited, referring to them
of neatness und efficiency.
g
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New York, has been chosen as one of the
Cornell University preachers for the coming
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trustees. These gentlemen are five in number,
and are named by the Danish Royal Academy
of Sciences. The laboratory rooms at Carlsberg are described as most luxuriously and
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number.”
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Gradually the fish begin to bite. They
nibble at first, and then they take the bait,
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be over estimated.
Will not every minister interest himself to put the Star into
every family in his parish? The results
would soon be apparent in the fresh life
and activity of his church. Several pas-

cour:
the publishers to, send forth the third
book. It will be found to contain a large
proportion of new Songs never Before PabHened, he uding several by the inspired Bliss, which have been

researches in" the other sciences generally, tions of the infallible success of the wheel.
much’ discretion in this respect being left to the
If men would top to think, they would

The Congregationalist
says that “ the seed

Guion line has just made

of great

about $275,000. It is the purpose of Mr. J. C.
Jacobsen, the founder, to have a part of the income devoted to industrial chemistry and

. Often as I am appealed to speak, or other-

sia continues to bear tares.”

Fall term-

year amounted.

has decided to abandon the dramatic field and a wealthy brewer, promises to be be
during the coming season again appear as a value in the advancement of science.

show themselves fit for.—~Ha»/¥

The

to $234,541—50 cents for each pupil.——Oberlin’s income last year is said to have. lacked
$800 of meeting expenses,——The Carlsberg
Laboratory for scientific research, which was

spent about $30,000 in hér dramatic ambition,
.

schools,

schools.

2,000,000

mary school fund for the past

the panic that followed thirty-seven persons
were killed and many severely injured.
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of Oberlin College opens with nearly 700 students in all departments.——Michigan’s pri-
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have nearly 40,000 teachersg——The
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and instrueting Mexican
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not being sufficient.—The Michigan Univer-
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Railway up Vesuvius.
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good in the daily life,

have

soon. Gen.Jaffray paid duties amounting to
$860 gold, and was permitted to carry off his

A Naples banker has a scheme on foot for
building a double track railroad up Mt. Vesu-

and

i

gentlemen, just a little nerve. You ‘put a
dollar on 6, and (here the boy calls out 6,as

the wheel has stoppedat that

154 Tremant St.,

be done,”

the fairest pool wheel in America.
The boy
turns the wheel, but any one of-you can come!
in and turn the wheel for yourself ifyou want
to. There’s no gambling about it, gentlemen.
sure
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creditable
and satisfactory.
But
at an
fpricuiiuia) society’s fair the gambling was a
blot and a disgrace. Perhaps * something may

effect of producing an order from the chief
gambler, prohibiting boys from coming under
the canopy at all, then he said:

¢ Now,

honey

Demonstrated

Reed, 1007 Ro Soe, gion Tn kav Ti
BRONZE $135, "Sold id do Thstmenta or ren

fancy goods and stoves and hardware, vegetables and fruits, harness and shoes ; and then
there were carriages and wagons and horses
and cattle and sheep.
There was as fine a
display of stock as one generally sees ata

about

The boy with his ready impudence

nerve enough to play.

Fducational.

toriety. His wife has just arrived from Eu-rope. Mus. Jaffray swore in her account that
there was nothing dutiable amoung her baggage, and the General assured the authorities

advice

h

tor. Says a member of the faculty of
Amherst College, writing under date of
Sept. 20, 1878:
:
«1 consider the * Morning Star" the
healthiest religious paper 1 know of. It

unerringly as mathematics and craft can make
it; vo is their success.
There were some pleasant sights at the fair:
There were hosts of young. people who were
pleased and instructed; there were hosts of
steady, substantial farmers and their wives

master of the situation, but it had the good

only in this you are

Bn oOo
an gn oo

Gen. E, L. Jaffray, who was for a long time
an officerin the U. 8. Treasury Department,

good
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as a family visitor and religious instruc-

with them long enough. They hold the balance
of certainty against all competitors, and as

P

determined to send a scientific exploring expedition to the lofty tableland of Central Asia,
of oppressed humanity in. all Christendom.
known as the pamir, or roof of the world.
It
——King, the aeronaut, who made an ascenwill consist of a tepographer and two botansion from Scranton, Penn., Saturday, during a
ists, who will be accompanied by an escort of"
‘gale, traveled two hours in the clouds and deCossacks.
Wonder how many Englishmen
scended in the town of Providence, 125 miles
will think that this is a part of an all-embracing
the balloon being torn to shreds, leavdistant,
plan on the partof Russia to absorb all of
ing the basket and King hanging. to branches
Asia, including the Indian Empire.

of a tree.

its bite out of his ** pile.”

being a gentlemen and honest.
The laugh
had subsided, und the sober werk of gambling
was being explained again, when the boy cried

public observation in consequence of ‘broken
health, but for nearly forty years previous he
wasgamong the most conspicuous champions

It is stated that the Russian Government has

and gave him some

1876;

CABINET ORGANS

pills.”

the player gets it unerringly takes its bite,
until it devours all that he has.
These oilytongued gamblers tell a very
plausible tale,’
but they are certain to ruin you if you play

faction, when a boy from the crowd eried to
him:
“Say, mister, gointo open a prayer
meetin?”
Which created so great a diversion
in favor of the boy that the gambler was net-

1875; Philadelphia,
HAVE AWARDED THEIR

HIGHEST

In placing the Morning Star before the
public for another year we do so with a.
firm conviction of its increased usefulness

that’s

wards he lost two month’s pay. I knew a
traveller who won ten dollars at monte on a
Western railroad train, from * Texas Jack,”
at the next shuffle of the cards he * guessed”
wrong, and lost fifty dollars.
The * sweat cloth,” like its fellows, gives
the player a taste of success, and then takes

nature of the ¢ speculation” to hisqwn satis-

tled

Yes,

and eighty dollars in one night, “fighting the
tiger ” in Washington. The third night after

The hub ‘was silvered over

a pendant arm of stiff leather, which, as the
wheel revolved, kept up a continual ticking on
Just in front of the wheel
the silver arms.
was a large box, covered with black velvet,
and on this was a pile of silver dollars, halves,
and quarters, fresh from the mint.
A gambler sat behind each of the four black
piéces of leather with the gilt figures, waiting
—like spiders for venturesome or foolish flies—
for their prey.
The spokesman had ‘explained the siniple

Miss., from Oct. 4, to Oct. 10, 20 deaths. A
sad week’s reeord, certainly.——The death of
George Thompson, the English philanthroHe was in the 75th year
pist, is announced.
of his age. In writing of him, William Lloyd
Garrison says that for the past ten years: Mr.

done.”

countenance, the box bad won about two
dollars and a half for its owner.
Oh, gentlemen, its all easy enough; all you
lack is nerve—to lose everything you own.
1
knew an efficer in 1862 to. win one hundred

long, and at the top, fastened to the post, was

128 cases and 23 deaths; in Vicksburg, 38
deaths;in Memphis, 157 deaths; in Canton,

be

he threw again and lost; again and lost; again
and again, Some way or other he had lost the
“knack. When he walked away with a rueful

the
Between
and shone in its revolutions.
figures on the rim were silver arms four inches

News.

must

out like saucers, so great was his
thought he had caught the knack

back of the platform in the center was a wheel

<

turned and the gamblers count-

first time he ever threw dice; his eyes

It resembled a
about six feet in diameter.
buggy wheel,except that it had a wide rim, on
which were painted series of figures, 1,2, 3, 4,
5, 6, in bright gold on a background of red, It
The spokes were red,
was a beautiful wheel.
and each one supported about midway a large,

The town of Edinburg, Pa., was almost
completely destroyed by fire early Sunday
morning, two hundred apd twenty-five buildThe total property loss
ings being consumed.
is estimated at between $350,000 and $450,000,
The fire is believed to have
largely insured.
been incendiary.——For the week ending Sat‘urday, there were in New Orleans 988 ‘cases of
yellow fever and 300 deaths; in Baton Rouge,
366 cases and 35 deaths; in Morgan City, La.,

Tuesday’s Elections.

95,000 votes in Ohio.

Even the peanut boys lolled about in the shade

Bryant, was married on Thursday, in N. Y. to

punishment.

The strolling
grounds yet.

his tent and unpacked his pets.
players had not come on the

Company, has
cashier of the Pullman Car
been arrested at Norfolk, Va.
The estimated capital represented by railroads in the United States is $6,000,000 in
amount.
The quantity of lead required annually for
the lining of the tea chests in China is about
12,000 tons.
projected to a
Volumes of lava are being
hight of one hundred yards above the new
crater of Mt. Vesuvius.
Miss Minnie Godwin, daughter of Parke
Godwin and granddaughter of William Cul llen

their inveterate habit to beg and to cheat; and
from the temperance standpoint,
least, worthy of debate, how much
vantage or disadvantage are those
hectoliters of wine.

the defaulting

had just pitched

The rattlesnake man

pied.

occu-

partially

only

were

The eating booths

ed over $5,000,000 during the past year.

Santiago,

10 THE

they took for twenty-five cents a two dollar
greenback, a gold locket, diamond ring, or
wateh, as the case might be.
:
The principle in this speculation was a
little different from the terrible certainty of the
wheel-—there is a little more risk both ways,—
but the hox knew very well that the lucky
numbers inside are very, very
difficult to
throw. The box is a good friend to its owner,
and laughs in derision at the weak credulity of
the men who shake the box and throw the
dice. (‘The dice are probably loaded.)
I saw
aman win a dollar greenback.
It was the

weeds that grew luxuriantly above their sides.

been reduc-

Paris, 1807; Vienna, 1873;

ANNOUNCEMENT FOR 1879.

the

teen inches wide, and five inches deep. The
cover was glass. Through the glass, on the
bottom of the box, were lying greenbacks of
different denominations and gold (?) lockets,
&c., &c. , all numbered, A dice box on the
glass cover invited * speculators™
(always
speculators), “gentlemen” and *¢ speculators”
were invited to shake the box and throw the
dice; when, if they threw the lucky number,

big

for'the

except

empty,

cattle stalls were

did

But I saw another sight.
A man had a box about two feet long by six-

The

and the confusion of placing the exhibits.

So

what we all say.

noon, I made a tour of inspection. The central
building resounded with the noise of hammers

weavers of Glasgow have
One thousand
reduction in
struck against a 71-5 pec cent.

responsibility.

“ Something

grounds the first day at

the

upon

Arrived

So did miany

ed their gains exultingly,

tural fairs are becoming. a curse, instead of a
blessing, to the farming communities :”

New York Soldiers’ and Sailors’ Home
completed about Dee. 1.
Levinson has’ disappenred from Cinwith $20,000 obtained on forged pa-

the

But the wheel

account of what he saw, tothe New York
Observer. In commenting on the article that
paper well sags, ¢ that with the horse racing
and the gambling stalls and other like accompaniments, many of our so-called agricul-

per annum.

question.

Secretary. They
admitted that it was in
direet violation of the laws of Connecticut.

A correspondent, who has been attending a
county fair in Counecticut,sends the following

William I., King of Prussia, receives a sala

ry of $8,000,

the same”

The President of the Association dis-

claimed

the case, when, like many agricultural fairs, a
good name hides many iniquitious practices.

comotives are rung by steam.

to criminals, in 1875, there were. 78,000 of them

I asked
others.

ting tendencies of certain institutions, so that
it may be read of all men in plain English,
just what they really are. Fspecially is this

i
his autobiography.
Mr. Thomas Hughes, ifeis reported, is about
to visit this country again,
The bells on the Pennsylvania railroad lo-

'S TREIITI
“Tie Nomning Star” ¢ WILof RECE
NT YEARS:

Because

two thousand dollars for the privilege, and at
our County Fair ceil
rel and twenty-five.

degenera-

1t is well to hold up in detail the

Miscellaneous.

fair-grounds?”

at the State Fair'the wheel paid something like

AN AGRIQULTURAIL FAIR.

node
Italy,

wheel allowed on the

galthfulness and Efficacy,

third more:
YA "has taken the place of Soda, Salératus and Yeast: more convenient, makes
bread never sours nor cakes, never put up in pape r packages. In tin cans only of Grocers.

Sy

